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Abstract

Ti-stabilised interstitial free steel subjected to room temperature route BC 8 passes
Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP), was cold rolled (CR) to 25, 50 and 95% thickness
reductions at ambient temperature and 25% at liquid nitrogen temperature to induce
further microstructural refinement in an already ultrafine grained (UFG) microstructure.
Subsequently, thermal stability of the ECAP and 95% CR microstructures was investigated
by isothermal annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C.
With greater CR reduction the ECAP microstructure is refined monotonically with
a concurrent increase in high angle grain boundary (HAGB) fraction. The convergence of
high and low angle boundary spacings results in an increased contribution via boundary
strengthening to the yield and ultimate tensile strengths. The ECAP texture components
rotate around the transverse direction up to 50% CR while a strong α-fibre rolling texture
develops after 95% CR. The tensile fracture mode evolves from ductile to brittle type
between ECAP and 95% CR concurrent with reduced work hardening capacity.
The bulk stored energy values estimated by calorimetry correspond to energy
release from all strain sources in the material volume as well as Ti precipitation during
annealing whereas the local stored energy estimates by microhardness, Electron BackScattering Diffraction (EBSD) and X-ray line broadening allude only to changes in
dislocation content or internal stresses. High apparent activation energy suggests sluggish
recrystallisation of the steel due to excess Ti in solid solution. During annealing,
homogeneous coarsening of the ECAP microstructure via continuous recrystallisation is
followed by abnormal growth during the final stages of softening. On the other hand, the
95% CR microstructure coarsens only homogeneously following normal growth via
continuous recrystallisation with a progressive decrease in HAGBs. The evolution of room
temperature tensile characteristics after annealing, from stress-drop soon following
yielding, then Lüders banding and finally, to a return to continuous yielding and increased
work hardening, is related to a coarsening microstructure and changing area fraction of
HAGBs. Atom Probe Tomography (APT) indicates no dissolution of pre-existing Ti4C2S2
and FeTiP precipitates during ECAP or 95% CR. All fine precipitates detected by APT
irrespective of deformation or annealing, exhibit a variety of non-stoichiometric
compositions whereas near equilibrium composition was found in an order of magnitude
coarser precipitates observed by TEM.

Abstract
x
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The correlations between room temperature shear punch and tensile testing were
established for UFG IF steel undergoing coarsening via annealing. Lastly, this study
demonstrates that irrespective of ECAP and 95% CR, the strength-ductility balance in the
present IF steel after annealing is a function of both, fine grain size (~2.5–3 µm) and large
area fraction of HAGBs (~65 – 70%).
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cross sections (b, d, e) after annealing at: (a, b) 710 °C for 5 s, (c, d) 600
°C for 1 hr. In (e) dimpled fracture surface shows coalesced microvoids and Ti -rich nitrides. In (a) and (c), the direction of tensile
loading is marked by white arrows.
Fig. 6.11 Yield regions of two selected tensile curves with similar grain sizes but
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different HAGB% resulting from different processing.

Fig. 7.1

Elemental atom probe maps and corresponding 1 and 5 at% Ti iso-
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concentration surfaces showing precipitates in IF steel after: (a) ECAP
(total number of atoms ~31.4 million) and, (b) CR (total number of
atoms ~6.5 million). The arrow in (a) indicates the precipitate while
the arrow in (b) is segregation along the boundary.
Fig. 7.2

Effect of cluster/fine precipitate size on composition after: (a) ECAP
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and (b) CR and subsequent annealing.
Fig. 7.3

Atom map of clusters after CR and annealing at 600 °C for 300s (matrix
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atoms are suppressed by the maximum separation method using dmax =
1 nm).
Fig. 7.4

Representative (a) TiP precipitate (with traces of C) after ECAP and
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300s annealing and, (b) TiCPS precipitate after ECAP or CR and 1800s
annealing. The matrix atoms are suppressed by the maximum
separation method using dmax = 1 nm.
Fig. 7.5

(a) Typical Ti4C2S2 precipitate after CR and 300s annealing and, (b) the
EDS spectrum of the precipitate (Fe peaks are from the matrix).
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Chapter 1

The Body of Work

1.1 Motivation
Iron is a stable element whose use and extraction dates back to 4000 BC.
Interstitial Free (IF) steel is closest in terms of chemical composition to unalloyed iron as
it contains extremely low amounts (typically < 0.003 wt%) of C and N, which are stabilised
by addition of Ti and/or Nb. Presently, IF steels are mainly produced as cold rolled and
continuously galvanised or galvannealed sheets, which are mostly used for exterior panels
in auto-bodies. Although IF steel sheets meet the stringent requirements of the automotive
industry like formability and near-perfect visual appearance, their major drawback is very
low strength levels. Consequently, over the last decade higher strength Ti-stabilised IF
steels, with lesser ductility than conventional IF grades, based on P, Mn and Si solid
solution hardening have received much attention. To this end, investigating an alternative
strengthening mechanism like grain refinement in IF steel is certainly promising, as it does
not require the addition of alloying elements, which incurs additional cost.

1.2 Background on Ultrafine Grained Materials
Grain refinement increases the strength of the material as the boundaries are
effective barriers to mobile dislocations and can be described by the classical Hall-Petch
(H-P) relation [1, 2] such that:
y  0  kD1/2

(1.1)

where,  y is the yield stress, 0 is the ‘friction stress’ representing the overall resistance of
the crystal lattice to the dislocation movement, k is the H-P slope or the locking factor
which is a measure of the strength of the boundaries, and D is the grain size. In steels,
conventional thermo-mechanical processing has largely remained the general approach
for grain refinement where ~5 µm is recognised as the minimum achievable average grain
size [3]. However, application of severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques allows for
the refinement of the grain sizes of steels refined to the sub-micrometer level. In this
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context, when the average grain size of a polycrystalline aggregate is between 100 nm to 1
µm, the material is termed as ultrafine grained (UFG), while materials with average grain
size below 100 nm are called nano-crystalline materials [4].
The research on UFG materials started back in the 1960s by Embury and Fisher [5]
and Armstrong et al. [6] followed by Langford and Cohen [7] and Rack and Cohen [8].
Yield strengths of ~1-1.2 GPa were obtained in cold drawn (up to true strains of ~7)
wires of Fe-0.007C (wt%) [7] and Fe-0.003C-0.005Ti (wt%) [8] alloys by drastically
decreasing the scale of microstructure, with (sub)grains of ~0.3 µm.
An extensive body of research has been gathered in recent years on UFG
microstructures due to the wide variation in their processing techniques, materials and
properties. In the following, only key plastic deformation based techniques leading to bulk
UFG microstructures are discussed.

1.2.1 SPD techniques
SPD techniques are based on very large strain (typically von Mises strain, ε vM > 6)
plastic deformation such that the starting coarse-grained material is broken down into
finer and finer microstructure while the initial work-piece dimensions are preserved. The
three widely-accepted SPD techniques, chronologically, are, High Pressure Torsion (HPT),
Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) and, Accumulative Roll Bonding (ARB).

1.2.1.1 High Pressure Torsion
HPT is a directional strain process where the strain path remains unchanged such
that a disc shaped specimen is deformed at ambient or elevated temperatures by simple
shear between a rotating bottom anvil and a fixed upper anvil, while a hydrostatic
pressure is imposed by constraining the radial deformation. Although HPT has ability to
process brittle materials such as intermetallics and semiconductors, the major
disadvantage is its fairly small specimen dimensions (disc diameter ~10 to 20 mm and
thickness ~0.2 to 1 mm) accompanied by radial strain gradient [9, 10]. This restricts its
industrial up-scaling potential.
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1.2.1.2 Equal Channel Angular Pressing
ECAP is a simple shear dominated redundant strain SPD process with a
continuously changing strain path such that a well-lubricated billet material is extruded
repeatedly in subsequent passes through a die consisting of two interesting channels of
identical cross sections. The process can be accomplished either at ambient or elevated
temperatures. It should be noted that most ECAP set-ups do not have the facility to apply
‘back pressure’. The imposition of an additional hydrostatic (back) pressure in the exit
channel primarily helps in attaining a more homogenously deformed billet [11, 12]. The
large magnitude of shear deformation produced at the intersection of the entry and exit
channels leads to the refinement of the microstructure. Many factors affect the
microstructure and properties of ECAP materials. While processing route, temperature
and number of passes are of primary concern, the effects of processing speed and
hydrostatic pressure are secondary in nature. At the channel intersection, the inner angle,

 and the outer angle,  determine the total strain per one ECAP pass such that the total
equivalent strain, ε vM after N number of passes is [13]:
vM 

N 
  
    
2cot  2    cosec  2  
3





(1.2)

Four main ECAP processing routes (A, BA, BC and C) have been suggested based on
billet rotations about its longitudinal axis before re-insertion into the entry channel for a
successive pass. When viewed from the top of this channel, billet rotations of 0°, alternate
90° clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW), sequential 90° CW or CCW and
sequential 180° CW or CCW conform to route A, BA, BC and C, respectively. In BC processing
route, the material is sheared on 4 planes in a sequence which is repeated after every 4×N
passes [14] with an almost orthogonal change of strain path [15]. Although there is no
consensus till date [16], several investigations, have reported that BC is the most efficient
ECAP route in terms of grain refinement, microstructure homogeneity and the formation
of a large area fraction of high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs)[17-23]. In this context, the
recent experimental results reported in [24] indicates the better grain refining ability of
route BC ECAP after 8 passes at room temperature for a Ti-IF steel when compared with
routes A and C.
The main drawback of the ECAP process from industrial perspective is that it is
inherently a batch process. In order to make it continuous, newer ECAP-based techniques
such as, Conshearing [25], Equal Channel Angular Rolling [26], Continuous Confined Strip
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Shearing [27] and ECAP-Conform [28] have been proposed and seem promising. On the
other hand, it is interesting to note that ECAP has already found its niche in high end
applications as manufacturing of pure Ti-based biocompatible prosthetic implants by
combining it with cold rolling [29].

1.2.1.3 Accumulative Roll Bonding
During ARB two sheets are stacked and rolled together to ~50% reduction at an
elevated temperature (~0.3 Tm) such that the two sheets become bonded together [30]. In
order to achieve larger strains, the sheets are repeatedly cut into two, degreased, stacked
together and again rolled in the subsequent passes. Expectedly, due to use of rolling which
is a continuous process, the prospect of industrial application of ARB is higher as its
implementation in a rolling mill is easier. Furthermore, ARB can be used to bond together
two different materials resulting in a composite sheet with improved mechanical
properties [31-38] However, if ARB is implemented on an industrial scale, the additional
processes of cutting, degreasing and stacking would obviously decrease the mill
productivity.

1.2.2 Microstructural evolution during SPD
The experimental work in this thesis has been conducted on a Ti-IF steel which is a
body centred cubic (bcc) alloy with high stacking fault energy (SFE) and deforms by
dislocation glide. Consequently, other deformation mechanisms comprising twinning,
phase transformation and grain boundary sliding will not be considered any further.
Although microstructural evolution during large plastic deformation has been
extensively investigated for cold rolled face centred cubic (fcc) metals and alloys with
medium to high SFE [39-47], considerably less attention has been paid to bcc
metals/alloys [48]. Based on the above investigations, the grain subdivision mechanism
which plays a key role in microstructural evolution during large plastic deformation is
discussed as follows.
When a material is subjected to small to medium plastic strain deformation ( ε vM =
0.06–1.0) (Fig. 1(a)), dislocations get stored in loose arrangements forming dislocation
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tangles and subsequently arrange themselves in low energy dislocation structures (LEDS)
[46]. This process is driven by the reduction of their long range stress fields. The LEDS
structure consists of dislocation walls known as cell boundaries such that they enclose
roughly equiaxed relatively dislocation-free volumes called cells.
The Taylor criterion [49] mandates simultaneous activation of five independent
slip systems for maintaining the continuity of the polycrystal in each grain. However, a
reduction in the number of slip systems is energetically favourable because operation of
fewer slip systems leads to lower flow stress. Consequently, each individual grain deforms
by splitting up into volumes with lesser than five active slip systems (typically 3 to 4) such
that these volumes (cell blocks) collectively satisfy the Taylor criterion. Each cell block is
subdivided into cells, and the dislocation walls separating them are called cell block
boundaries (CBBs). When the CBBs take the form of extended nearly planar dislocation
sheets with high dislocation density, they are called dense dislocation walls (DDWs). Since
the CBBs accommodate the lattice mismatch arising from dissimilar glide rotation rates in
each cell block across them due to the operation of different combinations of slip systems,
they are also termed as geometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs). Contrarily, the cell
boundaries are also called incidental dislocation boundaries (IDBs) when they form by the
mutual trapping of glide dislocations. With a further increase in strain, new cell blocks
form through the subdivision of initial cell blocks such that a single DDW splits up into two
closely spaced DDWs forming first generation microbands (MBs). A separate mechanism
may also lead to the formation of new cell blocks such that the cell structure while gliding
on a previously dormant slip system cuts through the intersecting dislocations. The
resulting glide zone becomes a cell block which is termed as the second generation
microbands. The distinctions between the two kinds of MBs become increasingly difficult
at medium strains as the two families of DDWs/MBs form a checkerboard structure and
the uniform spacing between them is governed by energy minimisation. With the increase
in strain and the prevalence of a single dominant MB in separate local regions of the
microstructure, the structure evolves by further subdivision such that new slip activity is
often associated with localised micro-shearing.
During the large strain deformation ( ε vM >1), the microstructure evolves from that
of DDWs and MBs to one with mostly lamellar boundaries (LBs), as depicted in Figs. 1.1 (b
and c). The IDBs are almost perpendicular to the LBs but are generally inclined to the
plane of the section. Initially misorientations across most of the MBs and LBs are 3 to 15°
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whereas for the cell boundaries, they are <3°. However, with increasing deformation,
misorientations increase at a faster rate such that upon exceeding ~15° misorientation

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 1.1 (a-b) Schematic of grain subdivision after: (a) small to medium strain (0.06 < ε vM <
1), (b) high strains ( ε vM > 1) [42] and, (c) schematic of lamellar boundaries after rolling
[43].

GNBs transform into HAGBs. In this context, texture-based formation of HAGBs have also
been proposed [42] which include: (i) rotation of subdivided grain structures to different
preferred crystal orientations with increasing strain in concurrence with their rotation
velocity field in orientation space and, (ii) ambiguity of slip systems for unstable crystal
orientations leading to diverging orientations in the parent grain. It is understood that
apart from the above two mechanisms the deformation mode, level of strain and
composition of the alloy may have additional effects on the formation of HAGBs. However,
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the individual contribution from each of these effects still lacks extensive experimental
validation.
In contrast to the above, the second mechanism of geometrical grain refinement
comprises an increase in the surface area of the original grain boundaries during
deformation and is related to the sample and grain dimensions. It has been shown that the
effect of strain on the trend of increase in grain boundary area per unit volume is linear for
a simple shear process like ECAP while it is second order after plane strain compression or
rolling [50].
The third mechanism governing creation of new HAGBs is strain localisation. In
conventionally cold rolled IF steels, this is a dominant phenomenon leading to propagation
of micro-shear bands [48]. Starting with easy glide on {110} slip planes strain localisation
occurs quite frequently at intermediate strains when additional slip systems such as {112}
<111> get activated. However with a further increase in deformation level, strain
localisation gives way to homogenised flow. Consequently, in the process of attaining
refined and more equiaxed grains, quite complex microstructures result from the repeated
shearing of the elongated cell blocks and the LBs.
It is to be noted here that an important limitation of SPD is that the ability to refine
grains becomes increasingly inefficient at ε vM >6-8 and has been related to dynamic
recovery [51-57]. The rate controlling mechanism of dynamic recovery has been identified
as thermally activated cross slip of screw dislocations and climb of edge dislocations, both
of which are related to the stacking fault energy of the material [58, 59].

1.2.3 Annealing after SPD
When a material is processed by SPD its work hardening capacity is exhausted.
Hence further annealing is required to improve mechanical behaviour such that softening
finally results in a thermally stable UFG material. However, the increased boundary area
and large defect contents after SPD processing is representative of a large magnitude of
stored energy. The latter is responsible for an increased driving pressure for
microstructural coarsening [60]. For example, in ball milled Fe and HPT 0.7%C steel,
stored energies in the range of ~1.8 to 2.8 kJmol-1 were reported [61-64], which are
similar to or in excess of those involved during typical solid state phase transformation
reactions. Hence, stored energy measurements help in our understanding of the thermal
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stability of the SPD processed materials. However, systematic studies on stored energy
measurements on these materials are scarce.
The discontinuous recrystallisation phenomena which occur upon annealing of
conventionally deformed materials have been widely reported. However continuous
recrystallisation based on the unified theory of recovery, recrystallisation and grain
growth [65-67], is mostly relevant for high stacking fault energy SPD materials, like IF
steels. Similar to the processes found in particle containing Al-alloys, continuous
recrystallisation is characterised by extended recovery, with no discernible nucleation
events, however, it involves mobile HAGBs [67].
The unified theory of recovery, recrystallisation and grain growth covers three
phenomena in their continuous (Fig. 1.2 (a)) and discontinuous versions (Fig. 1.2 (b)) [66].

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 1.2 (a-b) Schematic illustration of: (a) continuous and (b) discontinuous annealing
phenomena and, (c) prediction of continuous and discontinuous growth of a cellular
assembly based on the unified theory as a function of the average boundary
misorientation ( θ ) and the boundary misorientation of particular cell ( θ ) [66].
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Consequently, it focuses on the prediction of stability of cellular microstructures based on
the size of cells and, the energy and mobility of cell boundaries [66]. When the growth of a
particular cell is in agreement with the assembly, it is termed as ‘stable’ and corresponds
to the continuous version of the specific phenomenon involved, whereas discontinuous
version of the phenomenon is captured by instability of any particular cell. Based on the
effect of misorientation on the energies and mobilities of the boundaries, it has been
shown that cellular structures with mean misorientation below 5° are unstable whereas
above 10° mean misorientation, the structures are intrinsically stable. Furthermore, in the
nucleation limited region shown in Fig. 1.2 (c), cells smaller than 2.5×average size are
incapable of growing discontinuously under the assumption that all cells in their lognormal distribution falls below this size limit. On the other hand, in the growth limited
region, the particular grain cannot grow larger than ~5×average size, which is chosen as
an arbitrary minimum size ratio for discontinuous growth.
Based on the above theory it was experimentally shown in fine grained cold rolled
Al-alloys that a transition from discontinuous to continuous recrystallisation is favoured
with more than ~65% HAGBs such that the maximum (sub)grain size ratio of ~4-5 was
validated for continuous recrystallisation in concurrence with the proposition of the
unified theory [68].
When heavy cold rolling results in lamellar microstructures such as schematically
shown in Fig. 1.3 (a), it has been proposed that its evolution during annealing takes place
in two stages, in turn, by – collapse of the lamellar structure and, spherodisation and
growth [67]. The equilibrium configuration of the node A is governed by equivalent grain
boundary tensions per unit length such that microstructure collapses when nodes A and Aʹ
come in contact (Fig. 1.3 (b)). The critical aspect ratio depends on the values of grain
lengths (L) along RD and widths (H) along ND and on the relative boundary energies.
Assuming that boundaries in the ND are usually LAGBs and if γR =2γN , the critical aspect
ratio is ~4. Once the two nodes touch each other, node switching occurs such that the so
formed two new nodes (A1 and A2) continue to be pulled apart due to their boundary
tensions (Fig. 1.3 (c)). Consequently, further spherodisation and growth result in more
equiaxed microstructures (Fig. 1.3 (d)). In single phase metals/alloys, this equiaxed
microstructure is prone to grain growth, whose characteristics would be largely
determined by the starting texture.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1.3 Schematic illustration of continuous recrystallisation of highly deformed lamellar
microstructures: (a) initial structure, (b) collapse of the lamellar boundaries, (c) beginning
of spherodisation by Y-junction migration and, (d) further spherodisation and growth
[67].

1.2.4 Tensile behaviour
As mentioned previously, any material after SPD processing shows poor ductility
due to reduced work hardening capacity and onset of an early plastic instability [30]. In
order to avoid early necking after yielding while characterising mechanical behaviour
after SPD, many investigators have opted to use either compression tests or hardness
tests. However, a classical tensile test has the added merit of providing information on
ductility apart from just strength values.
Uniaxial tensile behaviour of several clean UFG materials exhibit grain size
dependent localised inhomogeneous yielding such that either stress drops before any
Lüders extension or stress drops soon after yielding without further work hardening.
These phenomena are shown in tensile curves of ARB processed IF steel after annealing
(Fig. 1.4).
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Fig. 1.4 Tensile curves of IF steel with various grain sizes produced by ARB and
subsequent annealing [30].

The inhomogeneous yielding phenomena can be explained based on [69, 70] and is
due to the inability of the material to fulfil the applied strain rate because of a low density
of mobile dislocations after annealing. It is shown in [69, 70] that average dislocation
velocity, v, can be expressed as

v  ( / D)m

(1.3)

where τ is the applied resolved shear stress and, D and m are material parameters. The
plastic strain rate,  p is:
p  nbv

(1.4)

where n is the number of dislocations per unit area, b is the Burgers vector and v is the
average dislocation velocity. It has been argued that when the initial mobile dislocation
density (n) is low, the plastic strain rate (  p ) would be less than the rate of movement of
the machine crosshead such that resultant strain is largely elastic, and little overall plastic
deformation would be detected at higher stress levels (τ). Associated with this large stress
is a very high dislocation velocity (v). Consequent fast multiplication of dislocations would
lead to plastic strain rate in excess of the rate of crosshead movement. In order to balance
these two rates, the dislocation velocity would have to decrease. As shown in Eq. 1.3, this
results in a drop in stress.
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1.3 Objectives of the Thesis
As mentioned earlier (see section 1.2.2), irrespective of material or SPD
processing regime, there is a saturation in microstructural refinement beyond  vM ~6-8. It
is therefore hypothesised that further microstructural refinement in an already UFG
microstructure can be induced by changing the deformation mode and/or by decreasing
the deformation temperature. In addition, it is also clear from the existing literature
presented in earlier sections that neither the annealing response of the SPD materials nor
the concurrent evolution of their uniaxial tensile properties is well understood.
Hence, the main objective of the present investigation was to examine the
underlying mechanisms governing the evolution of microstructure, micro-texture and
room temperature mechanical properties during additional cold rolling (CR) of an ECAP
Ti-stabilised IF steel and subsequent annealing. In this regard, a room temperature route
BC 8 passes ECAP Ti-IF steel was cold rolled by 25, 50 and 95% and 25% thickness
reductions at ambient and liquid nitrogen temperatures, respectively. Subsequent
isothermal annealing was carried out at three temperatures – 525, 600 and 710 °C. The
annealing temperatures were based on their proximity to the onset, peak and finish
temperatures of softening determined via calorimetry in the present study.
To accomplish the goal of the thesis the following sub-tasks were defined:
(a)

To study the influence of ambient CR on subsequent evolution of microstructure,
micro-texture and tensile work hardening behaviour;

(b)

To estimate the bulk (via calorimetry) and local (via microhardness, EBSD and Xray line broadening) stored energy for all deformed conditions such that
monitoring of their thermal behaviour by calorimetry provides an insight into their
annealing characteristics;

(c)

To investigate the recrystallisation phenomena and tensile behaviour of the ECAP
and 95% CR materials during isothermal annealing at the three temperatures such
that a comparative assessment can be made between these two conditions;

(d)

To develop a small specimen testing technique – in this case, shear punch testing
(SPT), in order to estimating tensile properties by first establishing linear
correlations between tensile and SPT data and then, to check the predictive
capabilities of the correlations;
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(e)

To characterise the evolution of fine clusters/precipitates during the early stages
of annealing of ECAP and 95% CR materials using Atom Probe Tomography (APT).

1.4 Material and processing
1.4.1 Initial material
In this thesis the experimental work was carried out on a Ti-stabilized IF steel (Fe–
0.003C–0.15Mn–0.007Si–0.005S–0.01P–0.03Al–0.08Ti–0.001N wt.%). Ti-IF steels are
ultra low carbon steels to which Ti is added to scavenge the interstitial carbon and
nitrogen from the ferrite matrix. The steel was obtained from BlueScope Steel Ltd. in the
form of transfer bar plate after rough hot rolling and was further machined into 20(w) ×
20(t) × 80(l) mm3 billets with their longitudinal direction parallel to the transverse
direction of the plate, as per the conventional rolling nomenclature. The billets were
further annealed at 750 °C under an inert atmosphere for 1 hour, which resulted in an
equiaxed ferrite microstructure with an average grain size of 140 ± 10 µm and nearrandom texture [24]. Hereafter, this initial material has also been referred to as N = 0 or
the 0 pass material. In Ti-IF steels, most precipitates are Ti-containing compounds such as,
TiN, TiS, Ti4C2S2, TiC and FeTiP [71]. In the present steel, excess Ti can be estimated based
on stoichiometry such that, Tiexcess = Ti – (4C + 3.42×N + 1.5×S) = 0.08 – (4×0.003 +
3.42×0.001 + 1.5×0.005) = 0.057 wt%.

1.4.2 Equal Channel Angular Pressing
The billets were processed by ECAP via route BC (die inner angle,  = 90° and die
outer angle,  = 0°) for 8 passes (  vM ~9.2) at room temperature with 5 mm.s1 pressing
speed and ~25 MPa back pressure. The ECAP processing, shown schematically in Fig. 2.1
(a) of Chapter 2, was undertaken using the rig developed at Monash University. Further
details can be found in [24]. After ECAP, the billets were refrigerated before further
processing to avoid any temperature influences. Hereafter, the ECAP processed material
has also been referred to as the N = 8 condition.
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1.4.3 Cold rolling
The ECAP billets (20 × 20 × 60 mm3) were further cold rolled to different thickness
reductions such that the rolling (RD), normal (ND) and transverse (TD) directions of cold
rolling were parallel to the extrusion direction (ED), ND and TD, respectively of the ECAP
billet. This is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.1 (b) of Chapter 2. Cold rolling was
undertaken without any lubrication on the laboratory cold rolling mill (roll diameter =
150 mm and length = 200 mm) at the BlueScope Steel Research Laboratories, Port Kembla,
with an almost constant thickness reduction per pass (~1%). Cold rolling was carried out
at two temperatures such that the billets were immersed for ~5 mins in cold water or in
liquid nitrogen after every pass. During room temperature CR the billets were subjected to
three levels of thickness reductions, 25, 50 and 95% (CR or CR-WQ) while at liquid
nitrogen temperature the billet was rolled to only ~25% reduction (CR-LNQ), as further
rolling caused catastrophic cracking. The thickness reductions of 25, 50 and 95%
following ECAP resulted in total imparted  vM of ~9.5, 10 and 12.7, respectively.

1.4.4 Preparation of homogeneously deformed samples
For all deformed conditions, homogeneously deformed samples were cut from the
centre of the billet and/or strip length and cross section using a Struers Accutom-50.
Coolant was used to prevent the samples from overheating during cutting. Typical sample
sizes after ECAP and further 25 and 50% cold rolling were ~10 × 10 × 20, ~10 × 8 × 25
and ~10 × 4 × 50 mm3, respectively. For the 95% CR strip, the homogenously deformed
portion was approximately the middle one-third of the entire strip length and measured
~10 × 1 × 200 mm3. All experiments were conducted on the above samples.

1.4.5 Isothermal annealing
To investigate thermal stability of the as-deformed ECAP and 95% CR
microstructures, the samples (~10 × 10 × 1 mm3) originating from the same billet and/or
strip were annealed at 525 °C for up to 72 and at 600 and 710 °C for up to 5 hrs,
respectively in a salt bath furnace (Ajax Electric Co.) using a Ba-Ca chloride based
(Durferrit GS430 + R2) salt. A reproducible heating rate of ~150(±10) °C.s-1 was measured
prior to isothermal hold (±2°). The samples were subsequently quenched in water at room
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temperature. To avoid corrosive effects of the salt mixture on the steel samples, the
samples were placed inside small envelopes made up of ~0.5 mm thick stainless steel
sheets for annealing beyond 5 hrs. The annealing temperatures were selected to lie close
to the onset, peak and finish temperatures of isochronal calorimetric heat-flow traces,
further details of which are described in Chapters 3 and 4.

1.5 Methods
1.5.1 Electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD)
An intense beam of electrons with a small probe diameter is the ideal candidate for
simultaneously obtaining detailed information on microstructure and crystallographic
orientation by the analysis of the resulting Kikuchi patterns. Hence currently, field
emission gun scanning electron microscopes (FEG-SEM) are in use for characterising UFG
microstructures over large areas due to their enhanced effective spatial resolution.
Prior to EBSD mapping and after 1 µm polish with diamond suspension,
electropolishing was carried out on ND-ED/RD samples at room temperature on a Struers
Lectropol–3 with a 95% acetic acid and 5% perchloric acid electrolyte for 12 s at 30 V with
a flow rate of 14 (on a full scale of 50). When an etched surface was needed, the
electropolished sample surface was lightly etched with 2% nital. EBSD maps were then
collected on a JEOL JSM–7001F FEG–SEM operating at 15 kV excitation voltage and ~1.14
nA probe current using the Oxford Instruments Corona Fast Acquisition software. To
obtain an optimum combination of scan speed and the accuracy of measurement, 4 × 4
binning was used. Step sizes between 0.025 – 1 µm were chosen such that they represent
<20% of the average subgrain sizes of the acquired maps. For all conditions a minimum of
two field-scans from the central area of the sample cross-section covering >2000 grains
were obtained and individually analysed, after which the average and standard deviations
were calculated. The fraction of indexed patterns in the EBSD maps ranged from ~60 to
98% where the minimum belonged to 95% CR condition. Post–processing of the maps was
undertaken using HKL–Channel 5. To avoid spurious boundaries, the angular resolution
limit was constant at 2°. In this thesis, based on the microstructural morphology, two
types of size measurements are reported. In deformed conditions due to their elongated or
lamellar morphologies, sizes are better represented as vertical linear intercepts along ND
such that grain, subgrain and substructure sizes are spacings between HAGBs, only LAGBs
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and, between all boundaries, respectively. On the other hand, during annealing the
coarsening microstructures have been represented by equivalent circle diameters (ECD)
such that grains are bounded solely by HAGBs (   15 ) while subgrains are surrounded
either by LAGBs ( 2    15 ), or partially by HAGBs. However to improve the data quality
in both cases, the single pixels were discarded.
For micro-texture analysis, orientation distribution function (ODF) sections and
subsequently pole figures (PF) were calculated using Bunge’s notation after exporting the
three Euler angles and two-dimensional coordinates of each pixel to MTex (version 3),
which is a Matlab toolbox for quantitative texture analysis [72]. While orthorhombic
sample symmetry was utilised for 95% CR material in deformed and annealed conditions,
no sample symmetry was imposed for any other condition.

1.5.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
Discs of 3 mm diameter and ~0.1 mm thickness were punched from the centre of
the ND–RD section and electropolished at –30° C using a Struers Tenupol–5 twin-jet
polisher in an electrolyte containing 5% perchloric acid and 95% methanol at 45 V, ~450
mA. For the 95% CR condition electron transparent ND–RD specimens were prepared on
an FEI Nova NanoLab 200 dual focussed ion beam (FIB) system at the University of New
South Wales using a beam of Ga2+ ions. Microstructures and precipitate compositions were
analysed on a JEOL 2011F TEM with LaB6 filament operating at 200 kV and equipped with
an ultra-thin window Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector.

1.5.3 Tensile tests
Flat specimens with 15 mm reduced parallel section length, 5 mm width and 1 mm
thickness (see Fig. 2.1 (c) in Chapter 2) were produced by electro-discharge wire cutting.
For any condition a minimum of two tensile tests were undertaken at room temperature
on a servo–hydraulic Instron 1341 at a nominal strain rate of 8  104 s-1 equipped with a
video extensometer operating at 33 frames per second.
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1.5.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The fractured cross-sections of the broken tensile and SPT (described later in
1.5.8) specimens were examined using a JEOL JSM–7001F FEG–SEM equipped with Bruker
AXS X-flash EDX detector.

1.5.5 Microhardness
Microhardness measurements were undertaken on ND-ED/RD samples (~10 × 10
× 1 mm3) using M-400-H1 Leco Vickers tester after applying 500 gf (4.9 N) load for 12 s at
ten random spots. Samples were first polished up to 1200 grit SiC papers to have a
perfectly flat surface and finally cloth-polished with 6 and 1 µm diamond suspension.

1.5.6 X-ray diffraction (XRD)
Diffraction experiments were conducted on electropolished surfaces of all
deformed samples (10 × 10 × 2 mm3) using Ni-monochromated Cu Kα radiation at 35 kV
and 28.6 mA in the Bragg-Brentano geometry in a GBC-MMA X-ray diffractometer. The
detector was rotated with a speed of 0.1°min-1 in steps of 0.02°. The evolution of relative
intensity for all samples was measured by varying 2θ from 40° to 120° in continuous scan
mode. The X-ray line profiles were further processed using the Traces software package
for estimating domain sizes and micro-strains.

1.5.7 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
DSC is a thermal analysis technique that determines the temperatures and the
changes in energy associated with solid state reactions during heating of a material. For
annealing of cold-worked materials these reactions typically include softening (recovery,
recrystallisation and grain growth) and precipitate formation and/or dissolution. Based
on the principle of their operation there are two basic types of DSC set-ups: (i) heat flux
and, (ii) power compensated. In the former, the heat flow signal is derived from the
difference in temperature of the sample and the reference whereas power compensated
DSC is based on the signal being related to the differential heat provided to always keep
both sample and reference at the same temperature [73].
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Experiments were conducted on a TA Instruments Q100 heat flux type DSC with a
fin air cooling system by first undertaking calibration of heat flow and temperature
measurements using standard In, Zn and Al samples at the investigated heating rates.
Subsequently the deformed coupon samples of 60-70 mg weight were isochronally heated
at 5, 10, 20 and 40 °C min-1 to 720 °C and air cooled to room temperature after holding for
10 mins.

1.5.8 Shear punch tests
SPT is one of the most useful small specimen testing techniques which can provide
information on both strength and ductility. Furthermore, the nature and ease of analysis of
the raw load-displacement data is comparable to that of conventional tensile testing.
The SPT set-up comprises a 3.01 mm flat-bottom punch and 3.018 mm die,
both made up of hardened tool steel. A minimum of two tests were conducted on ~0.8
mm thick polished samples using a custom-built rig fitted to an Instron 5566 operating at
a constant cross head speed of 8  104 mm.s1 . While the load during deformation was
monitored using a 10 kN load cell, the displacement was measured using a ±2.5 mm linear
variable displacement transducer (LVDT). In order to minimise the compliance of the setup, the LVDT was attached to the punch housing in such a way that the LVDT tip rests on a
adjustable vertical guide post (close to the die housing) with its flat surface exactly
levelling off with that of top surface of the sample. Consequently, no further compliance
corrections were made to the displacement data.

1.5.9 Atom probe tomography
APT provides three dimensional, near-atomic resolution, structural and
compositional information within volumes spanning several hundreds of nanometres [74].
APT was conducted on an Imago wide-field-of-view Laser Atom Probe (LEAP 3000X) at
the University of Sydney. Specimens for APT were first prepared by cutting blanks (~0.5 ×
0.5 × 15 mm3) from bulk samples after ECAP, 95% CR and their annealed counterparts
after annealing at 600 °C for 5 and 30 mins. Very smooth needle-like specimens with fine
tips (~50-100 nm radii) were prepared following standard two-stage electropolishing
technique [74]. In the first stage rough polishing was undertaken in 25% perchloric and
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75% glacial acetic acid electrolyte at ~18-20 V. In the second stage, micro-electropolishing
was done in an electrolyte of 2% perchloric acid in 2-butaxyethanol at ~10-15 V under an
optical microscope to ensure the correct shape of the tip. Subsequently, APT was carried
out at ~20 K (-253 °C) with a pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz and laser energy of 0.2 nJ,
under a vacuum below 10-10 Torr. In principle, measurement of the time-of-flight, the
charge and the x, y coordinates of field evaporating ions leads to mapping of the two
dimensional elemental distribution in one layer [74]. Further field evaporation of
subsequent layers enables the reconstruction of a three dimensional elemental map of
layers.
Reconstruction and analyses of the APT data was undertaken using PoSAP
(version 1.75) analysis software by first clearly identifying the isotopes of each type of
element in the mass spectrum. Further details on cluster/precipitate analysis are outlined
in Chapter 7.

1.6 Overview of Chapters 2 to 7
The results obtained from the present research are presented in the subsequent
chapters and are summarised as follows:

Chapter 2 describes the effect of change of deformation mode on the evolution of
microstructure, micro-texture and their correlation with tensile properties when the ECAP
processed steel is further subjected to 25, 50 and 95% CR. It is shown that boundary
spacings decrease with increasing CR such that their misorientation dependence obeys a
power law relationship with accumulated strain. With the saturation of microstructural
refinement by post-ECAP cold rolling occurs after 95% CR, the ECAP texture evolves into a
sharp α-fibre rolling texture. The similar stage-III work hardening slope for all deformed
conditions irrespective of microstructural refinement is linked to comparable rates of
dynamic recovery. The study also demonstrates that the individual strength contributions
from LAGBs and HAGBs with increasing CR can be delineated using the modified HallPetch formulation. The tensile behaviour evolved from that of post-necking elongation
after ECAP to failure by only diffuse necking after 95% CR.
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These results were published in Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A, 42
(2011) 1334-1348.

Chapters 3 and 4 are based on measurements of stored energies by either bulk or
local techniques. The bulk estimates provided by DSC are related to its local counterparts
estimated by microhardness, EBSD and X-ray line profile analyses. In Chapter 3 the stored
energies and apparent activation energies of recrystallisation for ECAP, 25, 50 and 95% CR
are reported whereas in Chapter 4 these parameters are compared to that after 25% CRLNQ to capture the effect of suppressed deformation temperature. Irrespective of the cold
rolling temperature, the changes in microstructural parameters and stored energies were
negligible. While the single exothermic peaks detected by calorimetry allude to continuous
recrystallisation for all deformed conditions, the high apparent activation energies suggest
sluggish recrystallisation behaviour.
These results were subsequently published in Materials Science and
Engineering: A 524 (2009) 158-167 and Advanced Materials Research 89-91 (2010)
244-249, respectively.

In Chapter 5, the effect of isothermal annealing after ECAP at 525, 600 and 710 °C
on the evolution of microstructure, micro-texture and mechanical properties are
presented. The softening behaviour of ECAP steel during annealing is shown to be that of
continuous recrystallisation followed by abnormal growth during the final stages of
softening. To this end, the abnormal grain growth in a few regions is related to local
growth advantages dictated by the presence of low mobility LAGBs in their
neighbourhood. It is shown that the evolution of tensile properties after annealing is grain
size dependent. Furthermore, the linear correlations estimated between SPT and tensile
data to enables the prediction of uniaxial tensile properties over a wide range of grain
sizes.
The results were published in Acta Materialia 59 (2011) 4015-4029.

Chapter 6 describes the annealing behaviour of 95% CR material such that
continuous recrystallisation is accompanied by a decrease in HAGBs due to texture
clustering and orientation pinning during grain growth. Tensile characteristics and
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properties are shown to depend on both, grain size and HAGB fraction. The linear
correlations between shear punch and tensile data developed in Chapter 5 are used for
further estimating mechanical property changes during the annealing of 95% CR steel.
The results have been submitted for publication in Materials Science and
Engineering: A (2011) (Under review).

The APT study presented in Chapter 7 provides an insight into cluster and
precipitate evolution during early the stages of annealing of ECAP and 95% CR material
with non-stoichiometry evident in the composition of fine clusters/precipitates. However,
TEM analysis of an order of magnitude larger precipitates showed near equilibrium
stoichiometry.
These results were published in Materials Science and Technology 27(2011)
735-738.
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Effect of Cold Rolling on as–ECAP Interstitial
Free Steel
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Abstract
Ti-stabilised interstitial free steel subjected to 8 passes, route BC room temperature Equal
Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) was further cold rolled (CR) up to 95% thickness
reduction. Electron back-scattering diffraction and transmission electron microscopy
characterised microstructural refinement and micro-texture evolution while the
mechanical properties were assessed by uniaxial tensile tests. After 95% CR the average
high-angle grain boundary spacing reduces to 0.14 µm while high-angle boundary fraction
increases to ~81%. The ECAP negative simple shear texture components rotate by ~15°
around the TD towards the RD for up to 50% CR; with typical rolling textures seen at 95%
CR. The decrease in boundary spacing produces a ~500 MPa gain in 0.2% proof stress, a
~600 MPa increase in ultimate tensile strength and a ~4% loss in total elongation after
95% CR. Similar rates of decrease in work hardening correspond to comparable rates of
cross and/or multiple slip events irrespective of processing regime and substructural
refinement. The fracture mode of the tensile samples changes from ductile to brittle type
between ECAP and 95% CR and is attributed to the reduced work hardening capacity of
the latter. The modified Hall-Petch equation shows that the convergence of high-angle
boundary spacing values with their low-angle counterparts results in an increased
contribution via boundary strengthening to the 0.2% proof stress and ultimate tensile
strength.
Keywords: equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE); equal channel angular pressing
(ECAP); Electron Back–Scattering Diffraction (EBSD); Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM); texture; mechanical properties; Hall-Petch; steel.
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2.1 Introduction
Grain refinement of polycrystalline materials produces superior strengths due to
an increased population of grain boundaries acting as obstacles to dislocation glide. One
such method to induce ultrafine grain refinement (0.1 ≤ average grain size < 1 µm) in bulk
samples via severe plastic deformation (SPD) is Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP).
The as–ECAP microstructure comprises strain–induced dislocation boundaries or
subgrains (with misorientations 2° ≤ θ ≤ 15°), grains (15° ≤ θ ≤ 62.8°) and a very high total
dislocation density ( 1015-16m-2 ) [1-10].
Reports indicate that irrespective of the material or SPD processing regime, a
saturation in the rate of grain refinement is approached near a von Mises strain ( ε vM ) of 6–
8 [2, 4, 11-15] and ascribed to processes related to dynamic recovery [6, 11, 12, 16].
Consequently a steady–state grain size is attained when the high–angle grain boundary
(HAGB) area fraction saturates at 60–70% and its spacing converges with the low–angle
subgrain boundary (LAGB) spacing. In commercially pure as–ECAP Cu [2, 3], Ni [17] and
dilute Al–alloys [5] a limit is approached when grain sizes of ~0.2, 0.35 and 0.5 µm,
respectively are reached at ε vM = 6–8. Similarly for as–ECAP pure Fe and steels the grain
size refinement saturates at 0.3–0.4 µm after ε vM = 5–6 [1, 4, 18].
An effective way to induce even further grain refinement after ECAP is to change
the deformation mode as reported in pure Cu [19], Ni [20] and Al [5, 12] subjected to
either further cold rolling (CR) , high pressure torsion (HPT) or a combination of CR and
HPT . Pure Cu and Al returned a HAGB spacing of 0.2 µm after CR, while post–processing
by HPT and CR+HPT resulted in grain sizes of 0.3 and 0.1 µm, respectively for pure Ni.
Considering the level of effective plastic strain after ECAP+CR ( ε vM = 9–13), a
strong correlation between microstructure and texture evolution is expected. While ECAP
results in crystallographic orientations close to ideal negative1 simple shear, investigations
to-date on the effect of a change in deformation mode (such as CR) on crystallographic
texture intensity and orientation distribution have been limited to face-centered-cubic
materials (fcc) [21, 22]. Bulk texture analysis of cold rolled Al-0.5Cu pre-deformed to 6
passes, routes A and BC ECAP showed the development of typical rolling textures after

As shown in Fig. 2.1 (a), negative refers to simple shear along –xʹ direction assuming right-handed
coordinate system; on a similar note, positive simple shear is defined along +xʹ direction.
1
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50% CR and increases in texture strength up to 95% thickness reduction [21]. Similar
findings were also reported in [22] where a 99.95% Cu pre-deformed to ε vM ~2.7 via route
A ECAP followed by 95% CR led to an increased intensity of fcc rolling texture.
The present investigation builds on earlier studies that correlated the evolution of
the deformation substructure with changes in mechanical properties of a body-centeredcubic (bcc) Ti stabilised interstitial free (IF) steel subjected up to 8 passes (N), route BC
ECAP [4]. Since a saturation in grain refining ability was observed between ε vM = 5–9, the
present work focuses on reviving the process of grain refinement on the same N = 8 IF
steel via further room temperature cold rolling to 95% thickness reduction. Due to the
fine–scale of the deformation substructure and the need for statistically significant
information, high–resolution Electron Back–Scattering Diffraction (EBSD) was used to
measure the various microstructural features and boundary misorientations over large
sample areas. However due to the limitation in EBSD spatial resolution, Transmission
Electron microscopy (TEM) was used to return representative measurements by tracking
boundary spacing and thickness evolution with increasing strain using standard
techniques [23-27].
In addition to investigating the efficiency of grain refinement, the evolution of
micro–texture has also been detailed. Finally in order to delineate the individual strength
contributions from LAGBs (via the subgrain boundary dislocation density) and HAGBs (via
dislocation/grain boundaries), the recently proposed modified Hall–Petch (H–P) relation
[28] has been applied to the 0.2% proof stress ( 0.2% ) and ultimate tensile strength ( UTS ).

2.2 Experimental and Analytical Procedure
A Ti–stabilised IF steel (Fe–0.003C–0.15Mn–0.007Si–0.005S–0.01P–0.03Al–
0.08Ti–0.001N wt.%) obtained from BlueScope Steel Ltd. was subjected to 8 passes
( ε vM ~9.2), room temperature ECAP (Ф = 90°, Ψ = 0°) via route BC as shown schematically
in Fig. 2.1 (a). Further ECAP processing details are described in [29]. The as–ECAP billets
were subsequently cold rolled without lubrication along their extrusion direction for three
thickness reductions of 25, 50 and 95% (Fig. 2.1 (b)) with a ~1% reduction per pass
resulting in a total  vM of ~9.5, 10 and 12.7, respectively. The billets were water quenched
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after every rolling reduction to negate temperature effects. Specimen sections for
subsequent investigation were cut parallel to the plane containing ND–ED after ECAP or
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic representation of (a) the ECAP billet with the three orthogonal
directions, (b) the ECAP billet subjected to further cold rolling and, (c) the tensile
sample. ED = extrusion direction, RD = rolling direction, TD = transverse direction, ND =
normal direction.

ND-RD after CR (see Figs. 2.1 (a and b)) from the centre of the stable billet/strip length
and in the middle of the longitudinal cross-section using a Struers Accutom-50.
Prior to EBSD mapping the sample surface was electropolished using a Struers
Lectropol–3 with a 95% acetic acid and 5% perchloric acid electrolyte for 12 seconds at 30
V, 293-295 K (20 - 22°C) and a flow rate of 14 flow units (on a full scale of 50). EBSD
mapping was carried out on a JEOL JSM–7001F field emission gun – scanning electron
microscope (FEG–SEM) operating at 15 kV excitation voltage, 1.14 nA probe current and
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fitted with a Nordlys–II camera using the Oxford Instruments Corona Fast Acquisition
software. The step size used was 0.1 µm for ECAP, 0.08 µm for both 25% and 50% CR and
0.025 µm for the 95% CR condition. For all deformation conditions a minimum of two
maps were obtained in the centre of the specimen and individually analysed after which
the average and standard deviations were calculated. Each map nominally covered an area
of 24×18 m2 near the specimen centre at ×8k magnification while an area of 8×6 m2
was scanned at ×15k magnification for the 95% CR condition. The central area of the
sample cross-section was always chosen for EBSD mapping in order to avoid throughthickness strain gradients while characterising changes in microstructure and microtexture. The maps were first cleaned using the VMAP software [30] via the Kuwahara
orientation averaging subroutine filters following which post–processing was undertaken
using HKL–Channel 5. In order to avoid spurious boundaries misorientations below 2°
were ignored. In all EBSD maps the red lines denote LAGBs ( 2o    15o ) while the black
lines are HAGBs ( 15    62.8 ). The grain ( LHAGB ), subgrain ( LLAGB ) and substructure
sizes ( LLAGB+HAGB ) are reported as linear intercepts along the vertical or y-axis only; which
corresponds to the macroscopic ND axis. In order to improve data quality all intercept
values comprising of two pixels (or less) were neglected. Micro–textures were calculated
from the EBSD maps after exporting to MTex version 3 [31]. The {110} pole figure (PF)
was calculated from the orientation distribution function (ODF) f(g); where g = ( 1 ,  , 2 )
signifies grain orientations represented by the three Euler angles in Bunge’s notation. The
volume fraction calculations of the partial fibers or individual texture components are
based on a 15° spread from their ideal positions.
For TEM studies foils of ~0.1 mm thickness were punched from the centre of the
ND–RD section and electropolished using a Struers Tenupol–5 in an electrolyte containing
5% perchloric acid and 95% methanol at 45 V, ~450 mA and 243 K (–30° C). For the 95%
CR condition electron transparent ND–RD specimens were prepared on an FEI Nova
NanoLab 200 dual focussed ion beam system. Bright–field (BF) images were captured on a
JEOL 2011F operating at 200 kV. The selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns were taken
along the 111 zone axis using a double tilt specimen holder. Measurements of boundary
spacings and their thicknesses (widths) were undertaken irrespective of their
misorientation on the Scion Image analyser at magnifications of ×40k and ×60k,
respectively. Consequently the value of boundary spacing and thickness denotes an
average which includes both, LAGBs and HAGBs. Approximately 100 intercept
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measurements along two mutually perpendicular local directions computed the maximum
and minimum separation distances of boundaries while an average of 50 measurements
returned the boundary thickness value for each deformation condition.
In order to determine the uniaxial tensile properties, flat specimens with 15 mm
reduced parallel section length and 1 mm thickness were produced by wire cutting (Fig.
2.1 (c)). For each condition a minimum of two tensile tests were undertaken at room
temperature on a servo–hydraulic Instron 1341 at a nominal strain rate of
8  104 s1 equipped with a video extensometer operating at 33 frames per second.

Following this, the values for 0.2% proof stress ( 0.2% ), ultimate tensile stress ( UTS ),
uniform elongation ( eu ), total elongation ( e t ) and work hardening rate ( d d ) were
calculated and the fractured cross–sections analysed using the FEG–SEM.

2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Microstructure characterisation
The grain boundary maps shown in Fig. 2.2 have their horizontal (x-axis) parallel
to the macroscopic ED/RD. The as–ECAP microstructure consists of elongated subgrains
and grains aligned along the macroscopic direction of imposed negative simple shear (Fig.
2.2 (a)); along with a few areas with equiaxed subgrains/grains. With greater rolling
reduction, the boundaries become increasingly aligned to the rolling direction (Figs. 2.2 (b
and c)) with a micro-shear banded lamellar substructure evolving after 95% CR (Figs. 2.2
(d and e)). The micro-shear bands are inclined at 30–35° to the rolling plane and are
characteristic of inhomogeneous deformation via highly localised plastic flow. In
agreement with previous reports [32, 33], this study also did not observe shear banding
up to 50% thickness reduction. Greater CR resulted in a shift of the unimodal log–normal
distribution of LAGB and HAGB boundary spacing towards reduced values along with
narrower widths and reflects increasing homogeneity of substructure refinement (Fig.
2.3). The boundary misorientation distribution based on point–to–point misorientation i.e.
lowest angle solution of angle/axis pairs is shown in Fig. 2.4. The spread of LAGB
misorientations towards larger angles with increasing CR is noted.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

Fig. 2.2 EBSD grain boundary maps for IF steel after (a) N = 8 ECAP, (b) 25%, (c) 50%
and, (d, e) 95% CR. (e) is representative of a micro-shear banded area. Red (grey) =
LAGBs, black = HAGBs.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.3 Log-normal distributions of boundary spacings versus number fraction of: (a)
LAGBs and, (b) HAGBs.
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Fig. 2.4 Misorientation angle distribution after N = 8 ECAP, 25%, 50% and, 95% CR.

Table 2.1 Microstructural parameters derived from EBSD.
Processing
condition

ECAP

N=8
25%

ECAP
+ CR

50%
95%

LLAGB

LHAGB

LLAGB+HAGB

fHAGB

avg

LAGB

HAGB

(m)

(m)

(m)

(%)

(°)

(°)

(°)

0.43 ±

0.60 ±

0.42 ±

63 ±

27.3 ±

6.6 ±

37.7 ±

0.13

0.35

0.14

2

0.4

0.1

0.1

0.40 ±

0.50 ±

0.37 ±

60 ±

25.8 ±

6.5 ±

36.9 ±

0.16

0.30

0.14

2

0.3

0.1

0.1

0.35 ±

0.39 ±

0.32 ±

71 ±

29.8 ±

6.8 ±

37.9 ±

0.13

0.18

0.10

2

0.8

0.1

0.3

0.13 ±

0.14 ±

0.12 ±

81 ±

34.0 ±

7.5 ±

39.0 ±

0.04

0.08

0.05

2

2.0

0.4

1.8

Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.5 (a) record decreasing LLAGB , LHAGB and LLAGBHAGB values,
higher LAGB , HAGB and LAGBHAGB and increasing HAGB area fraction ( fHAGB ) from 25% to
95% CR reduction. The small drop in the LAGB , HAGB , LAGBHAGB and fHAGB values after 25%
CR alludes to the formation of low-angle boundaries at the initiation of CR and is similar to
previous reports on 25% CR Al alloys (AA8006, AA1200 and, Al–0.1Mg) with grain sizes
ranging between 2–300 µm [12]. The change in average misorientation accumulation for
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LAGBs and HAGBs is plotted as a function of cumulative strain in Fig. 2.5 (b). The
misorientation versus strain dependence for LAGBs and HAGBs can be described by a
power law [34] with exponents of 0.44 and 0.16, respectively. Here the exponent values
for LAGBs closely matches the 0.5 reported for LAGBs and HAGBs can be described by a
power law [34] with exponents of 0.44 and 0.16,respectively. Here the exponent values for
LAGBs closely matches the 0.5 reported for incidental dislocation boundaries (IDBs) and
agrees with the observation of increasing CR reductions resulting in a transformation of
LAGBs into HAGBs via faster misorientation accumulation across their boundaries. On the
other hand, the calculated HAGB exponent differs significantly from the 0.66 for
geometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs)2 [34] and alludes to HAGBs undergoing rigid
body rotations to align themselves parallel to the rolling direction and giving rise to high
aspect ratio lamellar substructures. It should be noted that the convergence in LLAGB ,

LHAGB and LLAGBHAGB values and the 80-85% area fraction of HAGBs after 95% CR (Table
2.1) suggests a saturation in the level of achievable microstructure refinement via CR.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.5 Evolution of (a) boundary spacing, area fraction HAGB and, (b) misorientation
angle with equivalent strain after ECAP and CR.

IDBs and GNBs are primarily TEM-based terms for the characterisation of deformed
microstructures whose EBSD-based equivalents are LAGBs and HAGBs, respectively. The latter
nomenclature has been adopted in the present study.
2
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The bright–field TEM images (Fig. 2.6 (a)) also confirm EBSD observations of mixed
morphology ECAP substructures (initially aligned with the macro–shear direction)
undergoing a change during CR to increased length–scales parallel to the RD and thinning

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2.6 ND-ED/RD plane bright field TEM images with inset SAD patterns after (a) N = 8
ECAP, (b) 25%, (c) 50% and, (d) 95% CR.

Table 2.2 Boundary spacing and thickness measured from TEM.
Boundary spacing

Boundary thickness

(nm)

(nm)

N=8

272 ± 104

26 ± 7

25%

243 ± 73

25 ± 5

50%

201 ± 62

21 ± 3

95%

82 ± 20

9±2

Processing condition

ECAP

ECAP + CR
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in the ND (Table 2.2). In Fig. 2.6 (d), regions of micro–shear banding running across sharp
deformation–induced boundaries are clearly observed after 95% CR and corroborate the
comparatively coarser observations made by EBSD. The increase in average
misorientation with greater strain is evident from the inset SAD patterns which become
even more diffused after CR; resulting in a ring–pattern after 95% thickness reduction.

2.3.2 Micro-texture evolution
The {110} pole figures shown in Figs. 2.7 (a-d) are presented in TD-view in typical
ECAP convention [35] using a translation from the negative simple shear reference system
(or x’y’z system) to the sample coordinate system (or xyz system) is accomplished by a
clockwise rotation of θ =  /2 = 45° about the TD or z-axis (Fig. 2.1 (a)) where

  90 represents the ECAP die angle. ECAP specific orientations can be derived by
increasing the 1 of ideal simple shear orientations by θ = 45° while the other two Euler
angles (  and 2 ) remain constant. The ideal ECAP {110} pole figure (Fig. 2.7 (a))
comprises orientations that distribute themselves between two partial fibers running
along: (i) {110} planes with uvw directions or, (ii) {hkl} planes with 111 directions,
both counter clockwise rotated by θ = 45° around the TD from the ND-plane or ED after Ф
= 90° ECAP. It consists of a partial {110} fiber running from F to E E through
J J orientations and a partial 111  fiber extending from D1 to D2 through E E .

After N = 8, relatively higher orientation densities were found near the D1 , J and
E components (Fig. 2.7 (b)). It was shown in [36] that the D1 (or near D1 ) component

is stronger than D2 as a result of negative simple shear and is attributed to D1 being
present on both, the 111  and {112}uvw  (or {112} ) fibers.
When compared to the N = 8 condition, the pole figures after 25% and 50% CR are
similar in terms of orientation components, their strengths and distribution (Figs. 2.7 (c
and d)). Similar observations have been made for UFG Al-0.5Cu alloy subjected to 50% CR
after N=6, route BC ECAP [21] where typical rolling textures developed only after 50% CR.
However upon comparing Fig. 2.7 (b) with Figs. 2.7 (c and d), a clockwise rotation of 6-7°
and 13-14° about the TD or z-axis, respectively is discernable. In Figs. 2.7 (e and f) the
{110} pole figures after 95% CR are depicted in ND-RD and RD-TD views, respectively
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using rolling convention. In both pole figures a return of symmetry with approximately
uniform strengths for the various texture components is evident.

y, ND

y′
F

D1

J

E

D2 

E <111>


J J
45o

E

x, ED E
J

{110}

J

F

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2.7 (a) ideal {110} end-texture pole figure depicting simple shear orientations and
partial fibers (solid lines) for bcc materials after one pass ECAP, (b) N = 8 ECAP, (c)
25%, (d) 50% and, (e, f) 95% CR. (e, f) are in rolling convention. Contour levels: 1×
random.

In Fig. 2.8 the 2 = constant ODF sections for N = 8 ECAP condition are shown in
steps of 15°. The texture components are distributed along the b1, b2 and b3 fibers [35]
such that the b1 fiber consists of D2  E E  D1 orientations along the 111  partial
fiber. Similarly the b2 fiber contains F  J J  E E orientations (or the {110} partial
fiber) and E E  D2 orientations (or 111  partial fiber) with a common position at the

E E orientation. Furthermore, the b3 fiber consists of F  J J  E E along {110}
partial fiber and E E  D1 along the 111  fiber which once again meet at the common

E E position. After N = 8 the partial fibers are incomplete as the primary texture
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components are located along 111  between D1 and E E along with a weak {110}
fiber and D2 and F orientations.
b3

b2

F

b1 b2

D2

D1

D1

F

D1

J

E
J

D2

F

~ E

F

b3

b1

D2

~ E

~ E

J

b3

J
D2

J
D1

E
J
F

~ E

D1

b1

D2

F

b2

b3

D1

D2

b1

b2

Fig. 2.8 Experimental 2  constant (0-90° in steps of 15°) ODF sections after N = 8
ECAP. Contour levels: 2×random.

Because the pole figures and ODFs up to 50% CR show orientations that are
similar to the ECAP condition, normalised volume fractions of the b1, b2 and b3 fibers can
be calculated from the ODF after accounting for the rotation around the TD or shift in the
decreasing 1 axis with increased thickness reduction. As seen in Table 2.3, this, however,
leads to only minor changes in partial fiber volume fractions. After 95% CR (Fig. 2.7 (e-f))
an increase in 110 components is noted. In this context, the development of strong
110 -type texture components has also been reported for Fe-15%Cr stainless steel

deformed up to  vM = 4 by room temperature bar rolling followed by swaging [37] where
unidirectional deformation resulted in similar ribbon-like substructures and produced an
alignment of 110 orientations with the swaging axis.
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Table 2.3 Normalised volume fractions of ideal ECAP fibers based on micro-texture data.
Volume fractions
Processing condition

ECAP
ECAP + CR

b1

b2

b3

N=8

0.40

0.25

0.35

25%

0.42

0.26

0.32

50%

0.39

0.28

0.33

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.9 (a) ideal 2  45 section showing the orientations in  ( [110] || RD) and  ( [111]
|| ND) fibers for rolling convention. The ODFs calculated from (b) an area without microshear bands (Fig. 2.2 (d)) and, (c) with micro-shear bands (Fig. 2.2 (e)). Contour levels:
2×random.
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Cold rolling textures for the 95% CR condition are depicted using the 2  45 ODF
section as per standard rolling convention. The development of typical bcc rolling texture
components (Figs. 2.9 (a-c)) is described by the two main fibers: α ( 110 || RD) and γ
( 111 || ND). The development of a very sharp α-fiber and a comparatively much weaker
γ-fiber can be seen in Figs. 2.9 (b and c) and 10. The highest intensities and volume
fractions in the α-fiber are found either near (113)[110] or at the rotated cube component
i.e. (001)[110] (Table 2.4). Comparatively weaker intensities were recorded for the

(111)[110] orientation which is shared by both, α and γ-fibers.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.10 Intensity distributions along (a)  and, (b)  -fibers calculated from areas with
and without micro-shear bands.

Interestingly, the volume fractions of the selected main texture components are
almost identical in areas with and without micro-shear bands (Table 2.4). Although the
predilection of high Taylor factor (M) grains to greater shear banding has been observed
[32], such preferences were not found in the present study as both α and γ-fibers
returned approximately similar M-values (3.4 and 3.2, respectively) and due to the higher
volume fraction of the former fiber.
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Table 2.4 Volume fractions of  and  -fiber orientations based on micro-texture data for
95% CR.
Euler angles
Fiber

Volume fractions
Area

Texture
components

1



2

without
micro-shear
bands

 ([ 1 1 0 ]||RD)

 ( [111] ||ND)

Area with
micro-shear
bands

(001)[110]

0

0

45

0.11

0.14

(113)[110]

0

25.0

45

0.27

0.26

(111)[011]

60

54.7

45

0.05

0.03

(111)[112]

90

54.7

45

0.15

0.09

2.3.3 Mechanical properties
The room temperature uniaxial tensile behaviour after ECAP and ECAP+CR is
shown in Fig. 2.11 (a) using engineering stress versus strain. Compared to the ECAP
condition, 25 and 50% CR return an increase in strength of less than 10% and concomitant
reductions in total elongation. However, a sharp increase in 0.2% proof stress ( 0.2% , from
607 to 1097 MPa) and ultimate tensile strength ( UTS , from 689 to 1280 MPa) and a
greater loss in total elongation ( e t , ~7 to 3%) is observed between ECAP and 95% CR as a
result of decreased boundary spacing (Table 2.5).
Beyond the yield point (in this case the 0.2% proof stress) the behaviour of sheet
tensile specimens to failure is dictated by the onset of two types of plastic instabilities: (i)
diffuse necking which signals the end of uniform elongation at the strain at which
macroscopic necking is initiated, (ii) followed by local necking via geometrical softening to
total elongation [38]. However before applying any criterion for plastic instability,
knowledge of the strain rate sensitivity (m) is essential. In the absence of strain rate
sensitivity data for the present Ti IF–steel it is compared to pure iron whose values are
<0.01 in tension [39], <0.015 in compression for grain sizes up to 1µm [40] and has a
general tendency towards reduced m–values with decreasing grain size. Consequently the
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present IF–steel is considered strain rate ‘insensitive’ and the onset of diffuse necking is
defined by Considére’s criterion (Eq. 2.1) [38]:

t  dt d

(2.1)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2.11 Averaged (a) engineering stress versus strain and the macroscopic work
hardening rate versus (b) true strain, (c) true stress and, (d) reduced stress.
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Table 2.5 Uniaxial tensile properties of IF steel.
Processing
condition

ECAP

N=8
25%

ECAP + CR

50%
95%

σ 0.2%

σ UTS

eu

et

(MPa)

(MPa)

%

%

607

689

1.6

7.3

±13

±19

±0.3

±1.7

615

712

1.8

6.4

±20

±1

±0.1

±0.5

639

753

1.1

4.9

±81

±59

±0.1

±0.5

1097

1280

2.2

3.0

±8

±3

±0.1

±0.2

 d

t

d



III

0

st

(  103 MPa)

MPa

26

87

30

100

45

135

51

193

In Figs. 2.11 (b (inset) and c), the work hardening (WH = dt d ) rate is
calculated by differentiating true stress (  t )–strain (  )data. Thus the limited uniform
elongation in the present IF steel is understood in terms of the early onset of plastic
instability. Finally, the WH rate is also plotted against the reduced stress (   0.2% ) (Fig.
t

2.11 (d)) where the linear part (or extrapolated dotted line) is described by the Voce
equation [41]:
dt d  (dt d)0III (1  * st )

(2.2)

III

where, (dt d)0 represents the athermal WH rate extrapolated to zero stress and
reflects dislocation storage,

* is the reduced true stress ( t  0.2% ) and st is the

reduced true saturation stress. The latter is determined by extrapolating the linear part to
zero WH rate.
In analysing these curves the combined effects of: (i) the average grain size (or

LHAGB in the present study) and its distribution and, (ii) the bulk crystallographic texture
represented by the Taylor factor need to be accounted for. The present WH results agree
with literature data on ambient temperature mechanical testing of cubic metals which
deform plastically via slip. An increase towards higher saturation stresses is recorded for
decreasing LHAGB values (or greater CR reduction) without significant changes in their
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slopes (Fig. 2.11 (d)). Qualitatively speaking, similar stage–III slopes also indicate that the
rate of dynamic recovery associated with multiple and cross slip events remains
approximately constant irrespective of grain size. Since a decrease in grain size only
contributes to the athermal component of the flow stress, it follows that grain refinement
only increases the athermal WH rate from 26 GPa after ECAP to 51 GPa after 95% CR.
Furthermore, since both LLAGB and LHAGB spacings return a unimodal log–normal
distribution (Fig. 2.3), the effect from the size distribution can be disregarded as strain
partitioning tends towards greater homogeneity. Lastly, the effect of crystallographic
texture on the stage–III WH slope can also be negated as the micro–texture Taylor factor
remained approximately constant between N = 8 ECAP and 95% CR (see section 2.3.4).
Of even greater interest is the variation in stress–strain behaviour up to 50% CR
and after 95% CR. While the ECAP, 25% and 50% CR samples exhibit a continuous drop in
the stress–strain curve beyond the UTS as a result of local necking caused by geometrical
softening, the 95% CR samples failed via diffuse necking without any post–necking
elongation. The neck formed after ECAP, 25% and 50% CR is inclined at 55–60° to the
sample loading axis; with its width almost equal to the sheet thickness in front view Fig.
2.1 (c). Similar observations of local necking have been previously reported in commercial
purity iron subjected to N = 8, route BC room temperature ECAP [42]. In contrast, the neck
in the 95% CR samples is at ~90° to the loading axis with only slight width reductions in
ND (or y-axis) view and a ~55° inclination to the loading axis in TD (or z-axis) view. These
diffuse necking characteristics are consistent with studies detailing flow localisation
caused by intense shear banding during tensile testing of UFG Fe–10% Cu alloys [43].
In agreement with the above observations, the fracture surface of the as–ECAP
sample shows primarily dimpled regions consistent with ductile type fracture (Figs. 2.12
(a, b)); indicating plastic deformation preceding final fracture. While the orientation of the
dimples reveals the direction of crack propagation in macro-view (Fig. 2.12 (a)), they are
varied in size and shape across the fracture surface (Fig. 2.12 (b)).
Beyond the UTS the onset of local necking via the formation of micro–voids (Figs.
2.12 (b and c)) and their subsequent coalescence (culminating in final fracture) was
observed in all samples up to 50% CR. Here the particles were found to be mainly Ti rich
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 2.12 Fracture surfaces of the tensile samples after (a, b and c) N = 8 ECAP and, (d, e)
95% CR. (b, e) are magnified from (a, d). In (a) the dotted arrow indicates the direction of
crack propagation, (b) the dotted circle and arrow show broken particles inside microvoids, (c) pull-out of a TiN precipitate from the dimpled matrix and, (d) dotted circle
shows vein-like features.
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nitrides and/or carbides via Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). Similar observations
have been made on the tensile fracture surfaces of IF steel processed up to 6 passes
(  vM ~4.8) via accumulative roll bonding (ARB) [44].
On the other hand, the fracture surface after 95% CR is characteristic of pure
brittle type fracture. The ledge–like fracture morphology (Figs. 2.12 (d, e)) caused by
profuse shear banding is very similar to bulk metallic glasses subjected to uniaxial tension
[45]. Shear band planes inclined to the tensile axis are seen in Fig. 2.12 (d) micro–shear
cracks and the vein-like final points of contact before rupture are clearly evident in Fig.
2.12 (e).
Unlike our observations of ductile–type fracture in IF steel up to 50% CR, brittle
fracture was observed during tensile testing of commercial purity iron following N = 8,
route BC room temperature ECAP [42]. In both studies a similar degree of grain refinement
and consequent increase in strength were achieved after ECAP. Therefore the difference in
fracture modes can be attributed to processing variations. In the present study the use of
additional back–pressure in the exit channel could have resulted in more hydrostatic
processing conditions that increased material workability that in turn, suppressed the
tendency for crack initiation [7] and decreased internal void initiation [46].

2.3.4 Microstructure–flow stress relationship
The Hall–Petch (H–P) [47, 48] formulation as given in Eq. (2.3) is frequently
employed in annealed polycrystalline metals by relating yield stress (or 0.2% proof) to the
inverse square root of grain size (d).
0.2%  0  k HPd1 2

(2.3)

where, 0 is the friction stress and includes the internal lattice resistance to dislocation
motion and k HP is the coefficient representing the strength of grain boundaries or the
relative ease of slip propagation across grain boundaries.
Unlike fully recrystallised grain structures containing a predominant HAGB
fraction, the present as–deformed microstructures are hierarchically subdivided into
assemblies of dislocation boundaries delineated by their misorientation angle and are
similar to OFHC–Cu [2], Al and its alloys [49, 50] and Ni [51]. Consequently the yield stress
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is described as the sum of contributions from dislocation (or LAGBs) and boundary
strengthening (or HAGBs) mechanisms. The strength contribution from LAGBs depends on
the boundary misorientation angle such that it is proportional to the square root of the
boundary dislocation density whereas strengthening from HAGBs is inversely
proportional to the square root of boundary spacing [28]. Based on the above assumptions
a modified H–P equation was proposed [52] such that:

0.2%  0  LAGBs  HAGBs
0.2%  0  MGb 1.5SV LAGB (1  fHAGB )  k

fHAGB
LHAGB

(2.4)

where, ( 0 = 85 MPa) is calculated from the intercept based on the classical H–P plot
between LHAGB and 0.2% as shown in Fig. 2.13 (a), M is the average Taylor factor calculated
from micro-texture EBSD data (~3 for ECAP, 25%, 50% and 3.3 for 95% CR), α is a
constant (= 0.22), G (= 68.3, 64.4, 64.2 and 74.2 GPa for ECAP, 25%, 50% and 95% CR,
respectively) is the average shear modulus calculated from experimentally determined
average elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio (= 0.3), b is the Burgers vector (= 0.248 nm),

S V is the boundary area per unit volume of LAGBs (   2LLAGB [51]) and k is the locking
factor or coefficient which denotes the strength of HAGBs optimised by a least squares fit
between the experimental 0.2% and UTS and their respective predicted values.
As shown in Fig. 2.13 (b) good agreement between the experimental and predicted
stress values were obtained for all the conditions within a ±5% error margin. The
optimised k values were 140 and 200 MPaμm0.5 for 0.2% and UTS , respectively. As
expected, these values are smaller than the classical H–P coefficient value of 600

MPaμm0.5 for annealed consolidated iron powder [53] but corroborate the 120 and 200
MPaμm0.5 reported for IF–steel cold rolled up to 90% [33] and the 156 and 245
MPaμm0.5 for the present steel up to N = 8 ECAP [4]. As seen in Fig. 2.13 (c), dislocation
strengthening by LAGBs contributes more towards the overall strength than boundary
strengthening by HAGBs. However they become comparable after 95% CR. The
approximately similar LAGB strength level between ECAP and up to 50% CR alludes to the
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2.13 (a) Classical H-P plot showing the linear relationship between yield stress and
inverse of square-root HAGB spacing, (b) Experimental and predicted 0.2% proof
( σ 0.2% ) and ultimate tensile ( σ UTS ) stresses using the modified H-P equation and, (c)
the additive linear contributions from σ0 , LAGBs and HAGBs to σ 0.2% and σ UTS .

inverse scaling between subgrain misorientation ( LAGB ) and intercept-based refinement
( LLAGB ). After 95% CR the decrease in LAGB spacing is much higher than the increase in
average LAGB misorientation angle. Consequently the misorientation increase occurs
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mainly in HAGBs and was accompanied by a convergence in LHAGB towards LLAGB values
(Table 2.1) and a concurrent increased strengthening effect.

2.4 Conclusions
The evolution of microstructure, micro-texture and their correlation with
mechanical properties for N = 8, route BC ECAP IF steel subjected to further 25%, 50% and
95% cold rolling is summarised as follows:
(1)

With greater CR reduction the ECAP microstructure initially aligned to the macroshear direction is refined monotonically while rotating towards the rolling
direction. After 95% CR the micro-shear banded lamellar substructure features a
~81% HAGB area fraction and a convergence in HAGB and LAGB spacing values
(~0.14 µm). The latter result suggests saturation in the level of achievable
microstructural refinement via post-ECAP CR.

(2)

The orientation components up to 50% CR reduction are similar to the negative
simple shear components seen after ECAP. However a rotation of ~15° about the
TD towards the RD is evident. Rolling textures were apparent after 95% CR and
comprises pronounced α-fiber components.

(3)

CR results in a strength gain ( 0.2% = from 607 to 1097 MPa and UTS = from 689 to
1280 MPa) and a loss in total elongation from ~7 to 3%. While a monotonic
increase in athermal WH rate and saturation stress was noted, the slopes of all WH
curves up to 95% CR were comparable.

(4)

EBSD–based microstructural parameters successfully account for the strength
contributions from both LAGBs and HAGBs via the modified H-P equation. Up to
50% CR the contribution from dislocation strengthening provided by the LAGBs is
the highest. With the decrease in boundary spacing at 95% CR, the boundary
strengthening provided by HAGBs approaches LAGB strengthening values.
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Stored Energy of a Severely Deformed
Interstitial Free Steel
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Abstract
A Ti-stabilised IF steel subjected to room temperature Equal Channel Angular Pressing
(ECAP) for 8 passes, route BC was further cold rolled to 25, 50 and 95% thickness
reductions. The evolution of bulk stored energy (350-600 J.mol-1 ) and the associated
thermal behaviour was investigated by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Local
stored energy (5-140 J.mol-1 ) was measured using microhardness, Electron BackScattering Diffraction (EBSD) and X-ray line profile analysis. The higher stored energy
values via calorimetry correspond to energy release from all sources of strain in the
material volume as well as Ti precipitation during annealing. An apparent activation
energy of 500-550 kJ.mol-1 suggests sluggish recrystallisation due to excess Ti in solid
solution.
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3.1 Introduction
Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) produces bulk ultrafine grained (UFG)
materials via severe plastic deformation (SPD). The heavy defect density introduced
during processing results in high mechanical strength, reduced ability to work harden and
poor total elongation at ambient testing temperatures. A reduction of these
thermodynamically unstable dislocation structures through concurrent recovery and
recrystallisation begins at temperatures higher than those used during ECAP and is
manifested by softening. So before as-ECAP steels are suitable for any engineering
application, a transformation of their UFG microstructures from the as-deformed state into
one comprising stable, recovered and/or recrystallised grains by thermal treatment
requires delineation. As a first step towards the development of a suitable annealing
schedule via an understanding of the driving pressure for restoration processes, the value
of stored energy in various as-deformed states needs quantification.
When materials are plastically deformed by cold working, most of the expended
mechanical energy is converted into heat but the remainder that is stored in the material
raises its internal energy [1]. This stored energy of deformation is estimated by bulk and
local techniques. Bulk stored energy is measured by Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(DSC) [1]. On the other hand, local estimates are based on: (i) microhardness, (ii) Electron
Back-Scattering Diffraction (EBSD) or Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) [2] and,
(iii) diffraction line broadening analyses by X-rays or neutrons [3]. Only the last two
methods return crystallographic orientation-specific stored energy.
DSC measures energy changes arising from various sources of strain in the
material volume [4]. They comprise dislocations, point defects and/or their clusters,
boundaries and associated internal stresses; all of which are largely eliminated during
annealing. When hardness is used as a measure of stored energy in ultrafine grained
materials the large indenter size compared to the significantly smaller grain size results in
a cumulative value. This hardness value can be simplified as the effect of statistically
stored dislocations within the grains (produced by random trapping during plastic
deformation) and geometrically necessary dislocations at boundaries (ensuring strain
compatibility in the crystalline aggregates). In contrast EBSD-based stored energy
measurements assume contributions from all boundaries and rely on the relationship
between boundary misorientation and subgrain size [2]. Thus EBSD does not account for
stored energy contributions from lattice defects. On the other hand TEM-based stored
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energy approximations account for predominantly statistically stored dislocations along
with some geometrically necessary dislocations; with the latter estimated by boundary
misorientation [2]. Lastly the stored energy estimates based on diffraction line broadening
analyses only consider long-range lattice strains but not point defects [5].
Along with a review based on calorimetric measurements [1], detailed analyses
have been carried out on the stored energy of conventionally deformed materials
measured using the above techniques [3, 6-15]. However, only limited reports discuss the
stored energy of materials subjected to SPD [16-22]. Based on our survey only one DSC
study estimates the bulk stored energy of a high-carbon steel subjected to von Mises strain
of 250 by High Pressure Torsion (HPT) at room temperature under a hydrostatic
pressure of 7 GPa [18].
All studies indicate 1 to 2 orders of magnitude monotonic increase in bulk stored
energy as the microstructure undergoes refinement from coarse (d  1µm) to ultrafine
grains (0.1  d  1µm). However material specific behaviour has also been noted such that
the stored energies of as-ECAP UFG-Cu and as-HPT UFG-Ni plateau off beyond von Mises
strains of 5 [16] and 14 [21] respectively. Alternatively, increasing values of stored energy
without reaching saturation were found for Fe ball-milled for up to 25 hours [18, 20, 23].
While the trend in stored energy with increasing pass number has been discussed
in the case of as-ECAP Cu [16], a similar study has not been attempted using steel. More
importantly, the variation in stored energy by affecting a change in deformation mode
post-ECAP also remains unknown. Thus the present work estimates the evolution of
stored energy in an interstitial free (IF) steel subjected first to 8 passes (N = 8) ECAP via
route BC and then further cold rolled down to 95% thickness reduction. The bulk stored
energy and thermal behaviour are assessed by DSC while local stored energy is estimated
by microhardness, EBSD and X-ray line broadening techniques.

3.2 Experiments and Methods of Analysis
3.2.1 Initial material and processing
A Ti-stabilised IF steel (Fe-0.003C-0.15Mn-0.007Si-0.005S-0.01P-0.03Al-0.08Ti0.001N wt.%) obtained from BlueScope Steel Ltd. was cut into billets and subjected to
room temperature ECAP ( = 90°, Ψ = 0°, 25 MPa back pressure) using route BC for N = 8
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(Fig. 3.1 (a)). Further ECAP processing details can be found in [23]. The 20  20  60
mm3 as-ECAP billets were then cold rolled (CR) along their extrusion direction to three

thickness reductions of 25, 50 and 95% (Fig. 3.1 (b)). Approximately 1% thickness
reductions were imparted with every rolling pass following which the billets were water
quenched to mitigate temperature effects. Samples for stored energy measurements were
always cut from the centre of the usable billet length and middle of the cross section using
a Struers Accutom 50. All samples were refrigerated between the various experimental
steps in order to avoid temperature influences.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.1 Schematic representation of: (a) as-ECAP billet depicting the three orthogonal
directions (adapted from [24]) and, (b) the as-ECAP billet subjected to further cold
rolling.

3.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
DSC samples of 3  3  1 mm3 size and 60-70 mg weight were ground to 1200 grit,
cleaned in soap solution and rinsed ultrasonically in ethanol. A TA Instruments Q100 heatflux type DSC with a fin-air cooling system subjected the samples to air cooling after the
desired temperature was reached. The samples were placed in alumina pans with high
purity nitrogen gas at 50 ml.min1 providing the protective atmosphere. The
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temperature-time program involved isochronal annealing with a 1 minute holding at 50
°C, continuous heating at four different heating rates (5, 10, 20 and 40 o C.min1 ) to 720 °C,
holding at that temperature for 10 minutes and subsequent air cooling to room
temperature. This was immediately followed by a second run on the same sample under
identical

conditions

in

order

to

produce

the

baseline

unique

to

each

sample/measurement. Subtracting the baseline from the first run results in the net heat
flow signal [4]. Two samples were examined for each heating rate in order to find the
average and standard deviation for each deformation condition.
The TZero™ sensor allowed for better baseline stability by accounting for the
imbalances between the thermal resistances and heat capacities of the sample and
reference calorimeters [25]. Standard In, Zn and Al samples were used for heat flow and
temperature measurement calibration at all heating rates.
In order to estimate the stored energy of cold working, the baseline-corrected heat
flow signal of a fully recrystallised (N = 0) sample was subtracted from all as-deformed
measurements. Thereafter the bulk stored energy was calculated by integrating the area
under the curve between peak onset and finish temperatures. The apparent activation
energy for recrystallisation based on the Kissinger equation [26] relates the peak
temperature to heating rate such that:
  
 G 
ln  2   A  

 RTP 
 TP 

(3.1)

where,  is the heating rate, TP is the peak temperature in Kelvin, A is a constant, R is the
universal gas constant (8.314 J.K-1.mol-1) and G is the apparent activation energy. When



ln  TP

2

 is plotted against 1 T the slope of the linear fit corresponds to G .
P

3.2.3 Microhardness
TD-view samples (Fig. 3.1) of 1  10  10 mm3 were mechanically polished to
mirror finish using 1 µm diamond suspension. Microhardness measurements using a M400-H1 Leco Vickers tester and 4.9 N force were undertaken at ten random spots in order
to calculate the average hardness and standard deviation.
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The stored energy of deformation is calculated using the relationship between
approximate flow stress (  ) and Vickers microhardness ( HV ) [27] such that
  H V 3.67 . Here the factor 3.67 is calculated from the best fit between 0.2% flow

stress and HV for N = 0 to 8 of the present as-ECAP IF steel [28]. Consequently the total
dislocation density (  ) is approximated by correlating HV (or flow stress) via the Taylor
equation [29] such that:


1  HV  HV0 
13.5  MGb 

2

(3.2)

where, HV0 = 875.1 MPa is the microhardness of the fully recrystallised (N = 0) material
and b = 0.248 nm is the Burgers vector. M = 3.08 is the simulated (based on relaxed
constraints) average Taylor factor calculated from bulk texture during uniaxial tension
[30],  = 0.22 is a constant and G = 66.03 GPa is the reduced average shear modulus
estimated for the present N = 0 to 8 as-ECAP IF steel [28]. It should be noted that although
bulk textures are expected to strengthen beyond 50% cold rolling reduction, the
subsequent variations in M value will result in only minor changes to the stored energy
( Ed ) estimate. E d is finally derived by equating dislocation density (  ) to the line energy
of dislocations ( E ):
2

 Gb2 
1  HV  HV0 
Ed  E   



 2  27G  M 

(3.3)

The value of Ed in J.mol1 is obtained by assuming the molar volume of steel to be equal to
pure iron at 7.11 cm3 .mol1 .

3.2.4 Electron Back-Scattering Diffraction (EBSD)
TD-view samples of 10  10  2 mm3 were mechanically polished to mirror finish
using 1 µm diamond suspension prior to electropolishing. The latter was undertaken using
a Struers Lectropol-3 eletropolisher with a 95% acetic acid and 5% perchloric acid
electrolyte for 12 seconds at 30 V, 20–22 o C and a flow rate of 14. EBSD mapping was
carried out on a JEOL JSM-7001F field emission SEM (at 15 kV excitation voltage, 1.14 nA
probe current) fitted with a Nordlys-II acquisition camera and acquired using the Oxford
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Instruments HKL-Channel5 software package. Step sizes of 0.1, 0.08 or 0.03 µm were used
such that smaller step sizes correspond to samples subjected to greater cold rolling
reduction. The maps were first cleaned using the VMAP software via the Kuwahara
orientation averaging subroutine filters [31] and post-processed using HKL-Channel 5. In
order to avoid spurious boundaries, misorientations below 2° were ignored. The above
limit was maintained constant for all samples.
Local stored energy was estimated using the misorientation–based criterion. Here
boundary misorientations between 2-15° are classified as low-angle boundaries (LAGBs)
whereas misorientations  15° are high-angle boundaries (HAGBs). The energy
contribution from geometrically necessary dislocations is estimated from the Read–
Shockley equation [32] such that:
     m ( / m )[1  ln( / m )] if   m

= m

if   m

(3.4 a)
(3.4 b)

where,  m  0.617 J.m2 [32] is the energy per unit area of a HAGB,  is the boundary
misorientation and m = 15° is the misorientation angle above which the energy per unit
area is independent of misorientation angle. The average boundary energy is calculated
from Eq. (3.4 a) considering all the boundary misorientations between 2    62.8 via
summation:
62.8

        f    

(3.5)

2

where, f() represents the boundary fraction for a given misorientation.
The stored energy per unit volume due to a dislocation boundary ( Eb ) is obtained
by multiplying the average energy per unit boundary area (  ) with the area per unit
volume ( S V  3 dECD [32] where, dECD is the equivalent circle diameter considering all
misorientations between 2    62.8 and represents the subgrain size [33]). Thus the
stored energy due to boundary dislocations ( Eb ) is of the following form:
Eb  SV  

3
dECD

It is pointed out here that the above Eb values do not account for lattice dislocations.

(3.6)
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3.2.5 X-ray diffraction (XRD)
Diffraction experiments were performed on ND-view electropolished surfaces of
10  10  2 mm3 using a GBC-MMA X-ray diffractometer using Ni-monochromated Cu K
radiation ( = 0.154 nm) at 35 kV and 28.6 mA in the Bragg-Brentano geometry. The
detector was rotated at an angular step of 0.02° with a speed of 0.1 o min1 . The evolution
of relative intensity for all samples was measured by varying 2 from 40° to 120° in
continuous scan mode. The fully recrystallised (N = 0) sample was the assumed standard
for characterising instrumental broadening. The data was processed using the Traces™
software package. Once identified, the peaks were first corrected for the K  2 components
and background following which they were fitted with a pseudo-Voigt (pV) function. A pV
function is a linear combination of Lorentzian (L) and Gaussian (G) functions and is
expressed as:
pV  L  (1  )G

(3.7)

where,  is the mixing parameter or the profile shape coefficient. From the fit the
centroids of the peaks, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and  values were
calculated. Further analyses were carried out on the (110) and (211) peaks for all the
samples. The FWHM (  ) values were converted to their respective integral breadths ()
using [34]:
  (  (1  )  ln2)


2

(3.8)

Stored energy (E ) due to the inhomogeneous lattice strain is then calculated using
the Stibitz relationship [35] by correlating it with the mean relative change in lattice
spacing such that:
3 ( d / d)2
E  Y
2 1  22

(3.9)

where, Y is Young’s modulus (here direction dependent Y values are for coarse-grained
pure iron with. Y(110) = Y(211) = 221 GPa) and  = 0.3 is Poisson’s ratio [8]. The relative
change in lattice spacing ( d / d ) is derived from the broadening of Bragg peaks:
d / d 

2  02
2tan 

(3.10)
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where,  and 0 are the FWHM values for the as-deformed and N=0 samples respectively
and  represents the half of the value of the centroids of Bragg peaks (2  ).
Domain size and micro-strain determination is undertaken in accordance with the
method developed in [36]. The Lorentzian (L) and Gaussian (G) components of the integral
breadth values were corrected for instrumental broadening and separated using the
following relations:

L  L 0L

(3.11a)

(G )2  (G )2  (0G )2

(3.11b)

Using the values of integral breadths, the volume-averaged domain size ( d V ) and upper
limit of lattice strain (e) were then estimated by:

dV 


 cos 

e

and

L

G
4 tan 

(3.12)

(3.13)

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Stored energy and activation energy estimation via DSC
The DSC traces in terms of net heat flow versus temperature are shown in Fig. 3.2
along with a summary in Table 3.1 for the ECAP and ECAP + 25%, 50% and 95% cold
rolled conditions. The variation of peak temperatures with the heating rate is depicted in
Fig. 3.3. The maximum peak temperatures are shifted to higher values with increasing
heating rate and can be explained on the basis of process kinetics. At higher heating rates
the sample
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3.2 The evolution of net heat flow with sample temperature at different heating rates
( o C.min1 ) after: (a) ECAP and ECAP + (b) 25%, (c) 50% and, (d) 95% cold rolling (CR).
(Note: Positive heat flow values represent exothermic reaction).
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Table 3.1 Peak temperature ( TP ), bulk stored energy ( ES ) and apparent activation energy
( G ) values estimated from DSC.

Processing condition

ECAP

Peak

Stored

Temperature

Energy

 ( C.min1 )

TP (  C )

ES (J.mol1 )

5

599 ± 1

420 ± 20

10

608 ± 1

380 ± 20

20

615 ± 1

530 ± 30

40

623 ± 1

440 ± 40

5

592 ± 2

340 ± 20

10

604 ± 1

330 ± 20

20

612 ± 1

420 ± 30

40

617 ± 2

350 ± 20

5

590 ± 1

490 ± 30

10

601 ± 1

500 ± 20

20

608 ± 2

470 ± 40

40

615 ± 1

500 ± 40

5

588 ± 1

560 ± 20

10

599 ± 1

590 ± 30

20

604 ± 2

660 ± 20

40

612 ± 1

580 ± 30

Heating Rate

N=8

25%

ECAP + CR

50%

95%

Apparent
Activation
Energy
G ( kJ.mol1 )

553.5 ± 21.3

500.1 ± 71.5

515.3 ± 48.0

536.7 ± 56.8

spends less time at a specific temperature and hence, the process is accomplished at a
higher temperature. In general the peak onset and maximum peak temperature for the
same heating rate decreases monotonically with increasing deformation and corresponds
to an increase in the bulk stored energy (Fig. 3.4); which in turn raises the driving
pressure for recrystallisation. Consequently recrystallisation is achieved at lower
temperatures when samples are subjected to greater cold rolling reduction. The drop in
bulk stored energy from 443 to 360 J.mol1 between the ECAP and 25% CR conditions is
discussed in Section 3.4.3.
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Fig. 3.3 Dependence of the peak temperature on heating rate during isochronal DSC runs
after: ECAP and ECAP + 25%, 50%, 95% cold rolling (CR).

Fig. 3.4 Variation of average bulk stored energy estimated by DSC after: ECAP and ECAP
+ 25%, 50%, 95% cold rolling (CR).
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Fig. 3.5 Calculation of apparent activation energy from the Kissinger equation [26] after:
ECAP and ECAP + 25%, 50%, 95% cold rolling (CR).

The slopes of the linear fit in Fig. 3.5 are indicative of the apparent activation
energy. The values range between 500-550 kJ.mol1 (Table 3.1) but are not representative
of any trend with increasing deformation.

3.3.2 Stored energy estimation via microhardness
The microhardness and estimated stored energy values are shown in Table 3.2.
Since this technique accounts for the stored energy due to dislocations only; the total
dislocation densities calculated by Eq. (3.2) are also given. In the present UFG IF steel the
Taylor equation describes a linear relationship between flow stress (or hardness) and the
square-root of dislocation density (Fig. 3.6). The obtained  values are in good agreement
with [37] where a saturation in total dislocation density was experimentally observed for
ball-milled commercially pure Fe at   1  1016 m2 . These estimates (Table 3.2) also agree
with   3 1015 m2 measured by Schafler et al. [38] based on the X-ray line profile
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analysis of a Fe-0.005 wt% C deformed by torsion up to a shear strain of 8 at room
temperature. Again it is noted that with the change in strain path from ECAP to 25% CR
there is a small drop in microhardness and associated stored energy.

Table 3.2 Total dislocation density (  ) and local stored energy ( Ed ) values estimated from
microhardness ( HV ).
Microhardness,

Total dislocation density,

Stored Energy,

HV (MPa)

 1015(m2 )

Ed (J.mol1 )

N=8

2527.1 ± 21.6

1.64

55.53 ± 0.09

25%

2490.8 ± 23.5

1.57

53.12 ± 0.27

50%

2597.7 ± 33.4

1.79

60.38 ± 1.26

95%

3434.5 ± 15.7

3.94

133.29 ± 0.72

Processing condition
ECAP
ECAP + CR

Fig. 3.6 The relationship between Vickers microhardness ( HV ) and estimated total
dislocation density (  ) after: ECAP and ECAP + 25%, 50%, 95% cold rolling (CR).
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3.3.3 Stored energy estimation using EBSD
The band contrast EBSD maps shown in Fig. 3.7 qualitatively depict the effect of
cold rolling with darker (poorer) contrast being indicative of greater internal strain. The
as-ECAP microstructure consists of elongated grains and subgrains along the macroscopic
direction of imposed negative shear. With greater cold rolling reduction the boundaries
become increasingly aligned to the rolling direction. Concurrently the microstructure
records higher aspect ratio substructures and increasing HAGB area fraction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3.7 Representative band contrast EBSD maps showing subgrain (2°  <15°, white
lines) and grain (  15°, black lines) boundaries after: (a) ECAP and ECAP + (b) 25%,
(c) 50% and, (d) 95% cold rolling (CR). In all maps, horizontal is ED and vertical is ND.
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Table 3.3 Subgrain size ( dECD ), local stored energy ( Eb ) and high-angle grain boundary
area fraction estimated from EBSD.
Subgrain size

Stored Energy

HAGB fraction

dECD (µm)

Eb ( J.mol1 )

(%)

N=8

0.43 ± 0.21

27.0 ± 1.0

63 ± 2

25%

0.40 ± 0.22

29.0 ± 0.5

60 ± 2

50%

0.39 ± 0.20

31.2 ± 1.1

71 ± 2

95%

0.21 ± 0.16

59.2 ± 2.0

84 ± 3

Processing condition

ECAP

ECAP + CR

Table 3.3 shows the local stored energy values determined from Eq. (3.6).
Increasing the cold rolling reduction results in higher stored energy (from 27 to
59 J.mol1 ) along with a concurrent decrease in subgrain size.

3.3.4 Domain size, lattice strain and stored energy estimation via
X-ray line profile analysis
The normalised (110) and (211) peaks are shown in Fig. 3.8. With the exception of
the 25% CR condition, all peaks were broadened with increasing thickness reduction. The
asymmetric and anisotropic nature of broadening is evident from both peaks. The values
of stored energy, volume-averaged domain size and lattice strain are estimated using Eqs.
(3.9), (3.12) and (3.13) and are shown in Table 3.4.

3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Thermal behaviour
The isochronal DSC traces (Fig. 3.1) depict a single broad exothermic peak in the
temperature range 450-710 °C and signify recrystallisation as the primarily active process.
The observation of a single softening peak is in contrast to the results of Samajdar et al.
[39] for a 80% conventionally cold rolled Ti-IF steel where a recovery peak was observed
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just prior to the onset of recrystallisation in the temperature range of 500-575 °C. The
variation in thermal behaviour is thus a function of the magnitude of cold rolling. The
present IF steel was subjected to a von Mises strain of 9-12 whereas the conventionally
cold-rolled material was only deformed up to a strain of ~2. In the absence of any as-SPD
IF steel-specific heat evolution data by calorimetry, the present results have been
compared to ball-milled pure Fe powder which also depicts the single peak behaviour [17,
22].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.8 Normalised (a) (110) and, (b) (211) peaks of X-ray diffractograms after: N=0, ECAP
and ECAP + 25%, 50%, 95% cold rolling (CR).

The single peak trend can be rationalised on the basis of the phenomenological
description of continuous recrystallisation [32] observed by Messemaeker et al. [40] in an
N = 8, as-ECAP IF steel. In that study stable and homogeneous microstructural coarsening
led to the formation of a grain structure such that the stages of recovery, recrystallisation
and grain growth became indistinguishable from one another.
The apparent activation energy ( G ) values between 500-550 kJ.mol1 are almost
twice the value for self-diffusion in Fe (251-282 kJ.mol1 ) [41]. As seen in Table 3.5 the
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Table 3.4 Volume-averaged domain size ( d V ), lattice strain (e) and local stored energy
( E ) estimated from X-ray line profile analyses.
Volume-averaged
Processing condition

ECAP

ECAP + CR

domain size

d V (µm)

Lattice Strain

Stored Energy

e (%)

E ( J.mol1 )

(110)

(211)

(110)

(211)

(110)

(211)

N=8

0.146

0.071

0.15

0.14

8.9

7.45

25%

0.218

0.084

0.12

0.13

5.1

5.9

50%

0.115

0.064

0.18

0.15

11.3

8.3

95%

0.048

0.025

0.32

0.31

53.4

36.4

G -values match those of recrystallisation (501.7 kJ.mol1 ) and subsequent grain growth

(544.9 kJ.mol1 ) for an 80% cold rolled Ti-IF steel reported by Mukunthan et al. [10]. A
comparison of the activation energy values between our Ti-IF steel and pure Fe indicates
sluggish recrystallisation behaviour in the present case. This can be associated with the
excess amount of Ti in solid solution3 which is known to strongly inhibit the growth of
recrystallised grains [42] due to grain boundary pinning by fine Ti-precipitates. In the
present IF steel this phenomenon will most likely result in improved thermal stability. The
formation of fine TiC (< 100 nm) in ferrite during annealing between 600 - 700 o C has
been previously reported [43-47]. In addition to these precipitates, FeTiP can also be
expected in the studied temperature range. However the effect of FeTiP on grain boundary
pinning can be disregarded due to its large particle size (> 200 nm ) as reported earlier in
annealed coarse grained Ti-IF steels [45, 46].
When compared to their coarse-grained counterparts, lower values of activation
energy are expected in UFG materials due to the higher nucleation site density. On the
other hand vacancy-drag effects [48] (due to the redistribution of excess volume
associated with grain boundaries and vacancies [49]) and enhanced pinning by triple
and/or quadruple junctions have been reported in ultrafine and nanograined materials

Based on stoichiometry, Tiexcess = Ti – (4C + 3.42N + 1.5S) = 0.08 – (40.003 + 3.420.001 +
1.50.005) = 0.057 wt%.
3
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[50, 51]. Thus in addition to solute Ti and Ti-precipitates it is also possible that vacancies
impede grain boundary motion during recrystallisation. In addition and unlike the steel
chemistry in [10] an order of magnitude greater wt.% Ti in solid solution is
stoichiometrically expected in the present steel. Keeping all of the above in context, the
activation energies calculated here are an outcome of the competition between enhanced
nucleation kinetics and the drag pressures imposed on grain boundary motion by solutes,
concurrent precipitation and point defects.

3.4.2 Bulk stored energy
The stored energy values of iron and/or steel after SPD processing (Fig. 3.4, Table
3.5) are significantly higher than those obtained for conventional deformation. For
example, coarse-grained cold rolled pure iron records stored energy values between 2050 J.mol-1. In contrast ball-milled pure Fe [17, 19, 22] and high carbon steel subjected to
HPT [18] returned stored energy values between 1800-2800 J.mol1 and ~2500

J.mol1 respectively.

Table 3.5 Bulk stored and activation energy values of various irons and steels compiled
from the literature.
Processing
condition

80% Cold rolled

Ball milled

HPT

Stored Energy,

Activation Energy,

Material

Reference
1

1

ES ( J.mol )

G ( kJ.mol )

99.999% Fe

21

85 ± 8

[12]

Fe-0.015%Nb

47

206 ± 2

[13]

Ti-IF steel

---

501.7

[10]

1800

224 ± 25

[19]

2000

---

[17]

2760

---

[22]

2475

---

[18]

Fe

Fe-0.7%C steel
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The variation of stored energy with the heating rate (Table 3.1) can be attributed
to the temperature dependence of the thermodynamic equilibrium of the system which
essentially determines the extent of softening and concurrent precipitation. In the absence
of a separate recovery peak prior to the main recrystallisation peak it is conjectured that
the processes of vacancy annihilation, relaxation of high energy metastable grain
boundaries into their equilibrium configuration, solute precipitation and grain growth are
either concurrent or start within a very narrow temperature band.
Compared to their conventionally deformed counterparts, as-SPD metals and
alloys contain higher energy grain boundaries with a high density of extrinsic dislocations
[52] and a large free volume with very high concentrations of deformation-induced
vacancies and/or their clusters [21, 53-55]. These microstructural characteristics are
peculiar to the large strains and hydrostatic pressure conditions prevalent during SPD [56,
57]. In our Ti-IF steel an additional contribution to stored energy is also expected from the
exothermic precipitation of TiC and/or FeTiP during annealing. In Section 3.4.3 the local
stored energy contributions from the total dislocation content and internal stresses are
detailed. Following this and in order to rationalise the stored energy values obtained by
calorimetry, the respective contributions from the various individual sources to the bulk
stored energy is presented in Section 3.4.4.

3.4.3 Local stored energy
With increased thickness reduction via cold rolling after ECAP, all samples
recorded an increase in microhardness and correspond to higher densities of statistically
stored and geometrically necessary dislocations.
Similar to the bulk measurements local stored energy values based on subgrain
size and misorientation distribution via EBSD returned values of 27-59 J.mol1 (Table 3.3).
This calculated range is considerably greater than the 3-21 J.mol1 previously reported for
an 80% cold rolled Ti-IF steel [9] and corresponds to greater grain refinement and
increases in HAGB area in the as-SPD condition. It should be noted that EBSD-based stored
energy calculations are limited by the spatial and angular resolution (in the present case,
2°) of the instrument [58]. However if the material comprises boundary misorientations
smaller than this limiting resolution; the value of calculated stored energy is then quite
obviously underestimated due to an exaggeration of subgrain size.
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The differences between the stored energies measured via microhardness and
EBSD are significant. Theoretically since EBSD only accounts for geometrically necessary
dislocations, a lower value of stored energy than that calculated from microhardness
(which also includes the statistically stored dislocation contribution) should be expected.
Correspondingly the difference between microhardness and EBSD values indicates that
the density of statistically stored dislocations in cell interiors comprises nearly 45-55% of
the total dislocation density (Table 3.2).
The asymmetry and anisotropic broadening of X-ray peaks allude to long-range
internal stresses (due to the abundance of dislocation substructures in the as-deformed
condition), anisotropic crystallite shapes (as evidenced by the elongated subgrains/grains
in the EBSD maps) and inhomogeneous distributions of strain (grey-scale band contrast in
the EBSD maps). The volume-averaged domain sizes ( d V in Table 3.4) are considered to be
the representative dimension of dislocation cells in the direction normal to the (110) and
(211) reflecting planes. The d V values agree with the 0.235 µm reported for an N = 8 asECAP pure iron [59] and 0.140 µm for an as-HPT Armco iron [60]. Lattice strains of 0.130.32% are an order of magnitude higher than that reported for coarse grained materials
but matches the 0.3% recorded for as-HPT Armco iron [60]. The local stored energy values
ranging between 5-50 J.mol 1 agree with the 3-15 J.mol1 reported for 88% cold rolled
ultra high purity iron based on X-ray line broadening analysis [8] and 5-25 J.mol1
reported for 80% cold rolled Ti-IF steel based on neutron diffraction data [3].
When comparing between the ECAP and ECAP+25% cold rolled samples a
decrease in stored energy was estimated by DSC, microhardness and X-ray line profile
analysis but not by EBSD. Although the nature of this apparent decrease in stored energy
(which points to material softening) cannot be verified without mechanical testing data, it
is reasonable to consider that a rearrangement in dislocation substructures occurred
when the strain path changed from ECAP to cold rolling.

3.4.4 Constituents of bulk stored energy
In steels oxidation starts between 400-650 °C [61]. While this phenomenon is
never completely suppressed during calorimetry, its effect is reduced by using high purity
nitrogen gas in the DSC cell and subtracting the heat flow signal of the fully recrystallised
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(N = 0) sample from each of the baseline-corrected signals of the as-deformed samples.
Consequently the minor variation in the oxidation effect between the fully recrystallised
(N = 0) and as-deformed samples (mainly due to the higher rate of reaction of the latter
[61]) is ignored for the purposes of the following simplification.
As a result the total stored energy of cold working is assumed to comprise the
additive contributions from statistically stored/loose dislocations in the bulk,
geometrically necessary dislocations at subgrain/grain boundaries, internal stresses and
point defects.
The dislocation density contribution to the bulk stored energy is based on
microhardness ( Ed in Table 3.2). This includes the energy contributions from subgrain
boundaries detected by EBSD ( Eb in Table 3.3) as well as the additional contributions from
loose or statistically stored dislocations in the matrix. Since the contribution of local
stored energy due to long-range stresses ( E in Table 3.4) estimated by X-ray line profile
analysis is direction dependent, the two stored energy values from the (110) and (211)
planes depicted are averaged for the purposes of this calculation.
With respect to point defects the excess vacancy concentration ( C v ) depends on
the applied plastic strain (  ) as follows:
Cv  Km

(3.14)

where, K  10-4 and m  1 are constants [62]. In the present case since the von Mises strain
ranges between 9-12, the SPD-induced vacancy concentration varies between 910-4 to
1.210-3. However, this high value of vacancy concentration is only representative of its
generation without any concurrent annihilation. Considering the high magnitude of
dislocation density in the as-SPD condition, it is reasonable to assume that annihilation
processes are also active. Thus the net vacancy concentration can be approximated
between 110-3 - 510-4; which also matches the experimentally determined values in the
case of as-SPD Ni [21, 57], Cu [53] and Al [55]. Since the formation energy of vacancies in
α-Fe ~1.4 eV [1], its contribution ( Ev ) to the bulk stored energy is estimated to be 68-135

J.mol 1 using the formula:
Ev  Cv  1.4eV

(3.15)
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Table 3.6 Contribution of various local stored energy sources based on microhardness
( Ed ) and X-ray line profile analyses ( E ) to the bulk stored energy measured by DSC ( ES ).
Bulk stored

Dislocations

Internal

energy

condition

ES

Ed

E

EV

Ep

( J.mol1 )

( J.mol1 )

( J.mol1 )

( J.mol1 )

( J.mol1 )

N=8

443 ± 63

56 ± 0.1

8 ± 1.0

68 - 135

244 - 311

25%

360 ± 41

53 ± 0.3

6 ± 0.6

68 - 135

167 - 234

50%

490 ± 14

60 ± 1.3

10 ± 2.1

68 - 135

285 - 352

95%

598 ± 44

133 ± 0.7

45 ± 12.0

68 - 135

285 - 352

ECAP
ECAP +
CR

stresses

Vacancies Precipitation

Processing

Table 3.6 depicts the break-up of DSC measured bulk stored energy ( ES ) into
individual components by assuming an additive relationship between dislocations ( Ed ),
internal stresses ( E ), vacancies ( EV ) and precipitation ( Ep ). Due to the high defect
density after ECAP and subsequent cold rolling, precipitation of TiC and FeTiP should be
expected during heating [43-47]. Consequently the stored energy contribution from
precipitation is calculated as the difference between the bulk stored energy and the sum of
contributions from dislocations, internal stresses and vacancies. It should be noted that
there is a significant likelihood of fragmentation of a fraction of precipitates in the matrix
and/or partial dissolution during ECAP and ECAP+CR. Thus while some precipitates are
expected to coarsen during annealing, new precipitates are also most likely to form at
existing dislocations and/or other heterogeneous nucleation sites. In turn these
precipitates would effectively hinder dislocation rearrangement and delay the onset of
recrystallisation.
While the above ranges associated with vacancy and precipitation contribution
only denote semi-quantitative approximations, a quick estimation based on the energy of
formation of TiC (180 J.mol1 ) [63] and FeTiP (123 J.mol1 ) [64] results in mole fractions
ranging between 10-4 and 10-3 for both precipitate types in the present steel. These values
are in agreement with the 8  10-4 reported by Choi et al. [44] for similar precipitates in a
Ti-IF steel based on equilibrium-based Thermo-Calc predictions.
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3.5

Conclusions
The bulk and local stored energy determined for Ti IF-steel samples subjected to

ECAP and further cold rolling up to 95% reduction are summarised as follows:
1. Both bulk (DSC) and local (microhardness, EBSD and X-ray line profile analyses)
measurement techniques return increasing stored energy estimates with greater cold
rolling reduction. However a small reduction in stored energy was discerned when a
change in strain path from ECAP to cold rolling occurred.
2. The bulk stored energy ( ES =350-600 J.mol1 ) corresponds to the energy release from
all sources of strain in the material volume as well as Ti precipitation during
annealing. On the other hand local stored energy estimates (5-140 J.mol1 ) only
account for the individual contributions from total dislocation density or long-range
internal stresses.
3. The high value of apparent activation energy (500-550 kJ.mol1 ) indicates sluggish
recrystallisation due to excess Ti in solid solution resulting in solute drag effects. This
will most likely result in improved thermal stability via grain boundary pinning by fine
Ti-precipitates.
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Abstract
The evolution of stored energy and associated thermal behaviour was investigated for an
ultrafine grained Ti-IF steel severely deformed by Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP)
followed by cold rolling at ambient and liquid nitrogen temperatures. Bulk stored energy
measurements by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) returned 350-600 J.mol1
whereas local stored energy estimates from microhardness, Electron Back-Scattering
Diffraction (EBSD) and X-ray line profile analysis resulted in 5-140 J.mol1 . Higher bulk
stored energy values correspond to the enthalpy release from all sources of strain in the
material volume as well as Ti precipitation during annealing while the lower local stored
energy range alludes only to dislocation content or internal stresses. An apparent
activation energy of 500-550 kJ.mol1 suggests sluggish recrystallisation due to excess of Ti
in solid solution.

Keywords: severe plastic deformation (SPD); equal channel angular pressing (ECAP);
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4.1 Introduction
Ultrafine grained (UFG) steels produced by Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD)
techniques such as ECAP (Equal Channel Angular Pressing) exhibit high strength but poor
total elongation. As the first step towards developing a suitable annealing schedule that
mitigates the loss in ductility, an understanding of the driving pressure for restoration
processes via quantification of the stored energy in the as-deformed state is needed.
While detailed analyses on the stored energy of conventionally deformed coarsegrained materials have been undertaken [1-7], similar information on as-SPD UFG steels is
scarce [8-11]. To date, only one DSC study estimates the bulk stored energy of a highcarbon steel subjected to High Pressure Torsion (HPT) [9]. Furthermore, the magnitude of
stored energy by different SPD processes or altering the deformation mode and
temperature thereafter also remains unknown.
To this end, the present work reports on the bulk and local stored energies of an
interstitial free (IF) steel first subjected ECAP and then further cold rolled down to 95%
and 25% thickness reductions at ambient and liquid nitrogen temperatures respectively.

4.2 Experiments and Methods of Analysis
Ti-stabilised IF steel (Fe-0.003C-0.15Mn-0.007Si-0.005S-0.01P-0.03Al-0.08Ti0.001N wt.%) billets were subjected to room temperature ECAP for 8 passes (N = 8) via
route BC processing [12]. The as-ECAP billets were then cold rolled along their extrusion
direction for up to 95% and 25% thickness reductions at ambient and liquid nitrogen
temperatures, respectively. While X-ray measurements were undertaken on planes
containing the ED/RD-TD, all other techniques used planes containing the ND-ED/RD.
DSC samples of 60-70 mg weight were subjected to three heating rates (5, 20 and
40 o C.min1 ) up to 720 °C under a protective high purity nitrogen atmosphere. A second
run under identical conditions produced the baseline unique to each measurement. After
subtracting the baseline-corrected heat flow signal of a fully recrystallised (N = 0) sample
from the as-deformed measurements, the bulk stored energy of deformation ( ES ) was
calculated via area integration of the heat flow curve between peak onset and finish
temperatures. The apparent activation energy of recrystallisation ( G ) was determined
by the Kissinger analysis [13] which relates peak temperature to the heating rate.
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The local stored energy of deformation ( Ed ) based on Vickers microhardness (4.9
N force) and total dislocation density (  ) was calculated using the Tabor and Taylor
relationships such that

   HV  HV0 3MGb , where
2

HV0 = 89.2 VHN is the

microhardness at N = 0, M = 3 is the Taylor factor,  = 0.2237 is a constant, G = 66.03 GPa
is the estimated reduced average shear modulus [14] and b is the Burgers vector. The
stored energy ( Ed ) was estimated by Ed  Gb2 2 .
After electropolishing, EBSD maps were acquired using a field emission SEM with
step sizes of 0.1, 0.08 or 0.03 µm. Following Kuwahara orientation averaging in the VMAP
software, all maps were post-processed using HKL-Channel5 after discounting boundary
misorientations below 2°. The average boundary energy per unit area (  ) was estimated
using the Read–Shockley equation [15] such that boundary misorientations of 2-15° are
low-angle boundaries (LAGB), whereas misorientations >15° are high-angle boundaries
(HAGB). The latter comprise a constant energy per unit area (0.617 J.m2 [15]). The local
stored energy due to boundary dislocations ( Eb ) was then estimated by Eb  3 dECD ,
where dECD is the equivalent circle diameter.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Ni-monochromated Cu K  radiation ( = 0.154 nm)
source was performed by varying 2 from 40° to 120° with a 0.02° step size and 12
seconds dwell time. The fully recrystallised (N = 0) sample was the assumed standard for
characterising instrumental broadening. Line profile analysis was undertaken on the
(110) and (211) peaks after correcting for background and K  2 components and fitting to
a pseudo-Voigt (pV) function. Domain size and micro-strain determination was calculated
following [16]. Stored energy (E ) due to inhomogeneous lattice strain was estimated by
correlating with the mean relative change in lattice spacing in accordance with Stibitz [17].
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Bulk stored energy ( ES ) and apparent activation energy ( G )
estimation via DSC
The representative isochronal DSC traces (Figs. 4.1 (a) and (b)) depict a single
broad exothermic peak in the temperature range 450-710 °C. The single peak trend can be
rationalised on the basis of the phenomenological description of continuous
recrystallisation [15]. This behaviour has also been observed by Messemaeker et al. [18]
during annealing of an N = 8, as-ECAP IF steel. There, homogeneous microstructural
coarsening led to an overlapping of the stages of recovery, recrystallisation and grain
growth. The observed shift of maximum peak temperatures (Fig. 4.1 (c)) to higher values
with increased heating rates was due to the sample spending lesser time at a specific
temperature and resultant softening occurring at higher temperatures. The peak onset
and maximum peak temperatures for the same heating rate decrease monotonically with
increasing deformation and correspond to an increase in the bulk stored energy ( ES in
Table 4.1). The present as-SPD ES values (350-600 J.mol1 ) are significantly greater than
the ones reported for cold rolled coarse-grained pure iron (20-50 J.mol1 ) [7], but smaller
than of ball-milled pure Fe (1800-2800 J.mol1 ) [8, 10, 11] and as-HPT high carbon steel
(~2500 J.mol1 ) [9]. Irrespective of the cold rolling temperature, only minor changes were
noted in ES values. The high apparent activation energy (500-550 kJ.mol1 ) match those of
recrystallisation (501.7 kJ.mol1 ) and grain growth (544.9 kJ.mol1 ) for an 80% cold rolled
Ti-IF steel [5] and indicates excess of Ti (0.057wt% based on stoichiometry) in solid
solution causing solute drag effects. This sluggish recrystallisation behaviour will most
likely enhance the thermal stability of the studied IF steel via grain boundary pinning.

4.3.2 Local

stored

energy

( Ed , Eb and E )

estimation

via

microhardness, EBSD and XRD
With greater cold working all samples recorded increasing total dislocation
density (Table 4.1) and resulted in Ed values of 35-87 J.mol1 . The representative band
contrast EBSD maps are shown in Fig. 4.2. The as-ECAP microstructure consists of
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elongated grains and subgrains along the macroscopic direction of imposed negative
shear. With greater cold rolling reduction the boundaries are increasingly aligned to the
rolling direction while the microstructure records higher aspect ratio substructures. The

Eb values of 27-59 J.mol1 are considerably greater than the 3-21 J.mol1 previously
reported for an 80% cold rolled Ti-IF steel [4] and corresponds to greater grain
refinement and high volume fraction of HAGBs in the as-SPD condition.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4.1 (a) The change of net heat flow with sample temperature at 5, 20 and
40 o C.min1 after (a) ECAP, (b) 95CR-WQ and (c) peak temperature dependence on
heating rate.
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Table 4.1 Summary of results from bulk (DSC) and local measurement techniques
(microhardness, EBSD and XRD).
DSC
Processing
condition

ECAP

N=8
25

+ CRWQ

50

(%)
95
+ CRLNQ
(%)

25

ES

Microhardness
G

J.mol1 kJ.mol1

443

554 ±

± 63

21

360

500 ±

± 41

72

490

515 ±

± 14

48

598

537 ±

± 44

57

420

553 ±

± 22

31



Ed

1
1015 m2 J.mol

2.5

36

2.4

35

2.7

39

6.0

87

2.4

35

EBSD

XRD

dECD

Eb

e

E

µm

J.mol1

%

J.mol1

0.43
± 0.2
0.40
± 0.2
0.39
± 0.2
0.21
± 0.2
0.37
± 0.2

27 ± 1
29 ± 1
31 ± 1
59 ± 2

32 ± 2

0.15 ±
0.01
0.13 ±
0.01
0.17 ±
0.02
0.32 ±
0.01
0.14 ±
0.01

8±1
6±1
10 ± 2
44 ± 12

7±1

The asymmetric and anisotropic nature of the as-SPD material is evident from the
normalised (110) and (211) X-ray diffractogram peaks (Fig. 4.3) which broadened with
increasing cold work. The lattice strain (see in Table 4.1) of 0.13-0.32% is an order of
magnitude higher than the one for coarse grained materials, however it matches the 0.3%
recorded for as-HPT Armco iron [19]. E  values of 5-50 J.mol1 agree with the 315 J.mol1 reported for 88% cold rolled ultra high purity iron based on X-ray data [3] and
5-25 J.mol1 reported for 80% cold rolled Ti-IF steel from neutron diffraction analysis [6].
The change in cold rolling temperature only resulted in negligible alterations in E d , E b or

E  values.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

Fig. 4.2 Representative EBSD band contrast maps after (a) ECAP, (b) 25CR-WQ, (c) 50CRWQ, (d) 95CR-WQ and (e) 25CR-LNQ. White lines = LAGBs, black lines = HAGBs.

(a)
Fig. 4.3 Normalised (a) (110) and (b) (211) peaks from XRD data.

(b)
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4.3.3 Constituents of bulk stored energy ( ES )
The total stored energy of cold working is assumed to comprise the additive
contributions from statistically stored/loose dislocations in the bulk ( Ed - Eb , as
microhardness-returned stored energy also includes the energy contributions from
subgrain boundaries detected by EBSD), geometrically necessary dislocations at
subgrain/grain boundaries ( Eb ), internal stresses ( E ) and point defects ( EV ).
With respect to SPD-induced point defects, considering concurrent annihilation the
net excess vacancy concentration is approximated between 510-4-110-3 [20]. This
estimated range matches the experimentally determined values in the cases of as-SPD Ni
[21, 22], Cu [23] and Al [24]. Since the formation energy of vacancies in -Fe is ~1.4 eV [1],

Ev is estimated as 68-135 J.mol1 . Due to the high defect density after SPD, precipitation of
TiC and FeTiP should be expected during heating [25-27]. Consequently, the stored energy
contribution from precipitation (180-400 J.mol1 ) is calculated as ES  (Ed  E  EV ) .
Conversely, there remains a significant likelihood of fragmentation of a fraction of
precipitates in the matrix and/or partial dissolution during severe cold working. Thus
while some precipitates are expected to coarsen during annealing, new precipitates will
most likely form at existing dislocations and/or other heterogeneous nucleation sites. In
turn these precipitates effectively hinder dislocation rearrangement and delay the onset of
recrystallisation. While the above ranges associated with vacancy and precipitation
contribution only denote semi-quantitative approximations, a quick estimation based on
the enthalpy of formation of TiC (180 J.mol1 ) and FeTiP (123 J.mol1 ) results in mole
fractions ranging between 10-4 and 10-3 for both precipitate types in the present steel.
These values agree with the 8  10-4 reported by Choi et al. [27] for similar precipitates in a
Ti-IF steel based on equilibrium-based Thermo-Calc predictions.

4.4 Conclusions
1.

Both bulk (DSC) and local (microhardness, EBSD and X-ray line profile analysis)
measurement techniques returned increasing stored energy estimates with
greater cold working. Irrespective of the cold-rolling temperature, the changes in
microstructural parameters and stored energies were negligible.
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2.

The bulk stored energy ( ES = 350-600 J.mol1 ) corresponds to the enthalpy release
from all sources of strain in the material volume as well as Ti precipitation during
annealing. On the other hand, the local stored energy estimates (5-140 J.mol1 ) only
account for individual contributions from the total dislocation density or long-range
internal stresses.

3.

The high value of apparent activation energy (500-550 kJ.mol1 ) indicates sluggish
recrystallisation due to excess of Ti in solid solution resulting in solute drag effects.
This will most likely improve thermal stability via grain boundary pinning by fine Tiprecipitates.
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Microstructure and Mechanical Properties
after Annealing of Equal Channel Angular
Pressed Interstitial Free Steel
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Abstract
The evolution of microstructure, micro-texture and mechanical properties during
isothermal annealing of an ultrafine grained interstitial free (IF) steel after 8 passes, route
BC room temperature Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) was studied. The
microstructure and micro-texture were characterised by Electron Back-Scattering
Diffraction (EBSD) while mechanical properties were assessed by shear punch and
uniaxial tensile testing. Homogeneous coarsening via continuous recrystallisation of the
ECAP microstructure is accompanied by minor changes in the ~63% high-angle boundary
population and a sharpening of the original ECAP texture. This is followed by abnormal
growth during the final stages of softening due to local growth advantages. Linear
correlations between shear and tensile data were established for yield, ultimate strengths
and total elongation. After yield, the changes in uniaxial tensile behaviour from
geometrical softening after ECAP to load drop, Lüders banding and continuous yielding
after annealing is attributable to a coarsening microstructure.

Keywords: Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP); Electron Back–Scattering Diffraction
(EBSD); recrystallization; steels; tension test.
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5.1 Introduction
Ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials produced by severe plastic deformation (SPD)
processes like Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) are attractive for their superior
room temperature strengths but exhibit poor ductility due to reduced dislocation
accumulation

ability

[1].

Since

as-deformed

UFG

materials

are

inherently

thermodynamically unstable due to their high stored energies caused by lattice defects [26], a characterisation of their microstructures and mechanical properties while
undergoing a transformation via recovery or recrystallisation is essential.
In terms of annealing behaviour of UFG materials, a variety of phenomena have
been reported. Conventional discontinuous recrystallisation was observed by tracking
microstructure and crystallographic texture evolution in cold-rolled (CR) (  vM = 2.3 and
4.6) and accumulative roll bonded (ARB) (  vM = 0.8 and 4.8) pure Al [7] with coarse initial
grains. A transition from discontinuous to continuous recrystallisation was favoured in CR
Al-alloys [8] with small initial grain sizes and large second-phase particles due to a ~65%
high angle grain boundary (HAGB) population, which remained unchanged before and
after annealing. Contrarily, High Pressure Torsion (HPT) Ni demonstrated that even a
~80% HAGB population was insufficient to induce the transition from discontinuous to
continuous recrystallisation [9]. Emphasising impurity effects on recovery and
recrystallisation kinetics, HPT 99.967% Ni followed discontinuous recrystallisation while
99.5% Ni showed simultaneous continuous and discontinuous recrystallisation [9].
On the other hand, discontinuous recrystallisation in the case of pure Cu [10, 11]
and

discontinuous growth in Al-alloys [5, 12-14] have been attributed to duplex

microstructures with small and large (sub)grains formed after extended annealing or at
elevated temperatures.
While literature on the annealing response of room temperature processed bulk
UFG steels is lacking, continuous recrystallisation followed by normal grain growth with
newly created HAGBs was observed in 304 type austenitic stainless steel statically
deformed at 600°C by multi-axial compression (  vM = 6.4) [15]. Irrespective of elevated
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temperature SPD, continuous recrystallisation after annealing also occurred in Ti-IF steels
for 200°C ECAP (route BA4,  vM = 9.2) [16] and 500°C ARB (  vM > 4.0) [17].
With respect to the mechanical properties of UFG materials, phenomena such as:
(i) strain softening after yielding during compression of ECAP Ti-IF steel [16] and route C
ECAP+CR pure Fe [18] was seen in the as-deformed state, (ii) while yield drop and
discontinuous yielding was noted in tension after annealing ARB or ECAP commercial
purity Al [19, 20], Al-alloys [21] and Ti-IF steel [20].
Furthermore, only limited data on miniature shear punch testing (SPT) [22, 23] of
UFG metals in the as-deformed state currently exist [24-26]. The use of SPT as a means to
record bulk mechanical property changes during annealing has not yet been applied to
UFG materials. Consequently, the correlations between bulk uniaxial tension and SPT
shear that enable mechanical property predictions are yet to be quantified.
With the above background, the focus of the present work is two-fold. Firstly, to
characterise microstructure evolution and changes in tensile behaviour during isothermal
annealing of a room temperature ECAP Ti-stabilised interstitial free (IF) steel at 525, 600
and 710°C. Secondly, to enable prediction of mechanical properties throughout processing
by correlating bulk tension with miniature SPT data.

5.2 Experimental and Analytical Methods
IF steel (Fe–0.003C–0.15Mn–0.007Si–0.005S–0.01P–0.03Al–0.08Ti–0.001N wt.%)
obtained from BlueScope Steel Ltd. was subjected to room temperature ECAP (Ф= 90°,
Ψ=0°) using route BC up to 8 passes (  vM ~9.2). Further processing details are described in
[27-30]. Microstructure, Vickers microhardness (HV, VHN) and SPT investigations were
undertaken on samples cut parallel to the ND–ED plane from the centre of the stable billet
and in the middle of the cross-section (see Fig. 5.1) using a Struers Accutom-50. HV was

When the billet is re-inserted in the entry channel of the ECAP rig and viewed from the top of this
channel, route BA involves a +90° counter-clockwise (CCW) and a -90° clockwise (CW) rotation
around its longitudinal axis for successive even and odd numbered passes while route BC involves
either a +CCW or -CW 90° rotation (Fig. 5.1).
4
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recorded on a M-400-H1 Leco hardness tester at ten random spots on 1 µm diamond
suspension polished surfaces using a 500 g (4.9 N) load applied for 12 s.

Fig. 5.1 Schematic representation of the ECAP coordinate system and the billet being reinserted in the entry channel for successive passes via routes BA and BC. ED = extrusion
direction, RD = rolling direction, TD = transverse direction, ND = normal direction.

Annealing was performed at 525°C for up to 72 hours (h) and at 600°C and 710°C
for up to 5 h, in a salt bath furnace using a Ba-Ca chloride salt (Durferrit GS430 + R2). A
reproducible heating rate of ~150(±10) °C.s-1 was established prior to isothermal holding
(±2°) following which the samples were water quenched. The selected annealing
temperatures are based on their proximity to the onset, peak and finish temperatures of
softening obtained previously via calorimetry [27].
Electropolishing was conducted at room temperature using a Struers Lectropol–3
with a 95% acetic acid and 5% perchloric acid electrolyte for 12 s at 30 V and a flow rate
of 14 flow units (on a full scale of 50). Two EBSD maps for each condition were collected
on a JEOL JSM–7001F field emission gun–scanning electron microscope (FEG–SEM)
operating at 15 kV excitation voltage, 1.14 nA probe current and fitted with a Nordlys–S
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camera using the Oxford Instruments Corona Fast Acquisition software. Step sizes
between 0.08–1 µm were chosen such that they represent <20% of the average subgrain
size for a particular condition. Post–processing of the maps was undertaken using HKL–
Channel 5. While an angular resolution limit set constant to 2° overestimates the HAGB
fraction and average misorientation, their overall trend remain unaltered. For microtexture, 2 = 0° and 45° orientation distribution function (ODF) sections were calculated
using Bunge’s notation after exporting EBSD data to MTex [31]. The latter is a Matlab
toolbox for texture approximation from EBSD data by kernel density estimation after
automatically computing the optimal half-width of the model bell shaped function at every
measured individual orientation [31].
Grains (D) surrounded solely by HAGBs (   15 ) and subgrains (d) bounded
either by low angle boundaries (LAGBs, 2  θ  15 ) or partially by HAGBs are
represented by equivalent circle diameters. Microstructural coarsening was assessed via
frequency distributions of d in terms of both, number and area fraction. The numberaveraged arithmetic mean ( davg ) and standard deviation ( d ) were first calculated.
Thereafter the size distribution was fitted to a log-normal (L-N) probability distribution
function p(d) such that:
  ln(d d )2 
m

p(d) 
exp 
2


2w
wd 2


1

(5.1)

where, w and dm are the width and median of L-N distribution of d. Consequently, the
associated mean ( dLN
avg ) and standard deviation (  d ) are given as:
 w2 
dLN

d
exp


avg
m
 2 

(5.2)

 w2 
2
d  dm exp 
 exp(w )  1
2



(5.3)

In this context, dLN
avg and  d are computed parameters as opposed to their corresponding
experimental counterparts davg and d , respectively.
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The SPT set-up comprises a 3.01 mm flat-head punch and 3.018 mm die. A
minimum of two SPT tests per condition were conducted on ~0.8 mm thick
electropolished samples using a custom-built rig fitted to an Instron 5566 operating at a
constant cross head speed of 8  104 mm.s1 . A ±2.5 mm linear variable displacement
transducer (LVDT) was used to measure compliance corrected displacement.
For selected conditions, two room temperature tensile tests were undertaken on
15(l)×5(w)×1(t) mm3 wire-cut flat samples at a nominal strain rate of 8  104 s1 using a
servo-hydraulic Instron 1340 equipped with a 33 frames per second video extensometer.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 After ECAP
As shown in Fig. 5.2 (a), the ECAP microstructure consists mostly of slightly
elongated (aspect ratio,  d = 2.2–2.6) subgrains ( davg = 0.44 µm) and grains ( Davg = 0.70
µm) aligned close to the macroscopic shear direction at ~30–40° to the ED along with a
few areas of equiaxed morphology. This condition corresponds to a high total dislocation
density (  1.6  1015 m2 [27]), non-uniform localised clustering of LAGBs, a high fraction
of HAGBs ( f HAGB =63(±2) %) and an average misorientation ( avg ) of ~27°.
The 2 = 0° and 45° sections of the micro-texture ODF (Fig. 2 (b)) is similar to its
bulk texture counterpart [32]. The texture components are distributed along the b1, b2
and b3 fibres ([29], represented by black lines) such that the b1 fibre consists of
D2  E E  D1 5 orientations along the 111  partial fibre. Similarly the b2 fibre

contains

F  J J  E E

orientations

(or

the

{110}

partial

fibre)

and

E E  D2 orientations (or 111  partial fibre) with a common position at the E E

orientation. Furthermore, the b3 fibre consists of F  J J  E E along the {110}
partial fibre and E E  D1 along the 111  fibre which once again meet at the common
5

In Fig. 1,    /2 = 45° is the half-angle counter clockwise rotation about the TD of ideal simple

shear components in the case of  =90° ECAP.
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E E position. The major texture components are located near D1 and E E along the
111  fibre and near J along the {110} fibre. When the ideal texture components are
overlaid on the boundary map (Fig. 5.2 (a)) with a 20° tolerance angle, preferential
clustering of orientation components is absent as their spatial distribution remains
inhomogeneous.

D1
D2
E

E

F
J

J

(a)
b3

b2

J

J

D1
b2

D2
b3

b1

b2
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F

b1

b3

b1

D2

D1

E
J

J

J

E
J

F

D1

D1

D2

b2

b3

b1

(b)
Fig. 5.2 (a) Representative EBSD grain boundary maps overlaid with ideal negative
simple shear texture components and, (b) 2  0 and 2  45 ODF sections of the
micro-texture after ECAP. In (a), red (grey) = LAGBs, black = HAGBs. Contour levels =
1× random.
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5.3.2 Microstructural evolution during annealing
In Fig. 5.3 (a) hardness versus annealing time is plotted for 525, 600 and 710 °C for
various isothermal holding times. As expected, higher annealing temperature shifts similar
hardness to shorter annealing times. For 525 and 600 °C, two stages are observed such
that a gradual fall up to ~190 VHN is followed by a comparatively faster decrease up to
~100 VHN. In the case of 710°C, a third stage with hardness decreasing up to and below
that of the 0 pass starting material is also seen. The fraction softened (X) shown in Fig. 5.3
(b) can also be expressed in terms of hardness such that (Fig. 2(b)):
X

HE  Ht
HE  H0

(5.4)

where HE , H t and H0 is the hardness after ECAP, instantaneous hardness at time ‘t’ and
hardness of the 0 pass starting material (= 89.2 ± 1.3 VHN for D = 140 ± 10 µm),
respectively.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.3 (a) Hardness versus annealing time and, (b) fraction softened versus annealing
time for isothermal annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C.
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Here the slope of softening during the first stage increases with higher annealing
temperatures and indicates: (i) the dependence of (apparent) activation energy on
temperature and, (ii) is characteristic of extensive gradual recovery. Following this, during
the second stage the comparatively faster softening rate at higher annealing temperatures
or longer times could be ascribed to microstructural coarsening.
Microstructural evolution during annealing and the changes in its associated
parameters are illustrated in Figs. 5.4 - 5.6. Compared to the ECAP condition, annealing at
525 and 600 °C up to 300 s results in d avg increasing from 0.44 to 0.61 µm with
approximately constant fHAGB = 62% and avg = 27°. Annealing at 525 °C for up to 5 h results
in further uniform coarsening but the microstructural morphology still closely resembles
the ECAP condition with its heterogeneous dispersion of LAGBs. After 72 h, discontinuous
coarsening (which is characterised by abnormal grain growth) leads to the formation of a
few 5–15 µm large grains (Fig. 5.4 (c)).
At 710 °C annealing up to 180 s, uniform coarsening is accompanied by increases
in d avg = 3.5 µm, fHAGB = 71% and avg = 32°. After 300 s and for up to 1 h, discontinuous
coarsening results in ~100-150 µm abnormally grown grains and ~4.5 µm uniformly
coarsened matrix grains (Fig. 5.4 (i)). Compared to 180 s, no further changes in  avg ,

fHAGB and avg were recorded after 1 h.
A recent study on the annealing of an 8 pass route BC ECAP Al-0.3Sc alloy showed
that L-N distributions were a better theoretical fit than the Rayleigh approach for tracking
(sub)grain coarsening [4]. In Fig. 5.6 (a), continuous coarsening is characterised by peak
shifts to the right with increasing davg , decreases in peak frequency and a moderate to
significant broadening of the distribution with increasing annealing time or temperature.
On the other hand, discontinuous coarsening is marked by the presence of long tails with
abnormally grown (sub)grains measuring up to 150 µm and small changes to the peak
frequency.
If the normalised subgrain size frequency versus log(d davg ) (Fig. 5.6 (b)) is
compared with L-N plots, the invariant nature of both subgrain size distributions is clearly
evident with their extended tails representing discontinuous coarsening. Similar
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observations on the general form of subgrain size distribution have been made on
annealed ECAP Al alloys [4, 13, 14].
On plotting the experimental arithmetic mean and standard deviations against
their computed counterparts (Fig. 5.6 (c)), linearity is maintained during continuous
coarsening as both values match closely. Notable deviations from log-normality only occur
during discontinuous coarsening at 710 °C beyond 180 s. Interestingly, in the case of the
few abnormally large grains seen after 525 °C annealing for 72 hrs, the deviation from
linearity is minimal.
For further explanation, the area-weighted size distribution (Fig. 5.7) can be used.
If the tail of the left (or continuously coarsened) and head of the right (or discontinuously
coarsened) - side of these distributions are intersected, the critical cut-off size beyond
which discontinuous coarsening occurs could be estimated as seen in the transition case of
at 710 °C for 180 s (Fig. 5.7 (b)). Consequently, ~3 µm at 525 °C for 72 h (Fig. 5.7 (a)), ~8,
10 and 20 µm at 710 °C for 180 s, 300 s and 1 h (Figs. 5.7 (b-d)), respectively are seen as
the cut-offs between the continuously coarsened matrix and large discontinuously grown
(sub)grains.
If we assume that the driving pressure for coarsening arises from boundary
curvature, isothermal subgrain coarsening kinetics can be derived such that [33]:
davg n  kt

or

1
log davg  log  t   c
n





(5.5)
(5.6)

where, n is subgrain growth exponent, k is a temperature dependent rate constant and
c  1 n  log  k  . During normal grain growth following primary recrystallisation, n = 2 is

predicted based on either the proportionality of the growth rate to the interfacial free
energy per unit volume or the inverse proportionality of boundary migration rate to the
boundary curvature [34]. However, larger experimentally determined exponents between
3–10 have been reported for single phase materials [35] with n values showing an inverse
trend with temperature and purity level.
In the present case, for 525 and 600 °C annealing n –values range between 5 and
13 (Fig. 5.6 (d)). At 710 °C, faster kinetics with n = 1 are recorded for the first stage up to
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30 s. Thereafter sluggish growth rates with n ~10 are calculated in accordance with the
microstructure evolving via coarsening by recovery-like processes. This is further
evidenced by the ODFs presented for longest investigated annealing times which show the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 5.4 Representative EBSD grain boundary maps after annealing at (a-c) 525 °C, (d-f)
600 °C and (g-j) 710 °C for: (a) 300 s, (b) 5 h, (c) 72 h, (d) 300s , (e) 1 h, (f) 5 h, (g) 30 s, (h)
180 s, (i) 300 s and (j) 1 h. Red (grey) = LAGBs, black = HAGBs.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.5 Evolution of (a) subgrain size, (b) aspect ratio, (c) HAGB fraction and, (d)
average misorientation during isothermal annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.6 (a) Fitted L-N subgrain size distributions, (b) normalised subgrain size
distributions, (c) experimental versus computed arithmetic mean and standard deviation
of subgrain size distributions and, (d) subgrain growth kinetics during isothermal
annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C. In (b), the arrow marks the tail of the L-N distributions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.7 Evolution of area-weighted grain size distribution after annealing at (a) 525 °C for
72 h and, 710 °C for (b) 180 s (c) 300 s and, (d) 1 h. Note that arrows indicate the critical
cut-off subgrain size beyond which discontinuous coarsening occurs.
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Fig. 5.8 2  0 and 2  45 ODF sections of the micro-texture after annealing at (a) 525 °C
for 72 h, (b) 600 °C for 5 h, (c) 710 °C for 5 h and, (d) maximum ODF intensity f(g) versus
annealing time. Contour levels = 1× random.

preservation (Fig. 5.8 (a-c)) and sharpening (Fig. 5.8 (d)) of negative simple shear texture
components even after prolonged annealing. It may be noted that the trend of near

D1 texture component being stronger than the D2 component after ECAP prevailed
during uniform coarsening (compare Figs. 2 (b) and 8 (b)). On the other hand, during nonuniform coarsening the opposite trend in the evolution of stronger D2 texture component
is evident from Figs. 5.8 (a) and (c). However, it should be kept in mind that when
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compared against the as-ECAP condition, the relative shifts and spreads of the texture
components away from their ideal positions during annealing may arise due to microtexture measurements. Lastly, since n varies with temperature, the apparent activation
energy for growth cannot be determined using Eq. 5.6.

5.3.3 Changes in mechanical properties
Figs. 5.9 (a-c) depict the SPT curves for the 0 pass starting material, after ECAP and
after 525, 600 and 710 °C for various isothermal holding times.
The shear stress (τ) and normalised displacement (  ) were determined from the
load-displacement data using [22]:
τ

Load
 * avg * thickness

(5.7)



displacement
thickness

(5.8)

where, Δavg is the average punch and die diameters. Tensile engineering stress versus
strain plots for the 0 pass starting material, after ECAP [36] and that of selected annealing
temperatures are shown in Fig. 5.9 (d). Subgrain/grain refinement via ECAP results in
increased strengths and reduced ductility while microstructural coarsening during
annealing is marked by a loss in strength and return of ductility. In terms of achieving a
strength-ductility balance, annealing at 710 °C, 15 s resulted in 0.2% = 338 MPa,  UTS = 374
MPa, e u = 22% and e f = 33% when a grain size of ~2.5 µm is reached.
Since the SPT curves indicate a smooth transition between elastic and plastic
regions, a 0.5% offset of the shear normalised displacement (δ) is used to approximate the
shear yield stress ( 0.5% ) as it returned the best overall correlation. This is less than the
1% offset reported earlier [22, 37] as the precise measurement of the punch tip
displacement by the LVDT largely eliminated machine compliance above the sample
surface. Consequently, no further compliance corrections were necessary.
For the tensile curves, yield stress ( YS ) is defined as either: (i) the 0.2% strain
offset value in the case of continuous yielding or, (ii) the lower yield stress during
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discontinuous yielding. The maximum shear stress ( max ) and tensile UTS ( UTS ) are
computed from the maximum loads during SPT and tensile testing, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.9 Shear stress versus normalised displacement after shear punch testing for (a) 0
pass starting, ECAP and 525 °C, (b) 600 °C, (c) 710 °C and, (d) engineering stress versus
strain after tensile testing for various conditions. Note the average grain diameters in (d).
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In order to derive the linear correlations for YS - 0.5% , UTS - max and total tensile
elongation ( e f ) - maximum normalised displacement in shear ( max ) over a wider range of
UFG sub(grain) sizes for the same IF steel, additional data points were obtained from the
ECAP billet subjected to additional cold rolling for up to 95% thickness reduction.
Thereafter, the mechanical properties were ascertained by SPT and tensile testing [36].
The correlation between YS and 0.5% is illustrated in Fig. 5.10 (a) such that:

YS  (1.77  0.09)0.5%

(5.9)

According to the von Mises yield criterion for pure shear if one disregards the effect of
texture, the correlation coefficient between uniaxial and pure shear yield stress is 3 . The
present value of 1.77 is close to the theoretical one, is the same as reported in [22] and is
within the 1.6–2.5 range obtained from SPT for other metals/alloys [37, 38]. The small
deviation from theoretical value can be attributed to the complex stress state other than
pure shear in the annular region of the punched-out disc where material shears off during
the test [22, 38].
Separate correlations have been obtained for the deformed (Fig. 5.10 (b)) and
annealed conditions (Fig. 5.10 (c)) between  UTS and max such that:
Deformed: UTS  (1.69  0.10)max

(5.10)

Annealed: UTS  (1.29  0.08)max

(5.11)

The separation between deformed and annealed conditions was undertaken based on
their varying abilities to work harden. In the case of brittle materials, the correlation
coefficient between  UTS and max is ~1.73 while for a ductile material, the value reduces
to ~1.10 [39]. In agreement with the above expectation, IF steel returned 1.69 for the
deformed state and 1.29 after annealing.
Similarly, the correlations between ef and max are described by two linear fits
(Fig. 5.10 (d)):
Deformed (I): ef  (0.12  0.01)max

(5.12)

Annealed (II): ef  (2.21  1.39)max  (146.2  100)

(5.13)
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The regions I and II are below and above the ~70% maximum normalised shear
displacement value as it represents a transition between two linear regions. Using the
above equations, the yield, tensile strengths and total elongations can now be predicted
for any new processing schedule.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.10 Correlations between (a) shear and tensile yield strengths, (b) maximum shear
and ultimate tensile strengths after deformation, (c) maximum shear and ultimate tensile
strengths after annealing and, (d) total elongation in tension with maximum normalised
displacement in shear.
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Coarsening behaviour
The annealing of cold worked single phase materials deformed to medium to high
strains (  vM =3.5) is conventionally accompanied in turn by thermally activated processes
of: (i) recovery, (ii) primary or discontinuous recrystallisation and, (iii) normal or abnormal
(or secondary recrystallisation) grain growth [40, 41].
Recovery includes all annealing processes occurring without any HAGB migration.
On the other hand, discontinuous recrystallisation is due to non-uniformly dispersed nuclei
formation and subsequent new grain formation by the creation and migration of HAGBs.
Here all sub-processes are driven by differences in local stored energy. During the grain
growth period, the migration of grain boundaries is solely accomplished by a curvaturedriven reduction of boundary area. Under circumstances of normal grain growth, the
average grain size increases gradually. However, when grain coarsening is inhomogeneous
and a few isolated grains grow larger than the average recrystallised matrix, the
phenomenon is termed as abnormal grain growth. Consequently, discontinuous
recrystallisation results in the replacement of the deformation texture by a new
recrystallisation texture.
In the present investigation, IF steel was deformed via room temperature ECAP to

 vM ~9.2 and subsequently annealed. Irrespective of annealing temperature, the onset of
softening was gradual and without an incubation period and occurred uniformly over an
extended time interval. Similar softening behaviour is found in particle containing Al
alloys where boundary pinning by second phase particles inhibits discontinuous
recrystallisation via extended recovery resulting in microstructures with large dislocationfree subgrains surrounded by LAGBs [40].
Due to the high fraction of strain-induced HAGBs (~62%) after ECAP,
homogeneous softening (or continuous recrystallisation) occurs without a discernible
nucleation and growth sequence upon annealing [40]. Since recovery is predominant, the
distinction between extended recovery and continuous recrystallisation is made based on
both the character and mobility of the boundaries [40]. It has been proposed that extended
recovery corresponds to softening accompanied by immobile HAGBs, while continuous
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recrystallisation involves HAGB migration [41]. Furthermore, during continuous
recrystallisation the original deformation texture is maintained and becomes sharper and
is concurrent with recovery mechanisms comprising short-range dislocations and
boundary migration [41].
After annealing at 525 °C for 72 h (see Fig. 5.4 (c)), the microstructure comprised
large areas of uniformly coarsened grains with the (sub)grain morphology similar to
ECAP. Abnormally large grains ( dmax d avg ~13) surrounded primarily by HAGBs were
restricted to a few local areas. Such location dependent coarsening is linked to
macroscopic substructural heterogeneities carried over from ECAP. Consequently, the
local recovery rate will be dictated by the balance between dynamic recovery during ECAP
and the stored energy difference. While such localised abnormal grains produce a tail in
the L-N distribution (Fig. 5.6 (a)), the d avg ,  avg , fHAGB and avg -values remain unaltered. It
follows that no deviations away from linearity should be expected when plotting their
average and computed (sub)grain sizes (see Fig. 6 (c)).
At 600 °C, similar recovery and growth stages via uniform coarsening were
observed for up to 5 h annealing (see Fig. 5.4 (f)). Considering that the transition to
abnormal growth occurred at 525 and 710 °C at varying times, such non-uniform
coarsening should be expected beyond 5 h.
During 710 °C annealing for 30 s, the transition to a uniform and equiaxed
microstructure is accompanied by a change in subgrain growth kinetics from n ~ 1 to 10.
The faster kinetics up to 30 s result in sharp increases in d avg and decreases in  avg -values
(see Figs. 5.5 (a-b) ) while much slower growth kinetics prevail up to complete softening.
After 300 s (see Fig. 5.4 (i)) the microstructure comprises a location dependent ~20%
area fraction of abnormally large grains ( dmax d avg ~ 28) primarily surrounded by HAGBs
and a uniformly coarsened matrix with LAGB clusters. In this particular case of 300 s, the
heterogeneous dispersion of abnormal grains was also confirmed by EBSD over a scan
area of ~7 × 0.2 mm2. After 1 hr (see Fig. 5.4 (j)), ~80% of the map area is covered by the
abnormally large grains ( dmax d avg ~ 38) as they consumed a significant fraction of
surrounding matrix grains.
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It is noteworthy that irrespective of annealing temperature and holding time,
orientation preference could not be ascertained: (i) between LAGB clusters within the
uniformly coarsened matrix or, (ii) between the abnormally large gains and the
neighbouring matrix. Consequently, the formation of these abnormally large grains can be
attributed to local growth advantages dictated by the presence of low mobility LAGBs in
their neighbourhood. Boundary pinning effects on the formation of these abnormal grains
can also be ruled out as the volume fraction (~ 104 ) of TiC precipitates in clean interstitial
free steels is insignificant to cause Zener pinning [27, 42] 6.
In summary, the annealing of our UFG steel can be appropriately categorised as
continuous

recrystallisation

followed

by

abnormal

growth.

While

continuous

recrystallisation with a slight bimodality in sizes has been reported during the annealing
of an IF-steel subjected to 8 passes, route BA, 200°C ECAP, abnormal growth did not occur
even after extended annealing at 500 °C for 128 h and 600 °C for 100 h [16]. The variation
in the two results could be attributed to the combined effects of dynamic recovery during
elevated temperature ECAP and the processing route-dependent fHAGB value (which is ~9%
lower in the present study than in [16]).

5.4.2 Characteristics of SPT and tensile curves
If the SPT and tensile curves are compared, the former curves show: (i) an absence
of discontinuous yielding and, (ii) an inherently exaggerated work hardening tendency
between yield to maximum stress [37] .
During blanking/shearing operations, the annular shear zone is nominally subjected to a
combination of relatively uniform shear and varying contributions from compressive,

The inability of TiC precipitates to cause significant Zener pinning in typical Ti-IF steel
chemistries has been widely reported in literature and this is primarily due to their low
volume fraction. To this end, the sluggish recrystallisation behaviour of IF steels compared
to the low carbon grades has been generally attributed to solute drag-like effects (SDLE) of
Ti in solution in Ti-IF steels. In the case of Nb-IF steels, sluggish recrystallisation is caused
by both Zener pinning through NbC and SDLE caused by Nb in solution. For dual stabilised
IF-steels (Ti+Nb), the sluggishness is an outcome of all the above effects.
6
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tensile and bending stresses [22, 38]. In this context, the 4 µm die-punch clearance (or
0.5% of ~0.8 mm blank thickness) of the present SPT set-up enables the imposition of an
‘apparent’ state of pure shear [43, 44] by reducing the bending and tensile stress
components associated with blanking/shearing. This is clearly evident from the smooth
surface of the slug (Fig. 5.11 (a)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5.11 (a) Representative SEM image of the slug thickness, (b) smooth surface of a
tensile specimen indicating localised deformation prior to failure, (c) rough surface of a
tensile specimen indicating extensive deformation prior to failure and, (d) dimpled
fracture surface after tensile testing of the 710 °C, 15 s sample with inset showing Ti -rich
nitrides. In (b, c) the direction of tensile loading is marked by white arrows.
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The ability of SPT to exhibit discontinuous yielding (analogous to Lüders banding
in tension) was shown in solution-annealed low carbon steel [37]. For the same condition
(see Fig. 3 in [37]), discontinuous yielding extended over ~2% of the normalised
displacement in SPT and ~5% of the engineering strain in tension. Secondly, the
appearance of discontinuous yielding during SPT in [37] is due to the larger die-punch
clearance (~12% of blank thickness). Larger punch-die clearances increase the
contribution of the tensile stress component during bending after the punch penetrates
the blank surface and leads to an uneven transition between the elastic and plastic regions
of the curve. Since the punch-die clearance in this study was restricted to 0.5% of the
blank thickness and the maximum extent of discontinuous yielding was only ~2% of the
engineering strain, it is plausible that discontinuous yielding was suppressed in the SPT
curves.
The tensile curves (Fig. 5.9 (d)) are discussed on the basis of grain size ( D avg ) such
that their characteristic evolution is similar to earlier annealing reports on 8 passes, route
BC ECAP Al [19] and ARB Ti-IF steel and commercially pure Al [20]. For grain sizes smaller
than 0.7 µm, the uniform elongation ( e u ) up to UTS is ~1–2% and subsequent failure by
local necking accompanying geometrical softening. For grain sizes between 0.7–1.5 µm,
the curves are characterised by a yield-drop where necking occurs soon after yielding. The
extent of load drop decreases with increasing grain size (see 0.9 and 1.1 µm), and is
similar to annealed UFG Al and can be related to the formation of conjugate shear bands
immediately after yielding [19, 45]. In the case of 0.9 µm, the restricted work hardening
capacity after yielding and ~8% total elongation is highlighted by the smooth surface of
the tensile specimen near the fracture (Fig. 5.11 (b)).
Between grain sizes of 1.5–2.5 µm the discontinuously yielded tensile curves
evolve from being close to elastic-perfectly plastic to exhibiting work hardening prior to
necking. The rough appearance of the tensile surface (Fig. 5.11 (c)) of the D avg =2.3 µm
sample is indicative of e f ~35% via extensive deformation.
Upon reaching an average grain size of 4.1 µm, the transition to continuous
yielding is complete with the absence of Lüders banding from the discontinuously
coarsening microstructure for 710 °C, 300 s. The non-representative nature of the average
grain size ( D avg =4.1 µm) becomes immediately apparent when its strength values are
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compared with the 0 pass starting material ( D avg =140 µm) and corroborates the
observations by large area (~7 × 0.2 mm2) EBSD mapping of this condition. Here pockets
of 3-4 mm lengths containing large grains ( D avg = 90-100 µm) were observed. 7
The fractographs of all tensile samples show dimples of varying sizes and shapes
which is characteristic of ductile fracture. As a representative example, the 2.3 µm grain
size sample indicates coalesced voids and Ti-rich nitride precipitates (Fig. 5.11 (d)).
With respect to the above results, the manifestation of inhomogeneous yielding (as
either yield-drop or Lüders banding) in clean Ti-IF steel appears to be grain size
dependent. Similar behaviour has been observed during room temperature tensile testing
of annealed ARB Ti-IF steel up to 2 µm [20] and annealed ECAP commercial purity Al up to
4 µm [19].
Such material independent behaviour in clean metals is indicative of
inhomogeneous flow due to the scarcity of mobile dislocations in UFG microstructures
rather than their interactions with solute atoms [19, 46]. As a consequence, it could be
possible that mobile dislocations near grain boundaries after ECAP sustain the applied
strain rate during subsequent tensile testing without a yield-drop [19, 47]. After initial
annealing at longer times at lower temperature (for example, 525 °C, 5 h) or shorter times
at higher temperature (610 °C, 300 s or 710 °C, 5 s), the annihilation of these mobile
dislocations causes a yield-drop as a result of their shortage to fulfil the applied strain rate.
The transition from yield-drop to Lüders banding between 1.5–2.5 µm grain size is based
on the dislocation sink effect at grain boundaries [19, 48-50]. If the above inhomogeneous
phenomena are assumed to be controlled by dislocations emitted from grain boundaries
rather than just by intra-granular sources, an increase in dislocation sinks is inevitable due
to the net increase in grain boundary surface area [51]. The latter in turn leads to a
decrease in the area swept by mobile dislocations. During tensile testing of annealed
microstructures whose average grain sizes are still comparable to the (sub)grain size after
ECAP, the reduction in mobile dislocation density is unable to sustain the rate of imposed
strain. Consequently, a sudden increase in their velocities results in higher stresses and
Interestingly, it can be noted that although a few very large (sub)grains hardly alter the mean
(sub)grain statistics, they significantly affect the mechanical response due to the large volumes they
occupy. For example, when the SPT data of the specimen annealed for 72 h at 525 °C (see Fig. 5.9) is
compared with the tensile and SPT data of other conditions, the deleterious effect of the few
abnormally large (sub)grains in drastically decreasing the strength of the material is evident.
7
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the appearance of a yield peak. Thereafter, with even further annealing and
microstructural coarsening, a return to continuous yielding and subsequent work
hardening is due to the ability of larger grains to generate dislocations in their interiors.
It is also emphasised that the size dependent appearance of inhomogeneous
yielding in UFG metals is not only influenced by test temperature and grain boundary
character [47] but also by the grain size distribution [52]. Since the grain boundary
character and size distribution remained almost time-temperature invariant in the cases
where inhomogeneous yielding was noted, their effects can be discarded.

5.5 Conclusions
Microstructure and mechanical property characterisation of 8 pass, route BC ECAP
Ti-IF steel subjected to isothermal annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C was undertaken. The
microstructure underwent coarsening by continuous recrystallisation followed by
abnormal growth. Continuous recrystallisation is evidenced by the invariant nature of the
log-normal subgrain size distribution and the retention and sharpening of the deformation
texture. Abnormal growth occurs during the final stages of softening via local growth
advantages.
Using a 0.5% offset (SPT) criteria, the correlation coefficient for yield between
shear punch and tensile testing was close to theory at 1.77. Correlations for the maximum
load after ECAP resembled that of brittle materials at 1.69, while the value reduced to 1.29
upon annealing. Separate correlations were also derived for predicting total elongation.
Grain size dependent evolution of uniaxial tensile behaviour was noted such that
geometrical softening after ECAP was replaced by load drop, Lüders banding and finally, a
return to continuous yielding and work hardening upon annealing.
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Annealing Behaviour and Mechanical
Properties of Severely Deformed Interstitial
Free Steel
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Abstract
The evolution of microstructure, micro-texture and mechanical properties during
isothermal annealing of an ultrafine grained interstitial free (IF) steel processed by Equal
Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) followed by 95% cold rolling (CR) was studied.
Microstructure and micro-texture changes were characterised by Electron Back-Scattering
Diffraction while mechanical properties were assessed by shear punch and uniaxial tensile
testing. During annealing, homogeneous coarsening via continuous recrystallisation is
accompanied by the retention of a sharp α-fibre rolling texture and a decrease in area
fraction of high angle grain boundaries from ~80% to ~40% due to texture clustering and
orientation pinning. Failure during uniaxial tension occurred without post-necking
elongation after CR. Upon annealing, an evolution from stress-drop soon after yielding to a
return to continuous yielding and increased work hardening was observed. Good
agreement is found between experimental and estimated strengths and total elongations
derived from SPT and tensile data. Tensile characteristics and mechanical properties
depend on both, grain size and area fraction of HAGBs.
Keywords: Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP); Electron Back–Scattering Diffraction
(EBSD); recrystallization; steel; mechanical characterisation.
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6.1 Introduction
Ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials produced by severe plastic deformation (SPD)
processes, such as Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP), Accumulative Roll Bonding
(ARB) and High Pressure Torsion (HPT), exhibit superior room temperature strengths but
poor ductility due to reduced dislocation accumulation ability [1, 2]. In this regard, there
are two concerns: (i) irrespective of the material, the operation of dynamic recovery-like
processes stagnate grain refinement near a von Mises strain (  vM ) of ~6–8 and render all
SPD processes as inefficient thereafter [3-6] and, (ii) as-deformed UFG materials are
inherently thermally unstable due to their high stored energies caused by lattice defects
[7-11]. While further grain refinement can be induced by changing the strain path [12-14]
and/or decreasing SPD deformation temperature [6, 8, 15, 16], a characterisation of
microstructure and mechanical property changes during their transformation to thermally
stable materials via annealing remains essential to understanding such materials.
To date, little information [8] is available in the literature on the annealing
behaviour of materials produced by a combination of SPDs as all investigations have
focussed on microstructure and/or mechanical properties in the deformed state [14, 1619]. During annealing of face-centered-cubic UFG materials produced by a single SPD
process, the types of recrystallisation phenomena include conventional discontinuous
recrystallisation [20-22], a transition to continuous recrystallisation [23, 24] and even a
combination of discontinuous and continuous recrystallisation behaviour [25]. In bodycentered-cubic materials, 90-95% CR unstabilised interstitial free (IF) steel recrystallises
discontinuously [26, 27] while continuous recrystallisation has been reported during
annealing of Ti-IF steels processed by high temperature SPD [28, 29]. The present authors
have also recently reported that homogeneous coarsening via continuous recrystallisation
is followed by abnormal growth during the final stages of softening [30] in a Ti-IF steel
after room temperature ECAP (route BC,  vM = 9.2).
With regard to room temperature tensile properties of UFG materials, phenomena
such as yield drop and discontinuous yielding have been reported after annealing ARB or
ECAP commercial purity Al [31, 32], Al-alloys [33] and Ti-IF steel [32, 34]. In order to
successfully estimate tensile properties in multiple samples of an annealing study,
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alternative testing techniques such as the shear punch test (SPT) can be used [35, 36].
Recently the authors quantified the correlations between bulk uniaxial tension and SPT
shear properties [34] during the annealing of an ECAP Ti-IF steel.
Thus the focus of the present study is to characterise microstructure evolution
and tensile behaviour during the isothermal annealing of a room temperature ECAP+CR
Ti-IF steel at 525, 600 and 710°C. Furthermore, the correlations between SPT and tensile
testing found in [34] will be used to estimate the mechanical property changes during
annealing.

6.2 Experimental and Analytical Methods
Ti-stabilised IF steel (Fe–0.003C–0.15Mn–0.007Si–0.005S–0.01P–0.03Al–0.08Ti–
0.001N wt.%) obtained from BlueScope Steel Ltd. was subjected to room temperature
ECAP using route BC up to 8 passes (  vM ~9.2) and cold rolled up to 95% thickness
reduction, resulting in a total  vM ~12.7. The rolling (RD), normal (ND) and transverse
(TD) directions were parallel to the extrusion direction (ED), ND and TD, respectively of
the ECAP billet. Further processing details are described in [34, 37].
Microstructural investigation and microhardness tests were undertaken on
samples cut parallel to the ND–RD plane from the centre of the stable strip length and in
the middle of the cross-section using a Struers Accutom-50.
Annealing of ECAP+95% CR steel was performed at 525 °C for up to 72 hrs and at
600 °C and 710 °C for up to 5 hrs, in a salt bath furnace following which the samples were
immediately water quenched. The heating rate was ~150(±10) °C.s-1. The selected
annealing temperatures are based on their proximity to the onset, peak and finish
temperatures of softening obtained from differential scanning calorimetry [38]. Softening
behaviour was characterised using Vickers hardness (M-400-H1 Leco, 4.9 N (500 g) load
for 12 s) at ten random spots on 1 µm diamond suspension polished surfaces
(~10×10×1 mm3 ).
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Electropolishing was conducted at room temperature on a Struers Lectropol–3
with a 95% acetic acid and 5% perchloric acid electrolyte for 12 s at 30 V. Two EBSD maps
for each condition were collected on a JEOL JSM–7001F field emission gun–scanning
electron microscope (FEG–SEM) using the Oxford Instruments Corona Fast Acquisition
software. Step sizes between 0.025 –1 µm were chosen such that they represent <20% of
the average subgrain size for a particular condition. Post–processing of the maps was
undertaken using HKL–Channel 5. The angular resolution limit is constant at 2°. For
micro-texture, orientation distribution function (ODF) sections were calculated using
Bunge’s notation after exporting EBSD data to MTex [39] imposing orthorhombic sample
symmetry. MTex is a Matlab toolbox for texture approximation from EBSD data by kernel
density estimation after computing the optimal half-width of the model bell shaped
function at every measured individual orientation [39].
Grains (D) surrounded solely by HAGBs (   15 ) and subgrains (d) bounded
either by low angle boundaries (LAGBs, 2  θ  15 ) or partially by HAGBs are
represented by equivalent circle diameters (ECD). Microstructural coarsening was
assessed via frequency distributions of d in terms of number fraction. The numberaveraged arithmetic mean ( davg ) and standard deviation ( d ) were first calculated.
Thereafter, the size distribution was fitted to a log-normal (L-N) probability distribution
function and the associated mean ( dLN
avg ) and standard deviation (  d ) were quantified
[34]. To this end, dLN
and  d are computed parameters as opposed to their
avg
corresponding experimental counterparts davg and d , respectively.
A minimum of two SPT tests per condition were conducted on ~0.8 mm thick RDTD samples on a die-set comprising a 3.01 mm flat-head punch and 3.018 mm die. The
custom-built rig was fitted to an Instron 5566 operating at a constant cross head speed
of 8  104 mm.s1 . Compliance removed displacement was measured using a ±2.5 mm
linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT).
Two 15(l)×5(w)×1(t) mm3 flat specimens were room temperature tensile tested
on a servo-hydraulic Instron 1340 at a nominal strain rate of 8  104 s1 for selected
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conditions. In this case, displacement was measured by a video extensometer operating at
33 frames per second.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 After ECAP+95% CR
The EBSD map in Fig. 6.1 (a) depicts a ribbon-like substructure morphology
aligned to the RD. In a few areas micro-shear bands inclined at ~30–35° to the rolling
plane were observed (Fig. 6.1 (b)) and are characteristic of inhomogeneous deformation
via highly localised plastic flow [40]. The ECAP+CR microstructure comprises an fHAGB =
80(±1) % and avg ~34°. Additional CR after ECAP resulted in a near-convergence of davg
and Davg values at 0.20 and 0.24 µm respectively. These ECD size values correspond to the
~0.12 µm subgrain and ~0.14 µm grain widths estimated from linear intercept
measurements in [40]. Since a few ribbon grains extend up to 10 µm along the RD,
considerably larger aspect ratios (  avg ) ~4 (±2) were recorded along with a small number
of ~0.1–0.2 µm (sub)grains with  avg ~1.5–2. The large (sub)grains appear to be inherited
from prior ECAP processing.
Crystallographic texture evolved from that of negative simple shear after ECAP to
typical bcc rolling components after ECAP+CR. The latter are depicted using the 2  45
section of the orientation distribution function (ODF) and are described by (Fig. 6.1 (b)):
(i) a sharp α ( 110 ||RD) and, (ii) a relatively weaker γ ( 111 ||ND) fibre. On the α-fibre,
the highest intensities are found near (113)[110] along with a considerable spread
towards the rotated cube orientation ( {001}110 ) and intermediate intensities for

(112)[110] . The most prominent orientation of the γ-fibre is (111)[112] . As shown in Fig.
6.1 (a), when a tolerance criterion of 15° is imposed, ~70% of the map comprises the four
main orientations of the α and γ –fibres; with a greater tendency of orientation clustering
among the α-fibre components.
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(001)[1 10]
(112)[1 10]
(111)[1 10]

(111)[121]

2 µm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6.1: (a, b) Typical EBSD grain boundary maps: (a) ribbon-like morphology area
overlaid with ideal rolling texture components, (b) micro-shear banded area and, (c)
2  45 ODF section of the micro-texture after ECAP+CR. In (a, b), silver and red (grey),

respectively = LAGBs, black = HAGBs. In (b), the arrows indicate micro-shear bands
(adapted from [39]). In (c), the γ-fibre skeleton line is dotted and contour levels = 1×
random.
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6.3. 2 Microstructural evolution during annealing
In Fig. 6.2 (a), hardness versus annealing time is plotted for 525, 600 and 710 °C
for various isothermal holding times. Higher annealing temperature shifts similar
hardness to shorter annealing times. For 525 °C, two stages are observed such that a
gradual fall up to ~200 VHN is followed by a comparatively faster decrease thereafter.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.2 (a) Hardness versus annealing time and, (b) fraction softened versus annealing
time for isothermal annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C.

At 600 and 710°C, a sharp drop in hardness up to ~105 VHN is recorded for the first stage
after which it reduces at significantly slower rates. The fraction softened (X) can also be
expressed in terms of hardness such that:
X

HCR  Ht
HCR  H0

(6.1)

where HCR , H t and H0 is the hardness after ECAP+CR, instantaneous hardness at time ‘t’
and hardness of the 0 pass starting material (= 89.2 ± 1.3 VHN for D = 140 ± 10 µm),
respectively. Here the slope of the softening curves during the first stage increase with
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higher annealing temperatures and can be related to: (i) the dependence of (apparent)
activation energy on temperature and, (ii) is characteristic of extensive recovery.
Microstructural evolution during annealing and the changes in its associated
parameters are shown in Figs. 6.3-6.55. Irrespective of annealing time and temperature,
the EBSD boundary maps in Fig. 6.3 illustrate a gradual and uniform collapse of the
lamellar boundary structure and a subsequent evolution of equiaxed (sub)grains.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 6.3 Representative EBSD grain boundary maps after annealing at (a-c) 525 °C, (d-f)
600 °C and (g-i) 710 °C for: (a) 300 s, (b) 1 hr, (c) 5 hrs, (d) 300s , (e) 1 hr, (f) 5 hrs, (g) 30
s, (h) 300 s, (i) 1 hr. Red (grey) = LAGBs, black = HAGBs.
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After annealing at 525 and 600 °C up to 300 s, d avg increases from 0.2 to 0.4 and
0.6 µm, respectively. However at 525 °C, local regions of the microstructure still retain the
ribbon-like morphology from ECAP+CR with some lamellae containing micro-shear bands.
Other regions comprise fine spherodised grains after a breakup of the CR lamellae and
their fragments occurred. The latter contributes to a minor reduction in  avg (= 3.5) and a
decrease in f HAGB from ~80% to ~72%. Similarly uniform coarsening behaviour is evident
after annealing at 525 °C for up to 5 hrs ( d avg = 0.6 µm).
A slight non-uniformity in microstructure evolution is discernable after annealing
at 600 °C for 1 hr (Fig. 6.3 (e)) as large and small equiaxed (sub)grains and fine elongated
lamellae were observed. After annealing at 600 °C for 5 hrs, regions containing smaller
subgrains with local clusters of LAGBs evolved. Consequently, as d avg increased to 2 µm,
large decreases in f HAGB from ~80% to ~ 38% (Fig. 6.4 (c)) and avg from ~34° to ~16°
(Fig. 6.4 (d)) occurred.
Annealing at 710 °C for up to 300 s results in a substantial increase in d avg to ~6
µm and a decrease of f HAGB to ~55% and avg to ~20°. Beyond 300 s, only minor changes
were noted in the various microstructural parameters.
In accordance with the method specified in [9, 34], L-N distributions were used for
tracking (sub)grain coarsening. While uniform gradual coarsening is characterised by
peak shifts to the right with increasing davg and decreases in peak frequency, notable
broadening occurs after annealing beyond 600 °C for 5 hrs and 710 °C for 30 s (Fig. 6.5
(a)). Similar to observations during the annealing of ECAP Al alloys [9, 41, 42], the
invariant nature of subgrain size distributions is clearly evident if the normalised subgrain
size frequency versus log(d davg ) (Fig. 6.5 (b)) is compared with the L-N plots. Here the
small shoulder representing larger (sub)grains is indicated by the black arrow.
On plotting the experimental arithmetic mean and standard deviations against
their computed counterparts (Fig. 6.5 (c)), linearity is maintained during continuous
coarsening as both values match closely without any notable deviation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6.4 Evolution of (a) subgrain size, (b) aspect ratio, (c) HAGB fraction and, (d) average
misorientation during isothermal annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C.

If the driving pressure for coarsening arises from only boundary curvature,
isothermal subgrain coarsening kinetics can be derived such that [43]:
davg n  kt

(6.2)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6.5 (a) Fitted L-N subgrain size distributions, (b) normalised subgrain size
distributions, (c) experimental versus computed arithmetic mean and standard deviation
of subgrain size distributions and, (d) subgrain growth kinetics during isothermal
annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C. The arrow in (b) marks the presence of non-uniformly
coarsened (sub)grains.

or

1
log davg  log  t   c
n





(6.3)
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where, n is subgrain growth exponent, k is a temperature dependent rate constant and
c  (1 n)log(k) . Although n = 2 is predicted for normal grain growth following primary

recrystallisation [44], larger experimentally determined exponents between 3–10 have
also been reported for single phase materials [45].
In the present case, annealing at 525 and 600 °C resulted in n –values of 8 and 4,
respectively (Fig. 6.5 (d)). At 710 °C, faster kinetics are recorded for the first stage up to 30
s as n = 1 and sluggish growth rates thereafter (n ~10). The effect of higher driving
pressure caused by an increase in the stored energy of deformation is apparent when the
slightly smaller temperature dependent n –values for ECAP+CR are compared with the
annealing kinetics of only ECAP IF steel (n= 13 and 5 at 525 and 600 °C, respectively [34]).
In Fig. 6.6 the intensity (f(g)) distributions along the α- and γ-fibres after annealing
are illustrated for selected temperature-time combinations. Annealing at 525 °C up to 5
hrs, results in a strengthening of near-rotated cube in the α-fibre and a smaller
strengthening of γ-fibre components, (111)[1 10] and (111)[1 12] . When annealing
temperature is raised to 600 °C, strengthening of (112)[1 10] is accompanied by a
weakening of the γ-fibre. Annealing at 710 °C for 30 s resulted in a transient strengthening
of (111)[1 12] whereas further annealing results in increased intensities at (112)[1 10] and a
spread along the RD towards the rotated cube component. The above fulfil the criteria for
continuously recrystallising microstructures such that coarsening during annealing by
recovery-like processes lead to retention of the rolling α-fibre texture.

6.3.3 Characterisation of mechanical properties
Figs. 6.7 (a-c) depict SPT curves for after ECAP+CR and annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C
for various isothermal holding times. The shear stress (τ) and normalised displacement
(  ) were determined from the load-displacement data following [34]. Tensile engineering
stress versus strain plots for the 0 pass starting material, CR [40] and selected annealing
temperature-time combinations are shown in Fig. 6.7 (d). Subgrain/grain refinement via
additional 95% CR after ECAP results in increased strengths and reduced ductility while
microstructural coarsening during annealing leads to a loss in strength and regaining of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Fig. 6.6 Evolution of ODF intensity f(g) along: (a, c and e) α-fibre and, (b, d and f) γ-fibre
during annealing at 525 (a, b), 600 (c, d) and , (e, f) 710 °C.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6.7 SPT curves: (a) of ECAP+CR material and after annealing at 525, (b) after
annealing at 600 °C, (c) after annealing at 710 °C and, (d) tensile curves of 0 pass starting
material, ECAP+CR and after subsequent annealing at selected temperature-time
combinations. Note D avg in (d).

ductility. When a grain size of ~2.5 µm is reached after annealing at 710 °C for 15 s, a
0.2% = 300 MPa,  UTS = 390 MPa, e u = 14% and e f = 23% is recorded.
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For SPT, 0.5% offset of the shear normalised displacement (δ) is used to
approximate the shear yield stress ( 0.5% ) whereas yield stress ( YS ) is defined by the
0.2% strain offset for the tensile curves. The maximum shear stress ( max ) and tensile UTS
( UTS ) are computed from the maximum loads during SPT and tensile testing, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 6.8 Comparison between experimental and estimated tensile parameters: (a) YS, (b)
UTS and, (c) total elongation. Dotted lines indicate one-to-one correspondence.

The linear correlations for YS - 0.5% , UTS - max and total tensile elongation ( e f ) maximum normalised displacement in shear ( max ) obtained from [34] are defined as:
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YS  (1.77  0.09)0.5%

(6.4)

UTS  (1.29  0.08) max

(6.5)

ef  (0.12  0.01) max
ef  (2.21  1.39)max  (146.2  100)

for max < 70% (6.6)
for max  70% (6.7)

Using Eqs. (6.4-6.7), the estimated values of YS , UTS and e f are compared with
the experimental tensile test data in Fig. 6.8. While a reasonable agreement in YS -values
is obtained in most cases, overestimation in other cases are noted. This indicates that the
correlation coefficient for ECAP+CR and annealing should be less (~1.47) than the 1.77
used in Eq. (6.4). On the other hand, the close estimates obtained for UTS and e f
showcase the predictive ability of SPT for UFG materials.
In Figs. 6.9 (a, b), yield strength after annealing is expressed as inverse square root
of average subgrain ( d avg ) and grain size ( D avg ) following classical Hall-Petch (H-P)
formulation. It is evident that the H-P relation holds in the investigated range of subgrain
and/or grain sizes between ~0.6–140 µm. Here, o -values of 58 and 61 MPa and k -values
of 342 and 395 MPa.µm0.5 match with earlier reported ranges of 56–96 MPa and 114–326
MPa.µm0.5, respectively for similar (sub)grain sizes during the annealing of Ti-IF steels [46,
47]. Interestingly, the most notable deviation from H-P linearity occurs in the coarse-grain
regime where a D avg ~9 µm has an almost identical YS but lower UTS than the 0 pass
starting material ( D avg ~140 µm). As illustrated in Figs. 6.9(c, d), such mechanical property
combinations could be ascribed to the significantly higher LAGB content (~45%) of the
sharp α-fibre texture in the case of D avg ~9 µm.
Furthermore, the grain size dependence of ductility in the present UFG IF steel is
illustrated in Fig. 6.9 (e). While ductility is very low in the sub-micrometer range, the
uniform ( e u ) and total ( e f ) elongations increase as grain size coarsens beyond ~2 µm.
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6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Coarsening behaviour
Annealing of conventionally cold worked single phase materials deformed to
medium to high strains (  vM =3.5) is typified by thermally activated processes of: (i)
recovery, (ii) primary or discontinuous recrystallisation and, (iii) normal or abnormal (or
secondary recrystallisation) grain growth [48, 49].
In the present investigation, annealing of SPD IF steel (  vM ~12.7) was marked by
instantaneous softening without an incubation period and occurred uniformly over an

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
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(e)
Fig. 6.9 (a) Grain size dependence of yield strength, (b) subgrain size dependence of yield
strength, three dimensional representations of: (c) yield strength, grain size and HAGB
fraction, (d) ultimate tensile strength, grain size and HAGB fraction and, (e) grain size
dependence of elongations.

extended time interval. Similar softening characteristics were also observed during the
annealing of ECAP IF steel [34] and can be attributed to its high stacking fault energy.
Similar annealing behaviour has been mostly reported in particle containing Al
alloys where boundary pinning by second phase particles inhibits discontinuous
recrystallisation via extended recovery resulting in microstructures with large dislocationfree subgrains mostly surrounded by LAGBs [48]. In the present annealing case,
homogeneous softening (or continuous recrystallisation) occurs without a discernible
nucleation and growth sequence due to the presence of a high fraction of strain-induced
HAGBs (~80%) after ECAP+CR [48]. Since recovery is the dominant phenomena, the
categorisation between extended recovery and continuous recrystallisation is based on the
character and mobility of the boundaries [48]. While extended recovery corresponds to
softening accompanied by immobile HAGBs and approximately similar (sub)grain sizes,
continuous recrystallisation involves HAGB migration and (sub)grain coarsening [49].
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Furthermore, the short-range dislocations and boundary migration [49] associated with
continuous recrystallisation cause a retention of the original deformation texture.
The present ECAP+CR microstructure coarsens gradually and uniformly as its
evolution is small and incremental over all investigated temperature and time
combinations. As detailed in [8, 48], the lamellar structure evolves gradually into equiaxed
(sub)grains in two stages such that: (i) a collapse of the lamellar boundaries occurs via
pulling of the HAGBs aligned along the RD by those lying parallel to the ND and, (ii) a
spherodisation and growth process, where the migration of boundary-junctions is
followed by growth due to variations in their surface tensions. While only the first stage
can be followed during annealing at 525 °C up to 5 hrs, both stages are present during
annealing at 600 °C (Figs. 6.3 (d-f)). In contrast, due to the very fast recovery kinetics
associated with annealing at 710 °C up to 30 s, only the second stage is evident as the
already equiaxed microstructure continues to grow uniformly with greater holding time.
Interestingly, although the annealing microstructure coarsens homogeneously up
to the final stages of softening, the LAGB fraction also concurrently increases. Based on
similar observations during the annealing of UFG Al-0.13Mg alloy (ECAP followed by plane
strain compression at cryogenic temperature), the concepts of ‘texture clustering’ and
‘orientation pinning’ have been proposed [8, 50].
When deformation textures are strong and spread over a narrow orientation range
(Fig. 6.6), the chances of similarly oriented (sub)grains becoming neighbours is increased
when coarsening via boundary migration occurs during annealing. Under such
circumstances, local clusters of LAGBs with reduced mobility form progressively via
orientation impingement (or ‘pinning’). The net result is an increasing area fraction of
LAGBs with extended annealing time.
In the present case, ECAP+95%CR did result in a strong α-fibre with a narrow
orientation spread. Subsequent annealing only resulted in minor changes to the original
deformation texture. With greater annealing time, areas containing more LAGBs coarsen
slowly owing to their restricted mobility while areas comprising a mix of HAGBs and
LAGBs coarsen at comparatively faster rates. A further consequence of such phenomena is
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the emergence of slight non-uniform coarsening as seen in Fig. 6.3 (f) after annealing at
600 °C for 5 hrs.
The phenomenon of strain induced boundary migration (SIBM) in aiding the
retention of the α-fibre during the annealing of the ECAP+95% CR samples can be negated.
SIBM is typically favoured in cold rolled pure Fe, IF and low carbon steels when the
thickness reduction is ≤50% (  vM ~0.8) and the deformation microstructure comprises
equiaxed cellular structures such that sharp orientation gradients or considerable stored
energy differences exist across grain boundaries [48, 51-53]. In the case of ECAP+95% CR
samples, the total imparted strain was  vM ~12.7 and the resultant substructure had a
ribbon-like morphology. As seen in Fig. 6.3, high resolution EBSD of the annealed
microstructures also did not reveal any boundary bulges or SIBM.
In summary, since the above coarsening characteristics involved HAGB migration
and the creation of new LAGBs without changing the original deformation texture, the
annealing behaviour is that of ‘continuous’ recrystallisation [48, 49]. Similar observations,
but without boundary evolution information, have been reported during the annealing of
Ti-IF steel after 500°C ARB (  vM > 4.0) when fHAGB > 70% [29, 32].

6.4.2 Characteristics of SPT and tensile curves
When the SPT and tensile curves are compared (Fig. 6.7), the former curves show:
(i) an inherently exaggerated work hardening behaviour [54] and consequently, (ii) the
absence of stress drop immediately after yielding. This is ascribed to the complex
multiaxial stress state in the annular shear zone during SPT [35, 55].
The strength and ductility of the tensile curves (Fig. 6.8 (d)) show a strong
dependence on grain size ( D avg ) such that their characteristic evolution is similar to those
of ECAP Al [31] and ARB Ti-IF steel and commercially pure Al [32].
The ECAP+CR ( D avg = 0.24 µm) material fails without post-necking elongation [40].
After annealing when grain sizes are smaller than 0.9 µm, a restricted period of work
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 6.10 Appearance of broken tensile specimen surfaces (a, c) and fracture cross sections
(b, d, e) after annealing at: (a, b) 710 °C for 5 s, (c, d) 600 °C for 1 hr. In (e) dimpled
fracture surface shows coalesced micro-voids and Ti -rich nitrides. In (a) and (c), the
direction of tensile loading is marked by white arrows.
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hardening, a small stress-drop after necking and total elongations of ~7–8% are recorded.
The local deformation characteristics are highlighted by the smooth surface of the tensile
specimen near the fracture zone (Fig. 6.10 (a)). The ledge-like morphology in local areas of
the fracture cross section (Fig. 6.10 (b)) of such annealed samples resembles the
shear/brittle type fracture observed after ECAP+CR [40]. Between grain sizes of 1.5–2.5
µm, the tensile curves evolve from being close to elastic-perfectly plastic to exhibiting
work hardening after continuous yielding. The rough appearance of the tensile surface
without width reductions (Fig. 6.10 (c)) of the D avg =1.5 µm sample is indicative of
increased deformation ( ef ~12%). At grain sizes of ~1.9 µm, the fracture surface (Fig. 6.10
(d)) is a combination of both, shear and ductile failure as the material has started to regain
its work hardening ability. With further increases in grain size, typical ductile type failure
with dimples of varying sizes and shapes were observed. As a representative example, the
~2.5 µm grain size sample indicates coalesced voids and Ti-rich nitride precipitates (Fig.
6.10 (e)).
It is worth noting that similar grain size dependent tensile behaviour was reported
by the present authors when ECAP IF steel was annealed [34]. Similar behaviour has also
been observed during the room temperature tensile testing of annealed ARB Ti-IF steel up
to 2 µm [32] and annealed ECAP commercial purity Al up to 4 µm [31]. Irrespective of the
type of SPD processing, grain size dependent tensile behaviour in clean UFG metals
(manifested by either inhomogeneous yielding or restricted work hardening), is
attributable to the scarcity of mobile dislocations (rather than their interactions with
solute atoms [31, 56]) and further emphasises the source and sink effects of grain
boundaries in UFG microstructures [31, 57-59].
In Fig. 6.11 the yield regions of two selected tensile curves are presented such that
they correspond to same grain size but different area fractions of HAGBs. It is clearly
evident that one with ~63% HAGBs shows discontinuous yielding whereas the ~52%
HAGB sample exhibits continuous yielding and lesser strength (Figs. 6.9 (c, d)). The
presence of a higher area fraction of LAGBs in the latter case preserves slip plane
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continuity between neighbouring crystals and results in enhanced dislocation activities
near such boundaries and eases the movement of mobile dislocations across them [60] 8.
The above results clearly demonstrate that the strength-ductility balance in IF
steels is a function of both, fine grain size (~2.5 – 3 µm) and large area fraction of HAGBs
(~65 – 70%).

Fig. 6.11 Yield regions of two selected tensile curves with similar grain sizes but different
HAGB% resulting from different processing.

6.5 Conclusions
The evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties during isothermal
annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C of a Ti-IF steel processed by ECAP followed by 95% CR
has been investigated. The microstructure underwent coarsening by continuous

It is noteworthy that difference in texture in terms of the average Taylor factors of these two
conditions may also play a role in varying the yielding behaviour, especially since it is well-known
that the α-fibre grains are associated with low Taylor factors [48]. However, a detailed examination
of the effect of texture on the variation in yielding behaviour has not been undertaken in the
present study.
8
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recrystallisation and is evidenced by the invariant nature of the log-normal subgrain size
distribution and the retention of the rolling texture with sharp α-fibre. The ~80% HAGBs
after ECAP+CR decrease progressively to ~40% during annealing as a result of texture
clustering and orientation pinning during grain growth.
Based on previously reported correlations between SPT and tensile data, yield
strengths after annealing are generally overestimated. However, good agreement between
experimental and estimated ultimate tensile strengths and total elongations was obtained.
Grain size dependent evolution of uniaxial tensile behaviour was noted such that:
(i) failure without post-necking elongation after ECAP+CR was replaced upon annealing
by, (ii) stress-drop immediately after yielding and, (iii) continuous yielding and increased
work hardening. The grain size dependence on strengths and yielding characteristics
indicates that the initiation of plastic deformation in UFG IF steel is more difficult due to
the greater area fraction of HAGBs.
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Abstract
Atom Probe Tomography (APT) was used to study the evolution of clusters and fine
precipitates during the annealing of severely deformed interstitial free steel. No
dissolution of pre-existing Ti4C2S2 and FeTiP precipitates occurred during room
temperature Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) and subsequent cold rolling. Ti-rich
clusters in the matrix may serve as precursors to even further precipitation at longer
annealing times. While all fine precipitates detected by APT exhibited a variety of nonstoichiometric compositions, near equilibrium composition was found in the order of
magnitude coarser precipitates observed by TEM.
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7.1 Introduction
Severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques induce ultrafine grained (UFG)
microstructures with consequent increases in strength and reductions in elongation in
steels and other structural alloys [1-4]. In order to optimise the strength-ductility balance
of as-SPD materials, later heat treatments causing recovery and/or recrystallisation are
indispensable. Although the transition from coarse grained to UFG microstructures during
SPD processing is conventionally tracked via Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) or
Electron Back-Scattering Diffraction, Atom Probe Tomography (APT) provides a powerful
3D technique to analyse solute segregation and clustering at the atomic level[5]. To date,
APT work on UFG materials has been mainly restricted to light metals [6, 7] with the
exception of cementite dissolution studied in pearlitic steel[8, 9]. Here we present an
insight into cluster and precipitate evolution during the early stages of annealing of an SPD
interstitial free (IF) steel.

7.2 Experimental and Analytical Procedure
A commercial Ti-stabilised IF steel (Fe-0.01C-0.12Mn-0.01Si-0.01P-0.01S-0.08Ti0.06Al-0.07N at%) was subjected to 8 passes, route BC, room temperature Equal Channel
Angular Pressing (ECAP) and then further cold rolling (CR) to 95% thickness reduction.
Processing details are given elsewhere [10, 11]. The as-ECAP and (ECAP+) CR samples
were isothermally annealed at 600 °C for 300s and 1800s in a salt bath. Following this, the
deformed and annealed samples were examined using the Local Electrode Atom Probe
(LEAP) at the University of Sydney. Tips were prepared by electropolishing [5] from
square rods cut along the normal and transverse directions of the ECAP billet and CR
sheet, respectively. APT was undertaken at ~20K with a pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz
and laser energy of 0.2 nJ. The maximum separation envelope method [5] was utilised for
identifying clusters and fine precipitates in the analysed volume. In order to eliminate the
effect of random fluctuations, cluster identification is restricted to a minimum 20 atoms
with the proviso that each of them are ≤1 nm apart (dmax = 1 nm) from their nearest
neighbour. The Guinier radii (rG) of clusters/precipitates were calculated from the radii of
gyration (lg) using the equation [5]: rG  5 lg . Iso-concentration surfaces were also used
3
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for 3D visualisation. All cluster and precipitate compositions are given in atomic percent.
Thin foils prepared by twin jet polishing after ECAP and electron transparent sections
milled using a Ga2+ focussed ion beam after CR were analysed in a JEOL 2011F TEM
operating at 200 keV.

7.3 Results and Discussion
The presence of a few fine precipitates in the ferrite matrix of the ECAP and CR
conditions (Fig. 7.1) coupled with the several other APT tips that returned no precipitates
at all indicates their very low numbers in the as-SPD condition. The composition of the
precipitate (rG ≈ 4 nm) in the as-ECAP tips was (50.47±1.61)Fe – (40.17±1.58)Ti –
(5.52±0.74)C – (3.12±0.56)S, whereas after CR the precipitate (rG ≈ 6 nm) was
(60.12±0.53)Fe – (17.60±0.41)Ti – (9.68±0.32)C – (6.22±0.26)S – (1.39±0.13)P. Unlike the
matrix precipitate observed for the as-ECAP condition, the precipitate after CR was
detected on the planar grain boundary running parallel to the tip. This is to be expected as
plane strain deformation via severe CR leads to an alignment of longitudinal grain
boundaries with the rolling plane. The slight elongation of these precipitates concurrent
with their respective deformation modes (Fig. 7.1) and the matching trail of alloying
element segregation suggest their presence prior to SPD; with only minor decomposition
occurring during cold working. Thus the present results indicate almost no dissolution of
pre-existing precipitates during ECAP and subsequent CR and contradict earlier findings
of near-complete dissolution of cementite (Fe3C) in an as-SPD pearlitic steel [8, 9]. In
support of these findings, the literature reports ~184 and 123 kJ.mol-1 as the typical
enthalpies of formation for TiC [12] and FeTiP [13] precipitates, respectively. These values
greatly exceed: (i) the formation enthalpy of Fe3C (~25 kJ.mol-1) [12] and even, (ii) the
binding energy between pairs of carbon atoms and edge/screw dislocations in bcc-Fe
(~40-80 kJ.mol-1) [14, 15]. Thus despite the significant increase in dislocation density [11]
(>1015 m-2) after ECAP and/or CR, there is a lack of driving pressure for complete
dissolution of these precipitates [11]. Additionally, fine Ti-rich (> 85%) clusters were also
observed after 95% CR. Here a distinction between clusters and precipitates is based on
their crystallographic arrangements. While clusters are a preferential segregation of
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atoms in the ferrite matrix, precipitates exhibit clearly defined atomic planes which are

~ 600 nm

different from the matrix planes of Fe atoms.

~ 50 nm

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.1 Elemental atom probe maps and corresponding 1 and 5 at% Ti iso-concentration
surfaces showing precipitates in IF steel after: (a) ECAP (total number of atoms ~31.4
million) and, (b) CR (total number of atoms ~6.5 million). The arrow in (a) indicates the
precipitate while the arrow in (b) is segregation along the boundary.
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After annealing to 300s the ECAP tips showed two types of clusters with
compositions of >90at% Ti and (79.17±8.29)Ti – (16.67±7.61)P (Fig. 7.2(a)). Precipitate
(rG ≈ 6-15 nm) compositions after ECAP and 300s annealing varied from (17.6±6.00)Fe –
(7.50±1.46)Ti – (75.00±6.85)P to (53.8±0.44)Fe – (24.50±0.38)Ti – (10.11±0.27)C –
(10.11± 0.27)P – (6.25±0.22)S. The coarse precipitate (rG ≈ 10 nm) in the ECAP samples
after 1800s annealing exhibited higher solute concentrations of (14.03±1.00)Fe –
(29.25±1.66)Ti – (27.04±1.56)C – (5.05±0.65)P – (18.95±1.32)S.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.2 Effect of cluster/fine precipitate size on composition after: (a) ECAP and (b) CR
and subsequent annealing.
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Fig. 7.3 Atom map of clusters after CR and annealing at 600 °C for 300s (matrix atoms are
suppressed by the maximum separation method using dmax = 1 nm).

In addition to small TiCP precipitates (Fig. 7.2 (b)), the 300s annealed CR tips
contained clusters with a range of compositions from (17.6±6.00)Fe – (7.50±1.46)Ti –
(75.00±6.85)P to (3.57±3.51)Fe – (92.85±4.87)Ti – (3.57±3.51)C as shown in Fig. 7.3.
Coarser precipitates (rG ≈ 8 nm) with compositions approximately similar to the as-CR
condition were observed after 1800s annealing (Fig. 7.4).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.4 Representative (a) TiP precipitate (with traces of C) after ECAP and 300s
annealing and, (b) TiCPS precipitate after ECAP or CR and 1800s annealing. The matrix
atoms are suppressed by the maximum separation method using dmax = 1 nm.

For both annealing times a change in composition/size of existing precipitates can
be expected primarily due to the diffusion of carbon. Compared to a carbon diffusion
distance of ~50–100 µm, estimates based on binary diffusion [16, 17] show that P and Ti
diffuse only <100 nm and <1 nm, respectively. Consequently the latter two elements will
not contribute significantly to the growth of precipitates. Alternatively it can be
considered that these precipitates were the same as those present in the microstructure
even before SPD and that only minor changes in their composition occurred during
annealing at 600 °C up to 1800s.
It is interesting to note that the composition of clusters/precipitates detected by
APT irrespective of their size or SPD processing is non-stoichiometric [18]; which has not
been reported earlier. However the near-stoichiometric composition of coarser (~80-140
nm) Ti4C2S2 precipitates for up to 1800s annealing estimated by energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometry via TEM indicates their size dependant compositional variation (Fig. 7.5).
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Although the tendency of Ti-rich cluster formation and its enrichment with C, S and/or P is
clearly visible with increasing size, it should be kept in mind that the maximum distance
separation method could overestimate the composition of fine clusters as: (i) the
determination of the interface between the cluster and matrix remains subjective and, (ii)
an aggressive removal of solvent atoms occurs from the surface of the precipitate [19].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.5 (a) Typical Ti4C2S2 precipitate after CR and 300s annealing and, (b) the EDS
spectrum of the precipitate (Fe peaks are from the matrix).

7.4 Conclusions
APT detected very low numbers of Ti4C2S2 and FeTiP precipitates in the ferrite
matrix of the ECAP and CR conditions. These pre-existing precipitates remained stable
throughout SPD due to the lack of driving pressure for complete dissolution. After
annealing up to 300s, Ti-rich clusters were observed which may serve as precursors to
even further precipitation at longer annealing times. Irrespective of their size or SPD
processing,

APT

detected non-stoichiometry in the

composition of

the

fine

clusters/precipitates. On the other hand, TEM analysis of an order of magnitude larger
precipitates showed near equilibrium stoichiometry. This indicates compositional
variation with concurrent growth.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions, Contributions to Original
Knowledge and Future Work

In this study, the evolution of microstructure, micro-texture and mechanical
properties of Ti-stabilised interstitial free steel (IF) subjected to severe plastic
deformation by Equal channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) followed by cold rolling (CR) and
subsequent isothermal annealing has been investigated. In the following sections, the
major findings are summarised, contributions to original knowledge are highlighted and
thereafter, a few suggestions for future work are outlined.

8.1 Conclusions
The ECAP billets were cold rolled (CR) along their extrusion direction to three
thickness reductions of 25, 50 and 95%. With greater CR reduction the ECAP
microstructure initially aligned to the macro-shear direction is refined monotonically
while rotating towards the rolling direction. After 95% CR, the micro-shear banded
lamellar substructure features an ~80% high angle grain boundary (HAGB) area fraction
and a convergence in HAGB and low angle grain boundary (LAGB) spacing values (~0.14
µm). The latter suggests saturation in the level of achievable microstructural refinement
via post-ECAP CR. The orientation components up to 50% CR reduction are similar to the
negative simple shear texture seen after ECAP. However their rotation up to ~15° about
the transverse direction is evident. Rolling textures were apparent after 95% CR and
comprised a pronounced α-fibre. CR after ECAP results in a strength gain (yield strengths
from 607 to 1097 MPa and ultimate tensile strengths from 689 to 1280 MPa) and a loss in
total elongation from ~7 to 3%. While a monotonic increase in the athermal work
hardening rate and saturation stress was noted, the slopes of all work hardening curves up
to 95% CR were similar. The latter suggests comparable rates of cross and/or multiple slip
events irrespective of microstructural refinement. The electron back scattering diffraction
(EBSD)–based microstructural parameters successfully account for the strength
contributions from both LAGBs and HAGBs via the modified Hall-Petch (H-P) equation. Up
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to 50% CR the dislocation strengthening contribution provided by the LAGBs is the
highest. With the decrease in boundary spacing at 95% CR, the boundary strengthening
provided by HAGBs approaches that of LAGBs.
Reduced ductility and poor thermal stability are two major concerns in ultrafine
grained (UFG) materials. Subsequent stored energy measurements are helpful in
developing recovered and/or recrystallised UFG microstructures by defining suitable
annealing schedules. Stored energies were estimated for the above mentioned deformed
conditions along with 25% CR conducted at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Both bulk
(calorimetry) and local (microhardness, EBSD and X-ray line profile analyses)
measurement techniques returned increasing stored energy estimates with greater cold
rolling reduction. Irrespective of the CR temperature, the changes in microstructural
parameters and stored energies were negligible. The bulk stored energy (350–600 Jmol1 )
corresponds to the energy release from all strain sources in the material volume as well as
Ti precipitation during annealing9. On the other hand, local stored energy estimates (5–
140 Jmol1 ) only account for the individual contributions from total dislocation density or
long-range internal stresses. The high value of apparent activation energy (500–
550 kJmol1 ) indicates sluggish recrystallisation due to excess Ti in solid solution resulting
in solute drag effects.
During isothermal annealing at 525, 600 and 710 °C, the ECAP microstructure
(~63% HAGBs) underwent coarsening via continuous recrystallisation followed by
abnormal growth. On the other hand, the 95% CR microstructure coarsened
homogeneously following normal growth via continuous recrystallisation. In both cases,
continuous recrystallisation was evidenced by the invariant nature of the log-normal
subgrain size distribution and a sharpening of the deformation texture. Abnormal growth
occurred in annealed ECAP microstructures during the final stages of softening via local

The large difference between bulk and local stored energies does not necessarily indicate that the
TiC and FeTiP precipitates were dissolved during the preceding ECAP processing such that their
further precipitation during annealing was inevitable. Rather, based on the APT results (cf. Chapter
7), it seems plausible that smaller Ti-rich non-stoichiometric clusters/precipitates may have
coarsened during calorimetric isochronal annealing treatment up to 710 °C. This obviously
indicates that in both before and after ECAP processing, free C and/or P was available for further
precipitation during annealing. To this end, since the steel contained over-stoichiometric Ti
available in solution, the formation of new Ti-only clusters or the coarsening of the older
precipitates carried over from the as-ECAP state (cf. Chapter 7), cannot be ruled out.
9
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growth advantages dictated by the presence of low mobility LAGBs in their
neighbourhood. The ~80% HAGBs after 95% CR decreased progressively to ~40% during
annealing as a result of texture clustering and orientation pinning during grain growth.
In order to evaluate the changes in tensile properties for multiple samples during
annealing, small specimen shear punch testing (SPT) was used. Linear correlations
between SPT and tensile data were first established for estimating yield, ultimate
strengths and total elongation. When they were estimated for 95% CR material after
annealing, in most cases yield strength values were within ±15% of the experimental
results, but overestimation in other cases were noted. On the other hand, good agreement
was found between experimental and estimated total strengths and total elongations such
that they were all within ±15%.
Grain size dependent evolution of uniaxial tensile behaviour during annealing was
noted such that the lost work hardening ability in the steel after ECAP or 95% CR was
replaced by stress drop soon after yielding, Lüders banding and finally, a return to
continuous yielding and work hardening. When yield strengths after annealing are
expressed as inverse square root of average subgrain and/or grain size, it was evident that
the classical H-P relation holds in the investigated range of sizes between ~0.6–140 µm.
The grain size dependence on strengths and yielding characteristics indicates that the
initiation of plastic deformation in UFG IF steel is more difficult due to the greater area
fraction of HAGBs which pose effective barriers to movement of dislocations.
While microstructural refinement during CR and coarsening during annealing was
tracked by EBSD and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Atom Probe Tomography
(APT) provided three dimensional analyses of solute segregation and clustering at the
atomic level. APT detected very low numbers of Ti4C2S2 and FeTiP precipitates in the
ferrite matrix of the ECAP and 95% CR conditions. These pre-existing precipitates
remained stable throughout SPD due to the lack of driving pressure for complete
dissolution. After annealing at 600 °C for 300 s, Ti-rich clusters were observed which may
serve as precursors to even further precipitation at longer annealing times. Irrespective of
their size or SPD processing, APT detected non-stoichiometry in the composition of the
fine clusters/precipitates. On the other hand, TEM analysis showed an order of magnitude
larger precipitates with near equilibrium stoichiometry. The differences in the results
from APT and TEM indicate compositional variation with concurrent growth. However,
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this should be treated with caution due to the limitations of the maximum separation
envelope method employed in indentifying clusters/precipitates.
This study demonstrates that irrespective of initial UFG material condition (ECAP
or 95% CR), the strength-ductility balance in the present IF steel after annealing is a
function of both, fine grain size (~2.5–3 µm) and large area fraction of HAGBs (~65–70%).
These combinations of grain size and area fraction of HAGBs result in yield strengths
~300–330 MPa, ultimate tensile strengths ~370–380 MPa, uniform elongations ~14–18%
and total elongations ~23–33%.

8.2 Contributions to Original Knowledge
In the literature, the few studies that focus on the effect of post-processing (via
additional deformation through strain path change and/or annealing) on the phenomena
governing the evolution of microstructure, texture and mechanical properties in severely
deformed materials are limited to fcc metals such as Al, Cu and their alloys. Similar reports
on bcc metals and/or alloys are missing entirely. To this end, the present study is the first
systematic study on a commercially significant alloy like IF steel that enhances our
understanding of the underlying link between the processing-property relationships in
severely deformed bcc metals. The original contributions of the present work are listed as
follows:


This is the first study that documents the effects of additional microstructural
refinement on the mechanical properties and crystallographic micro-texture
evolution of an ECAP Ti-IF steel by subjecting it to further cold rolling. The
microstructural parameters quantified from the high resolution EBSD are linked to
the mechanical properties using the modified Hall-Petch equation where the
individual strength contributions from LAGBs and HAGBs are delineated. It was
also found that the transition between as-ECAP negative simple shear texture to
typical rolling texture happens beyond 50% reduction.



This is the first study that compares and contrasts the stored energy of a SPD IFsteel via bulk (calorimetry) and local techniques (microhardness, EBSD and X-ray
line broadening analysis). A simplified break-up of the bulk stored energy
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measured by calorimetry into its various constituents comprising dislocations,
vacancies, internal stresses and precipitation has also been calculated.


This is the first study that details the annealing response of SPD IF-steel processed
at room temperature in order to assess its thermal stability. While the softening
behaviour of ECAP steel indicates uniform coarsening via continuous
recrystallisation followed by abnormal growth at later stages, the steel
recrystallises continuously with a progressive decrease in %HAGBs after
additional 95% CR.



For the first time, robust linear correlations have been estimated between shear
punch and uniaxial tensile data for SPD steel. The predictive capability of these
correlations in terms of mechanical properties has also been verified for a wide
range of grain sizes.



Irrespective of their size or SPD processing, APT detected non-stoichiometry in the
composition of the fine Ti-rich clusters/precipitates. This particular finding has
not been reported earlier.

8.3 Future Work
In this study, the room temperature work hardening behaviour of the IF steel after
ECAP was investigated by conducting tensile tests such that the gauge length of the
samples was parallel to the extrusion direction of the billet, and this resulted in a change
of strain path from previous ECAP processing [1]. Alternatively, work hardening
characteristics can also be assessed by taking tensile samples along the theoretical
macroscopic shear direction. Similarly, further insight into the tension-compression yield
asymmetry in UFG materials after ECAP may be gained by conducting compression tests
such that the compression axis is parallel to the shear direction.
It is clear that immediately upon annealing the strength gains in the as-deformed
state is largely lost without significant changes in ductility and indicates poor thermal
stability of the present IF steel. To this end, when compared against re-phosphorised
grades, continuous annealing of a copper-containing coarse grained IF steel indicated
slightly inferior strength and ductility, but much superior strengths after ageing following
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annealing [2]. Consequently, in order to achieve a better strength-ductility balance,
combined effects of grain refinement and age hardening can be explored in a coppercontaining IF steel such that after inducing grain refinement by severe deformation, the
material can be thermally treated either by annealing or by a combination of annealing
and subsequent ageing, such that fine copper-rich clusters/precipitates form on the newly
generated HAGBs.
Furthermore, it is well known that plastic deformation of UFG materials is
thermally activated. Hence, future studies may include a systematic characterisation of the
activation volumes, strain-rate sensitivity exponents and their dependence on
temperature and evolving boundary distributions [3]. These would help in elucidating the
rate-controlling mechanisms in the UFG IF steel, for example, in the framework of
dislocation bow-out from grain boundary sources [4].
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